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Local Postoffice
Closed On Monday
The Murray Postoffice will be
Closed all day Monday, October
25, in observance of the national
holiday, Veterans Day.
No city or rural mail delivery
will be made on Monday. The
lobby of the postoffice will be
open to receive first crass mail
and the stamp machines will be
available for the purchase of
stamps.
G. B. Jones, superintendent of
mails, asked that the public
please not call the postoffice on
Monday as only a small crew
will be on duty.

A cheerful good morning from
y Ellis yesterday.
We
greed that it was a nice fall
y.
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10* Per Copy

Cost Of Living Shows
Small Rise Last Month
Beatty Reviews Past
Year For Kiwanians

Increase Of
0.2 Per Cent
Is Announced

CLINICS CHANGED

The Glaucoma screening
clinics have been changed
Dr. Durwood Beatty, outgoing
to the dates of Wednesday
president of the Murray Kiwanis
Police Chief Brown brings in
and Thursday, October 27
year's
past
the
reviewed
Club,
the Purchase Area Crime Council
and 23, according to R. L.
.at its
work by the organization
control plan for, 1971. The purCooper, Health Program
regular meeting Thursday night
By DONALD FINLEY
chase counties are cooperating to
Coordinator
for
the
at the Woman's Clubhouse.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
make it as difficult as possible for
Calloway County Health
Beatty prepared a summary
cost of living went up 0.2 per
criminals to find refuge in West
Department. The two
eport for the members listing
cent in September, the first full
Kentucky.
clinics will be from 6:30 to
major expenditures, major.
Smith Graduates
month covered by President
9:00 p.m. each evening at
other in- PARRIS Island, S.C.,—Marine programs and
Nixon's wage-price freeze, the
A plaque was presented to
the Robertson Elementary
Pvt. Durid E. Smith , son of Mr. olvements. He also gave the
government said today.
Senator Muskie which reads as
School. The public is urged
multiple-choice test on,
a
and
group
Mrs.
Wallace
E.
Smith
of
Officials said most of the
know you believe you.
follows:
to take advantage of this
Route 3, Murray, has graduated "Know Your Club."
increase was due to price
understand what you think I said,
MARKER
Three mendiers at a committee that worked with the K
free clinic for the test of
Sisk
Morgan
President
increases on goods and services
but I am not sure you realize that Historical Society to choose the site and text of a historical marker commemorating the fouadie of from recruit training at the
glaucoma, second most
Jay
Marine
meeting.
at
the
Corps
presided
Recruit
Depot,
not covered by the freeze.
what you heard is not what I Murray State University in 1922 stand on the,campus location where the marker will be e
from,
common cause of blindness
yburn, who has re
Parris Island, S.C.
The BLS said consumer
meant".
during the iudversity's 50th anniversary obserYance In IKE. They are (from left): Dr. L.J. Harlin,
In the United States. Dr.
He is a 1971 graduate of duty in Germany, was a guest of
prices had been goiing up in the
director of journalism at Murray State; Mancil Vinson,committee chairman and director of aliment
James C. Hart, local ophis father, J. D. Rayburn.
past three months at an annual
California Governor Ronald affairs at the university; and Max Hurt of Kirksey. They are standing on the North 16th Street side of Calloway County High School.
thalmologist, will superrate of 3.3 per cent, the lowest
Reagan, commenting on New
the campus in the heart of the area most involved in the university's earliest days. Wrather
vise the clinics. Please
quarterly advance in the last
York Mayor John Lindsay's shown in the background, was the first building constructed on the campus and now bears the nom*
note the change from the
four years, excluding a 2.8 per
claim that he has the second of the late M.O. Wrather, a member of the first graduating class in 1926 and executive vice president
previous announcement.
cent increase in the first three
thoughest job in the U.S. "It of Murray State at the time of his death. Two committee members not shown are: Robert Head,
months of this year when
probably is, the way he does it." associate professor of art, and Alvis Jones,superintendent of grounds and land.
mortgage interest rates were
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
declining.
"If men °could learn from
Rev. Lloye M. Mayer of
The Bureau of Labor Statishistory, what lessons it might
Murray Route Three will be the
tic's said the increase in the
teacn us. iput passion and party
guest preacher at the Sinking
consumer price index was half
blind our eyes, and the light
Spring Baptist Church on Sunwhich experience ,,gives is a
the 0.4 per cent jump in
day, October 24, during the
lantern on the stertfwhich shines
August.
mor
.ning worship hour, according
only on the waves behind
The p?ice index has averaged
to Rev. Terry M. Sills, pastor of
us."...Sam71 Taylor Coleridge.
0.4 per cent during the previous
the church.
the President's lawyer's law- woman and some had urged
By MIKE FEINSILBER
six months, although the July
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.(UPI)— increase without the freeze had
"the appointment of religious, The guest minister will be
WASHINGTON (UPI).—Pres- yer," Nixon called him.
oe...-The FBI has 21f,315,031
preaching
his
fiftieth
angubernatorial
Democratic
fingerprints on file. Of these 32 ident Nixon's surprise choice ,of Powell, a slender, soft-spoken racial and nationality groups
been 0.2 per cent.
niversary sermon at the church
nominee Lt. Gov. Wendell H. The price freeze went
,per cent are criminals and Justice Department counsel member of a Virginia family not presently represented on
into
where he preached his first
Ford planned to campaign in effect
suspects,31 per cent are people in William H. Rehnquist and with roots back to colonial the court."
Aug. 15, but because of
sermon
on
the
fourth
Middlesboro
and
Pineville
Sunday
early
in
government services, 27 per cent Virginia lawyer Lewis F. America, is best known for his "But with only nine seats to
lags in reporting time, and
October in 1921.
today, then move on to because
are miscellaneous applicants, 7 Powell Jr. evoked none of the substantial backstage role in fill obviously every group in the
only half the month
Rev. Mayer is a native of
Somerset,
Glasgow
and was covered, officials said the
per cent are aliens,and 3 per cent Senate hostility today which convincing the state's best country cannot be represented
Calloway
Louisville.
County
and
attended
defeated his earlier attempts to families to abandon the doc- on the court," he said.
August rise reflected only
are personal identifications.
Thursday night Ford told a minimal effect of the order.
bend the Supreme Court toward trine of "massive resistance" He said he had looked for the the First Baptist Church of
crowd of Pike County residents at The September increase was
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity has a- more conservative philoso- to integration which had closed nation's "very best" lawyers — Murray for twenty years where
Millard High school that he will affected
many public schools in Virginia. and had found two of them. he acquired much of his
a work day tomorrow. They phy.
by the freeze, however.
carry out "a comprehensive
theological training.
He
Although constitutional philo- He is 64, and Nixon ,had been
have an ad on the claantied page
"Analysis of price data in the
'
Powell is the recipient of graduated from the West Kenreorganization of state govern- September
sophies change In -Men serving expected to rule out men that "virtually every honor the
today.
CPI indicates that
legal
ment" If he is elected Nov. 2.
lifetime tenure on the nation's old. But, in talking to reporters profession can bestow upon tucky Bible School, of Murray,
most of the increase in the
Mayer
M.
Llove
Rev.
his
received
B.A.
Ford
degree
and
charged
at
Millard
that
'Parking lot at the new high highest court, Nixon clearly after announcing his choices on him," including
September index for items
the
ABA
Union
University, moved back to Murray in "The Nunn administration is not
school is about ready. This expected —and said he did — radio and television of men presidency, and Rehnquist is from
covered
by the freeze occurred
Highlives
on
February 1968. He
organized to serve you, the
morning graders were busy on that his nominees would bring whose "names you will remem- the possessor of "one of the Jackson, Tenn.
of Murray near the people, but is organized to serve prior to Aug. 15 or was due to
ay
94
East
His
ministry
has
been
mostly
in
Sycamore extended which runs forth a "strict constructionist ber," Nixon said of Powell, finest legal minds in this whole
seasonal or other price changes
lm Grove Baptist Church.
itself.
by the north side of the school. majority on the bench "for "some said he was too old. But nation today..outstanding in Tennessee and Arkansas. He was
which, under certain conditions,
back
to
moving
Since
"The goal seems to be self10 years of him is worth 30 every intellectual endeavour he pastor of Minor Hill Church,
November 1 is the target date for generations to come."
are
permissible under the
Minor Hill, Tenn.,for eight years, Calloway County, Rev. Mayer perpetuation, with the taxpayer
Unless Senate confirmation years of most."
moving in.
freeze," the BLS said.
has undertaken," Nixon said.
supply work and picking up the tab."
been
doing
Eldad
Church,
of
Humbolt,
the
hearings, likely to open shortly Women's liberation groups
The BLS said food prices
Tenn., for ten years, of the serving as Interim Pastor for He charged that the state
Highway Department still has after Nov. 2, produce the sort were disappointed that Nixon
The seats they will fill, if Bethlehem Church, Rutherford, churches in the Blood River budget has risen to more than dropped 0.8 per cent before
not put a white line in the center of damaging personal disclo- had not named a woman, as confirmed, were occupied by
adjustment for seasonal factors
Tenn., for six years, and of the Baptist Association composed of $1.5 billion annually and that "the
of Doran Road, nor have they sure which defeated nominees had been hinted. Some Republi- the
late
of Laurel Church, Jackson, Tenn., Calloway and Marshall County, bureaucracy has expanded at a but only 0.3 per cent after
Hugo Black
placed any kind of island at the Clement F. Haynsworth Jr. of cans probably were disappoint- Alabama, a 1937 appointee of
adjustment, and automobile
for fourteen years. He has also nd in Henry County, Term.
phenomenal rate."
intersection- of Doran Road and South Carolina and G. Harrold ed in his choice of Powell, a President Franklin D. RooseThe public is urged to hear He said that in the past four (Continued on Page Fourteen)
served
a
number
of
other
Math to keep motorists from Carswell of Florida, it was Democrat.
velt and John Marshall Harlan
Rev. Mayer on Sunday as he years, 6,000 employes have been
,
nsidered a certainty that Generally, however, the sen- of New York, an appointee of churches for a shorter period of
cutting short when they turn from ..aches his 50th anniversary added to state payrolls under the
time.
Ftehnquist
but
cautious
and
Powell would ate reaction was
Math into Doran Road. Also a
President Dwight D. Eisenhow- Rev. Mayer retired from the sermon where he began his GOP administration, at an extra
church sign at the intersection win the Senate's "advice and friendly.
'nistry in 1921
cost of $66 million per year.
(Continued on Page Fourteen) active ministry in July 1966 and
blinds traffic turning east onto consent." A majority vote is Nixon stressed to reporters
required to confirm nominees. that both men had ranked first
Main street.
Rehnquist, 47, a tall, balding in their college law schools —
and slightly stooped man, is the Stanford for Rehnquist and
better known nominee and the Washington dr Lee University
one
more likely
to stir for Powell.
opposition, especially for his Both Pat Nixon and Martha
view that the government has Mitchell had campaigned to
BOWLING GREEN, UPI
an almost unlimited right to their husbands for appointment
Republican
gubernatorial
By Robert P. Dalton
here," Nunn said in prepared rung, Nunn opened the new
wiretap. A Republican, he is a of a woman who would have
nominee Thomas Emberton told
Somerset bypass in a ribbonSOMERSET, Ky. ( UPI— remarks.
been
the
first
woman
justice
in Approaching
The second meeting for the Milwaukee-born lawyer who
a Bowling Green audience
the final days of his The center is located on 200- cutting ceremony. The Apmonth of October of the Murray practiced in Phoenix, Ariz., the court's history.
Thursday he would help secure
administration, Gov. Louie B. acres of rolling land two miles palachian development highway
Nixon
named
him The President took note, Nunn whistlestopped through six south of Somerset on U. S. 27. It connects on the. west with the
State Dames Club will be held on before
200,000 new jobs for Kentucky by:
Tuesday, October 26, at seven assistant attorney general — saying that some had urged a central and south central Ken- will provide care for 44 mentally Cumberland Parkway which is
making the Commonwealth more
p.m. in Room Three of the
attractive for industry.
tucky counties dedicating the retarded persons with the under construction and on the
Student Union Building.
Emberton planned to be in
fruits of his labors as Kentucky scheduled opening next summer. east with Ky. 80.
Dr. Hal Houston of the HoustonLouisville
today
making
Governor.
At lunchtime, Nunn showed his
No plans have been made for
McDevitt Clinic, Inc., will be the
television tapes.
The highlight of the all-day bus- the dilapidated Frankfort State appreciation to the voters in
guest speaker. He will speak on
In his Bowling Green apstop tour was the dedication of Hospital and School which Dallas precinct in Pulaski County
"Abortions".
pearance, Emberton said, "We
the new $13.5 million Mental provided no more than custodial with a picnic lunch in their honor.
Miss Edna Hale
All, members are urged to
will place strong emphasis on
Training Center here to replace care for the retarded.
The precinct gave Nunn all of its
attend this important meeting for Eligible voters have only a few nominated by petition—and the the outmoded Frankfort State Earlier today, on the first stop 120 votes in his 1967 gubernatorial
preparation for plant sites."
more discussion on money- days left in which to circulate and committee may nominate only Hospital and School.
He said he was not ruling out
of his whirlwind tour, Nunn told a victory over Democrat Henr
making projects and the sign nominating petitions for ASC the number of candidates needed
the possible use of state highway
With the gubernatorial election Harrodsburg audience plans for a Ward.
Christmas banquet. The picture community committees. October to make up a full slate Of six only 11 days asiay, the tour, new state park to be located on
department
equipment for
Nunn also announced that he
for the yearbook will be taken at 27 is the final date petitions may nominees," 011ie C. Hall complete with press bus, will the shores of Herrington Lake in had asked the state parks
preparation of potential sites to
this meeting on Tuesday.
attract industrial investment.
department to assume responbe filed at the Calloway County Chairman of the Calloway County surely be labelled "political" but Mercer and Boyle Counties.
"We need to make sure that the
ASCS Office. Mail elections are Agricultural Stabilization and only one stop is purely political- The park will be built on 1,000 sibility of maintenance of
Conservation Committee, said. a luncheon for a Pulaski County acres of land owned by the state. Zollicoffer Park, a Confederate
set for December 1.
Miss Edna Hale, formerly of necessary support facilities are
vailable," Emberton added. "If
No special forms are required precinct that gave Nunn all its Nunn also announced plans to cemetery near Nancy in Pulaski Murray, has been
"I want to re-emphasize to
honored as
there
is work on a pparticular
farmers who are eligible to vote for a petition—only a sheet of votes in the 1967 election. Nunn4 purchase urban renewal ladn for County.
being named "Teacher of the
By mid-afternoon, Nunn was to Month", according to the Oc- road, bridge, airstrip of comthat nominating candidates by paper naming the candidate and was to speak at a campaign rally the new parking facilities at Ford
and have progressed to Jamestown tober 1971 Newsletter published munity facility that is preventing
Park
petition is of prime importance. the ASC community and con- tonight in Scottsville which was Harrod
State
taining a certification that the not a part of the tour.
house
where he was to speak briefly to a by the Lincoln Park, Mich., industrial development, we will
school
candidates
six
the
or
more
old
eligible
If
of
cenovation
KENTUCKY:
Considerable
give that facility top priority "
candidate is willing to serve if
Nunn called the new mental and Grayson tavern near the fort courthouse gathering to discuss Public School system.
cloudiness
with
scattered are nominated by petition in an
elected.
the $1.1 million construction The former Murray woman Emberton also promised to
health center here "an inspiring as state shrines.
showers through Saturday except ASC community, no other names
"For convenience a blank beginning."
the
state's
At Danville, Nunn dedicated project underway at Lake teaches second grade at Raupp help further
ending west portions by Saturday will go on the ballot. In the past,
petition form was reproduced on Adding, "We are filled with a the new $1.5 million primary Cumberland State Park.
School a position she has held for vocational training program.
afternoon
Little change in the incumbent community
the back of a letter sent to all sense of anticipation as we education building at the KenHe said the state wants to work
A new $136,000 state police eight years.
temperatures. Highs today and committee also had the privilege
known eligible voters about Oc- eagerly await results of im- tucky School for the Blind. The barracks at Columbia was also Miss
closely
with individual localities
nominations.
making
of
Hale is a graduate of
Saturday in the 70s. Lows tonight
"Now,a community committee tober 1," Hall said. Signatures of proved care and treatment of this new building replaces a number dedicated. The barracks is Murray State University. While to insure that vocational units
mostly in the 60s.
may nominate only if fewer than at least three eligible voters in modern facility allows us to of older buildings which were located between Ky. 55 and Allen in Calloway County she taught planned will be most helpful in
ttracting new industry.
Road and is near the Columbia for two years,
six eligible candidates are the community are required on provide the children who live constructed in the late 1880s.
worked as a
Extended Outlook
each petition. Only one candidate
The building has 12 classrooms, interchange of the Cumberland nurses aide, and as an assistant
The
Kentucky
STOLEN BATTERY
extended
may be named on a petition but
a dining hall and dormitory space (Continued on Page Fourteen) lab technician. 'She was a
GIRLS COURT
Bridge Club
weather outlook Sundsy.thro.sigh Tom Sherer offrpnitlin,144.1 Y-9;g1§....r.P1Y
ABM.- -Woodmen -GE the.. World Girls ,lor.152students- The new building
playere-arrowderl
member- of -the Seventh- and
- •
State petitions as they want.
bormitory, Murray
Court No. 729 will hold its regular will help offset a tremendous
FIVE CITED
Popllir Church of Christ where meet with a duplicate bridge club
Mostly sunny and mild Sunday, University, said the battery
In general, to be eligible either monthly meeting on Monday, growth in the school's enrollment Five persons were cited by
of
the she served as teacher and par- which meets on each ,Wednesday
lows in the mid to upper 40s, his 450 Honda was stolen to become a candidate or to vote October 25, from seven to 8:30 including 100 new students this Murray Police
Department early ticipated in all church activities. evening at 7:00 o'clock at Gleason
highs in the mid to upper 70s. sometime the previous night, a person must have a farm in- p.m. at the WOW Hall. This will fall. The jump is partially due to this morning. They
were four for
The honored teacher toured Hall at St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Chance of showers and mild according to the report made to terest in the community and must be a Halloween party . and. oil the Rubella outbreak six years isorderly
conduct at 2:55 a.m- Europe this, past summer and This is an open club and those ,•
_
.
Monday and Theada y7 nitei
Pirtirray Police DepariThent at be eliglb1816-participati1n One or members are asked to come ago. •
nd one for driving while in- among the countries she visited interested are urged to call Mr.
around 50, highs in the 70s.
3:50 p.m. Thursday.
While in Somerset. this rnor- sleeted at 12:45 a.m.
iCoatinued on Page Fourteen) dressed in costumes.
Wally Swarm at 753-8838
were Russia and Egypt.
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Hostility Toward President's
Court Nominees Not Evident

Rev. Mayer Will Preach
50th Year Sermon Sunday Ford
Plans
Government
Revamping

Emberton To
Emphasize
Plant Sites

Nunn Stumps Through
Six Kentucky Counties

Dr. Hal Houston
Speaker For Meet
Of MSU Dames Club

Only Few Days Left For
Farm Election Petitions

1

Edna Hale Is
Named Teacher
Of The Month

The Weather

••.
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on a reluctant woman passenger.
To be sure, kissing passengers
was not within the scope of a
conductor's job. But the court
said that the railroad, as a public
carrier, owed an extra duty to
protect its passengers from harm
—a duty which in this case it
had clearly not performed.

I S

LOCKHEED ON WAY UP?
BURBANK, Calif. (UPI)—
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., beset
by what its board chairman
Daniel Haughton called "unprecedented problems" during the
past two years , is now on an
"upward track."
Haughton told stockholders
Wednesday at their annual
meeting that. the aerospace
company has the capability to
make a turnaround now that its
contract disputes with the
government have been settled
and new financing has been
arranged.
"...We did make it and we
are alive today," Haughton
said. "We have big jobs to do.
We have, a chance to climb
back up. The resources to
fnazice our unfinished business
are there."

Son
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FAMILY LAWYER
Fresh Salesman
Shopping for a studio couch,
Myrtle followed the friendly
salesman to an obscure nook at
the back of the furniture store.
Suddenly, while they were talking about fabrics, the salesman
seized her in a violent embrace.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Hallett Dunn, age 72, who died October 21
at his home at 201 South 6th Street, Murray, and Ome & Snyder,
age 59, of 1701 Olive Street, Murray, who died October 20 at Fort
Campbell.
Murray High and Tilghman fought to a 0-0 draw in the football
game at Paducah on October 20.
Miss Ruby Simpson, head of the Murray State College Home
Economics Department, and Miss Cam Tuyen Tran from Vietmm, student at Murray State College, will speak at the annual
dinner of the Calloway County Homemakers Club on October 27
at the Woman's Club House, according to Mrs.s W.A. Ladd, Jr.,
county president.
Mr.and Mrs. Julius Cooper of Murray Route Four announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jane,
to Roy Cothran, son of Mr.and Mrs. Earl Cothran of Benton Route
- Four.

Myrtle was so outraged that
she not only had the man fired
but also sued the owner of the
store for damages.
"This was a clear case of assault and battery," she charged
in court. "And every employer
is responsible for the acts of his
employees."
But the court disagreed and rejected her claim. The judge said
the owner was not responsible for
an act that was so completely
separate from the job of selling
furniture.
This is a general rule of law,
that an employer is not liable for
an employee's personal misconduct outside the scope of his job
Thus, the owner of a bar was

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Frankie Shroat, chief baton twirler of the Murray High School
band, won first place in the baton twirling contest at the Band
Festival held at Princeton.
A motorist was fined $10.00 and court costs of $9.50 for passing
a school bus while unloading children on the Hazel Highway by
Calloway County Judge Hall Hood.
-Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Ladd, Jr., are the parents of a baby girl,
Brenda Kay, born October 19.
Cheerleaders for the Kirksey High School Eagles are Dorothy
Tucker, Marilyn Walker, Sue Suiter, and Joan Lawrence.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Whosoever shall confess me before men, him shall the Son of
man also confess before the angels of God.—Luke 12:8.
Seeing Christ identify Himself with us voluntarily should
forever compel us to identify ourselves with Him.

Nursing Convention Set
This Week In Lexington

A thought for today: German
I lot! fashi‘rn in ecology .
poet Rainer Maria Rilke said, urn Mg furniture, clothing and
good marriage is that in appliances t?, Goodwill Induswhich each appoints the other trie,instead of assigning them
guardian of his solitude."
Ii, the trash heap. The old

50

Conception and death
are being redefined
Editor's Note: This is the last
of three articles on what
startling developments in
microbiology mean to you.
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service

have
control
aroused biological warfare and control
of the environment, problems
widespread controversy.
The law, caught off guard by requiring a reexamination of
biology's rapid advance, has ethics and values.
Traditional religion also is
suddenly been faced with
being profoundly affected, and
questions regarding
the
legitimacy, parenthood and the church is being challenged
inheritance rights of a chilck, over age-old customs conborn by artificial insemination, cerning marriage, birth conthe rights and responsibilities trol, abortion and other beliefs
of donors, recipients and —down to the basic question of
surgeons in cases of organ where does life begin and
transplants. Old familiar terms where does it end?
At an international conlike abortion, conception and
of
scientists,
death are having to be ference
theologians and politicians
redefined for legal purposes.
called by the World Council of
More
complex
and Churches last year, Dr. Eugene
challenging questions are Carson Blake, the council's
anticipated as man increases general secretary, said:
his ability to manipulate the
'Today there is a great doubt
basic structure of life and take about the future. Technical
a hand in his own evolution.
change is coming too fast, our
The social and political social institutions and systems
aspects of world population seem unprepared for the
control become more com- challenge and our human
plicated as biologists foresee imagination seems unable to
the ability to control not only grasp the immensity of the
the number but also the sex of change which is in store for the
the offspring, and, through world.''
It was this same sentiment
"genetic tailoring," to breed
desired qualities into new that led to the formation of the
Council for Biology in Human
generations.
The questions scientists ask Affairs. One of its main purthemselves as they look ahead poses is to help in the process of
to these possibilities are: How educating the public, parits
leadership
shall the process be regulated ticularly
and where shall responsibility elements, on the social and
humanistic consequences of
lie'
-Cloning" — the assembly- contemporary biology.
Its stated functions are:
line production of individuals
To identify those developall bred to the same pattern —
might be possible, but is it ments, current or impending,
desirable? And who would in the life sciences which are
apt to
influeoce
decide which qualities are to be most
profoundly the values and
bred'
Research into the structure conduct of man; those human
of the brain is affording a and social problems or atgreater understanding of titudes which could be renhuman behavior and, in ad- dered more comprehensible
dition, a potentiality for by. or are amenable to, biologic
altering behavior in defined research; the means by which
ways. This raises frightening the human relevance of new
questions for a society that knowledge in the life sciences
could one day be subject to may be made more explicit,
mind, mood and memory understood and managed.
control.
To facilitate and sustain
A host of other questions cooperalive effort among
present. themselves — in- scientists, humanists and men
ternational questions con- of
among
and
affairs
cerning
chemical
and established
institutions,
primarily those of higher
education.
To communicate to the public
and its leadership findings of
the commission established by
the council and of the scholars
cooperating with this work:
policy recommendations,
substantiated by the work of
the commission and indorsed
by the deliberations of the
council.
Some of the subjects on
which studies are now in
progress include the use and
abuse of drugs; the moral and
legal implications of prenatal
diagnosis and of genetic
engineering; an accurate
assessment of the present
threat to the environment; the
prohibiting
methods for
an
, waaare,
of
examination
basic
educational needs in minority
communities, and the place of
human biology in university
studies.
The human being has
evolved as far as this by being
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BIOLOGY AND MAN

"The potential for good or
bad that new biological
knowledge is producing must
not be allowed to come upon the
public unawares, as some
scientific knowledge has."
That is the paramount
by Carl Riblet Jr.
of
concern
Dr. Jacob
If there is one lesson that history can teach us it is Bronowski, the mathematician
that the ideas that cause wars never die, but carry and philosopher who is a
on from century to century, from armistice to resident fellow at the Salk
armistice in one form or another. Only slogans and Institute, the great gray-walled
structure in La Jolla, Calif.,
people are killed in war.
where many of the far-out feats
"Peace is the dream of the wise;
of modern biology are being
performed.
war is the history of man."
He also is director of the
—Sir Richard Burton. 1865
Council for Biology in Human
Affairs, an international
organization of top scientists
five of them Nobel Prize
winners1 who share a deep
concern for the responsible
application of science to human
problems.
The 65th annual convention of
The last two decades have
education,
nursing
for
concept
414
Kentucky
Nurses'
seen a revolution in the life
Association is now in progress in health care costs, standards of sciences,
and its impact on
Lexington , Kentucky, at the care, patterns of health care human affairs is increasingly
environment
abortion,
delivery,
Phoenix Hotel and will continue
being felt. The unlocking of
through October 22. The theme and drug abuse.
more and more of nature's
attending
from
Those
nurses
for
the
convention
is:
secrets has brought new
"Professional Competence District no. 13 include: From
knowledge and new power that
Through Continuing Education." Murray, Mrs. Billy Adams, who already are changing the
Mrs.
president
district.
of
is
this
Keynoting the meeting will be
pattern of social behavior.
Miss Josephine Brandt, R.N., Adams is running for delegate to
Biological breakthroughs
Vice-President,
Lutheran ANA Convention and member, have enabled man to keep
Hospital-Mursing, Moline Board of Directors; Mrs. much disease at bay, to perThurman, vice- form medical wonders like
Illinois. Other highlights include Emajean
human organ transplants, to
meetings of various specialty president of district 13;
Mrs. Virginia Harmeyer, intervene in the reproductive
groups and clinical sessions.
Various topics to be discussed representative on the state By- process with simpler, surer
methods of birth control, to put
include continuing education Law committee, is running for
his own seed in cold storage for
"tied to licensure, career ladder Delegate-at-Large to ANA
convention; Miss Laraine later use in artificial inGuyette who is running for semination. But the discoveries
The Almanac
also have raised new social,
Delegate-at-Large to the ANA
By United Press International convention;
Pauline legal, ethical and political
Miss
Today is Friday, Oct. 22nd, Campbell and Mrs. Shirley
problems.
the 295th day of 1971-.•
Spratt.
Such issues as premarital
The moon is between its new From Mayfielfi, is Miss Mary sex, paternal responsibility,
phase and first quarter.
Criswell who is on the state child legitimacy, family
The morning star is Saturn. Economic Security and General planning and
population
The evening stars are Mercu- Welfare Committee.
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
-From Benton,
Mrs. Jeani
Those born on this day are Culp, Director of
Nursing at
under the sign of Libra.
Benton Municipal Hospital, is
Hungarian composer Franz running for
second ViceLiszt was born Oct. 22, 1811.
President of Nursing Service .
On this day in history:
Administration Section.
In 1836 Gen. Sam Houston Mrs. Nadine Turner,
Director
was sworn in as the first of Nursing at Murray-Callow
ay
peesident of the Republic of County Hospital,
will speak to the
Texas
special interest group of nurses
In 1883 the Metropolitan interested in nursing
in nursing
Opera House in New York City homes
and extended care
cd3ebrated its grand opening facilities. Her
topic is "Avenues
with a performance of "Faust." to Effective use of Nursing Care
In 1962 President John F. Plans
in
Care
Nursing
Kennedy announced an arms Facilities."
Mrs. Turner is
blickade of Cuba after Soviet Chairman of the Nursing
Serm$1ssiles were discovered on the vice Administration Section
and
aimmunist island.
Member of Board of Directors.
fn 1968 the Apollo 7 astroNursing Students attending the
nnuts splashed down after an coniffintion are Sharon Althoff,
. Reeky --Senadtz, and'Tetli'
lladay earth orbital flight

Isn't It The Truth!

held no/ liable 55 IIco
iiiis
chievous waiter gave a customer
a painful hotfoot.
It is a different story, however, when the employee's duties
do include a certain amount of
physical contact with the public.
Take this case:
At a movie matinee, a noisy
teen-ager was ejected from the
theater by an irate usher. In
doing so, the usher used considerably more roughness than was
necessary.
This time, when the teen-agret
sued the management for damages, the court pointed out that
policing the customers was part
of the job of ushering. Even
though the usher overdid it, the
court said that the theater, as
his employer, would have to pay
damages.
Furthermore, certain employers may be held liable because of
an extra duty they owe the public. For example, a railroad had
to pay damages after an amorous
conductor forced several kisses

Mrs. J. B.1

RLTON FIESTON
THE OMEGA
MAN

the first creature which has
shaped its environment, instead of allowing the environment to shape him," said
Dr. Bronowski. "Every other
creature has lived in circumstances in which nature
has selected for him a niche in
the environment."
Now, he says, we have "to
create values to elucidate our
own conduct, and to learn from
it so we can direct it into the
future."
Within the next year, an
estimated 140,000 Americans
will be found to have skin
cancer. Medical experts say
that in most cases, the cause
can be attributed directly to
sunlight.
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Son's visits

,eat.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Our only child is 14. t was 38, and rnSt
husband was 52 when he was born. He has always been a
joy to us.
We've never had any trouble with him until this summer, when he became enamored of a 13-year-old girl. The
girl's mother is a twice-divorced lady bartender who leaves
her 13-year-old to baby-sit for her four younger children.
We allow our son to stay out until 10 p. m., and he
always abides by our wishes, but we know he goes to see
this girl every evening and I am worried about what may
happen.
I feel it is a very unhealthy situation. Dynamite, in fact.
I even telephoned the girl's mother and told her I didn't
want my son over there. She said, "So, keep him home."
My husband feels the boy will outgrow this fascination.
I think he should have a talk with the boy and positively
forbid him to see that girl.
What do you think?
WORRIED
DEAR WORRIED: Forbidding him to see the girl is not
the answer. To a 14-year-old boy, haying a "girl friend"
Is exciting, and if you "forbid" him to see her, he'll become
resentful, and he'll probably see her anyway. His father
should have a talk with him to be sure he knows everything
a boy should know when he first becomes "enamored" of a
girl.
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 and have been a Baptist all my
life, until about two years ago when I started studying with
Jehovah's Witnesses. Six months later, I decided that this
should be my religion, and ever since then I have been
persecuted by my family. They think I am "confused" and
they insist that I should quit going to the Jehovah's Witness
church and go back to the Baptist church.
Do you think it is fair of my parents to try to keep me
from going to the church of my choice?
CAGED
DEAR CAGED: I think everyone should be allowed to
serve God in his own way.
DEAR ABBY: How would you suggest I handle a sister
In law who offers unsolicited advice on my marriage, how I
run my home, and how I handle my finances?
She makes my personal business her concern. I would
rather keep my affairs private. If she were not my dear husband's sister, I wouldn't worry about diplomacy. Any
suggestions?
BOILING
DEAR BOILING: You need not hold still for any unsolicited advice unless you want it. When she proceeds to offer
It, simply tell her that you appreciate her interest and
concern, but prefer to do things in your own way. Then
change the subject.
DEAR ABBY: Any waitress will tell you that men are
much easier to wait on than women. Also, men are more
appreciative of good service, and their tips show it.
Also, nurses who have worked in both men's and women's wards will tell you that men patients are far more
considerate of each other than women are.
Furthermore, salespeople [both men and women] will
tell you they would much rather wait on a man than a
woman.
DON IN PENNA.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700. Los Angeles. Cal.
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope
...-.a:Arm,u-ArAmmusemmar-

WASH & SAVE
WASH 25' — DRY 10'
Special Offer NOW!
EVERY 4th LOAD OF

WASH FREE!!
Bel-Air Wishy-Washy
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th Street
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Miss Ann Colson Becomes The Bride Of
William Jay Reed In Church Ceremony
Tau Phi Lambda will meet at the
Friday, Octobeafr
A shower for Mr. and Mrs. home of Mrs. Treva Grogan at
Leon Andrus and children, seven p.m.
Donna, Wanda,and Shane, whose
home and contents were The Murray State University
destroyed by fire Tuesday Dames Club will meet in Room
morning, will be held at the Three of the Student Union
Dexter Community Center at Building at seven p.m. Dr. Hal
Houston will be the speaker.
seven p.m.

n, 1971

TBIRTHS41
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pent
dergrass of Murray Route One
are the parents of a baby boy,
Jerry Pat, weighing seven
pounds thirteen ounces, born on
Monday,October 18, at 10:09 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Erwin of
Murray Route Four celebrated
their 65th wedding anniversary
Sunday, October 10, in the
Fellowship Hall of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church with relatives and
The new father is a livestock
friends.
dealer.
Saturday, October 23
The IMI-SAI Faculty Recital
They were married October 7,
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
1906 at the brides home in The Alpha Department of the will be held at the Farrell Recital
Flavil Pendergrass of Murray
have
will
Murray
Club
Woman's
Hall, Fine Arts Building, MSU,at
Calloway County by the late Rev.
Route One and Mrs. Fay Warren
its noon luncheon at the club eight p.m.
Harris of Murray.
and the late 0. D. Warren of
Their attendants were Leonard house with Ken Sinclair, forMurray. Great grandparents are
Paschall, now deceased, and merly with the Peace Corps as The Murray Quota Club will
Mrs.
Cora Frances Warren and
be
Hostesses will
meet at the Southside Restaurant
Beulah Geurin, now Mrs. Beulah speaker.
Mr. Jordan of Mayfield and Mrs.
Erwin, sister-in-law of Mr. Er- Mesdames W.C. Adams, M.P. at 12 noon.
Pearl Pendergrass of Murray
Christopher, John Nance, Aaron
win.
Route
One.
Alberta
Mrs. Erwin,the former Mary Chapman, and Dr.
Outland, is the daughter of the Chapman.
late Daniel Boone and Ellen A Ham Shoot wnl be held at the
Candace Leigh is the name
Geurin Outland.
Calloway County High School
chosen by Mr.and Mrs. James R.
A retired farmer, Mr. Erwin is starting at nine a.m. The event is
Latimer of 213 Elm Street,
the son of the late Washington A. sponsored by the Calloway Recently, the Hazel ElemenMurray, for their baby girl,
"Bud" and Minerva Cochrtun County High Band Boosters Club. tary School first and second
weighing nine pounds eight
Erwin.
grades visited the Calloway
ounces, born on Monday,October
170
17
No.
Camp
Kirksey
Their children are Mrs. Bob
County Public Library.
.18, at 3:18 am. at the Murray(Ellen)Orr, Mrs. Gobel(Lucille) WOW will have its annual family The students were acCalloway County Hospital.
Erwin of Murray; Mrs. Ortis night picnic at the Kirksey School companied by their teachers,
The new father is a teacher at
p.m.
at
6:30
cafeteria
(Clara) Key of Paducah, Mrs.
Mrs. Euple Underwood and Mrs.
the Puryear, Term., school.
Loyd (Mary Jo) Swearengin of
Crystal Parks, their student
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
The Fall Festival will be held at teacher, Mrs. Bobby Joe Sims,
Chattanooga, Tennessee, and
the Faxon Elementary School and their librarian, Mrs. Patsy
Jesse Latimer and Mr. and Mrs.
James Euel Erwin of Hazel.
Billy. Broach, all of Route One,
They have 11 grandchildren, 10 with the doors to open at six p.m. Pittman.
Puryear, Term. Great grand*mat -grandchildren, and one The Fall Festival will be held at Mrs. Margaret Trevathan„
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ted
step-great-grandchild.
the New Concord School with the librarian, entertained the group
Broach of Route Three, Puryear,
with
a
film
and
story
hour.
doors to open at six p.m.
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. G. C.
Following the program, the
Charlton of Hazel.
The MSIJ Alpha Delta Pi social students enjoyed looking at the
ority will have a car wash at many books in the children's
the Ashland Station at Five section and viewing the antique
doll collection on exhibit at the
1Wilson Woolley photo)
Points starting at 8:30 a.m.
A baby boy, Chad Allen,
The Almo 9-H Club met after
library.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jay Reed
Cadette Girl ScoutTroop 69 will
weighing nine pounds 5% ounces,
school on Tuesday, October 19.
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
This was their second regular have a rummage lale at the
Miss Ann Colson and William presided over by Miss Barbara Jetton of 113 North 14th Street,
erican Legion Hall from eight
meeting of the year and the club
Alexander.
Jay Reed exchanged wedding
Mayfield,on Monday,October 18,
elected officers and discussed am. to one p.m.
Reception
vows in a double ring ceremony
at 9:18 p.m. at the Murraytheir project material for the
Following
the
ceremony
the
on Friday, September 24, in the
Sunday, October 24
Calloway County Hospital.
coming year.
Hale Chapel of the First United reception was held in the social
Mr.
Gordon
and
Mrs.
of
W.T.
The officers elected were as
hall of the church. •
The new father is employed
Cadiz will celebrate their golden The Almo Parent-Teacher Methodist Church, Murray.
follows: Laurie Haley, president;
Dr. Samuel R Dodson, Jr., The bride's table was overlaid with the Consolidated Novelty
wedding anniversary with an Association held its regular
LaDon Dowdy, vice-president;
with a white peau de soie cloth Company, Mayfield.
open house at the community monthly meeting on Monday, minister of the church, read the
Johnna Brandon, secretary;
with strands of pearls draped on
seven-thirty
ceremony
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
o'clock
at
Kent Wilson, treasurer; Kim room of the Bank of Cadiz from October 11, at seven o'cliock in the in the evening. Music for the the sides. Bouquets of flowers Burnice Jetton of Mayfield Route
one to four p.m. All friends and evening in the school gym with
Starks, reporter; Carla Ramsey
with purple bows were used at One and Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
relatives are invited. No
the preident, Mrs. M.D. wedding was by Miss Jane
and Jerry Thweatt, song leader;
each corner of the table.
Shoemaker,
organist.
Haynes of Route Two, Cotta'
The
altar
please.
McGinnis, presiding.
Tammy Haley and Mellisa
decorated
with Centering the table was a Grove, Tenn.
was
Dowdy,
principal
George
of
the
Thorn, refreshment chairwomen.
lovely arrangement of purple and
Monday, October 23
school, gave the devotion arrangements of purple and white
flowers flanked by white
Members of the club include The Homemakers craft lesson
chrysanthemums.
lavender
the following students: Lisha on "Candle Making" will be held followed by prayer by Bro. The bride is the daughter of Mr. candles. _ The four-tiered
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Henson of
Heyward Roberts. Members of
columned wedding cake topped Benton Route Seven announce
Bucy, David Thorn, Sherri at the extension office at 9:30
Colson
Mrs.
Silburn
of
and
pledge
Club
to
led
the
the
the
4-H
Wilson, Daron Ahart, Renea a.m. Note change in date.
Murray and the groom is the son with bells and doves was served the birth of a baby boy, Ricky
American flag.
Ahart, Eddie Beach, Johnna
Mr.and Mrs. C.D. Reed of Clay along with the punch, nuts, and Joe, weighing seven pounds six
of
—MVArts Department Mrs. McGinnis announced City, Ill.
mints.
Brandon, Charlotte Couraey, The Crea
ounces, born on Monday,October
the
completion
new
parking
of
lot
After the reception the couple 18, at 3:06 p.m. at the MurrayDowdy, Dicky Dumas, of the Murray Woman's Club will
don
Bride's
Dress
school,
in
the
rear
and
of
said
the
meet
at the home of Mrs. Fred
Alan Dunn, Kim Edwards, Toni
The bride, given in marriage left for a wedding trip with the Calloway County Hospital.
Edwards, Roger Eldridge, Gingles at 9:30 am. with the the chains and seats on the by her father, was lovely in a bride wearing an aqua dress with
swings
repaired.
had
been
They have another son, James
Bonita Green, Laurie Haley, lesson on "Creative Stitchery" by
formal gown of white silk an orchid corsage.
Hoke, Renee McDougal Mrs. Gingles. Hostesses are The program committee co- organza combined with peau de The new Mrs. Reed is a Keith, age two. The father is
Homer Pritchett, Janet Rowland, Mesdames Ben Trevathan, K. T. chairman, Mrs. Ray Gene ange lace. The empire bodice beautician at the Hilltop Beauty employed with the General Tire
Donna Smith, Kimberly Starks, Crawford, E. J. Haverstock, Coursey, discussed the programs was overlaid with peau de ange Salon, Hazel Road, Murray, and and Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Kent Wilson, Jennifer Woodall, Henry Holton, and Hunter Love. for the year and distributed the lace and featured a Victorian Mr. Reed will receive his
program books giving the acGrandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Mark Herndon,Tena Bucy,Terry
neckline and long bishop sleeves Bachelor's degree from Murray
Cleaver, Rita Edwards, Tammy The Great Books Discussion tivities for the school year. The which were appliqued with State University in December. Joe P. Henson and Mrs. Bernice
Haley, Penny Lockhart, Hillman Group will meet at the Calloway membership report was given by cutwork motifs of lace. The easy They are now residing at Dill's Watkins, all of Benton Route
Seven.
Mrs. Kenneth Starks.
Outland, Beverly Thorn, Melessa Public Library at seven p.m.
Trailer Court, Murray.
The president expressed A-line skirt .was also adorned
Thorn, Jerry Thweatt, Jeannie
The Blood River Baptist thanks to each one who helped in with the lace appliqued motifs
Hill, Candace Ramsey, Carla Associational WMU
will meet at any way to make the Turkey which were beaded inpearl and
Ramsey, Janet Thweatt, Sheri Lakeview Baptist
Church at 7:30 Shoot a success. Announcement rock crystal. A chapel lenth train
Walter, Debbie Fennell, Bonita p.m. with Ken
Barber of Murray of the district fall conference on was attached at the waist with a
Phone 753-1273
Green, Bridget Bynum, Karen as guest speaker.
miniature Dior bow and flowed
October 14, was made.
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Walker, Sharon Walker, Alisa
Mrs. Raymond Wrather's first gracefully.
We Have It— We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
Conner, Cathy Outland, Cathy
Her veil of imported illusion
grade
won the room count.
Tuesday, October 26
Puckett, Larry Frankhouser,
was designed in bouffant tiers
Michael Duncan, Trina Swift, The Current Missions Group of
and fell elbow length.
She
the
will
Memorial
Church
Baptist
and Claudia Darnell.
carried a bouquet of white roses'
Mrs. Datha Dowdy and Fred meet at the church at two p.m.
centered with a purple throated
Gillum, County 4-H Agent, met
orchid.
The
Omicron
of
Chapter
Alpha
with the club.
Miss Jo Ann Hopkins was the
602 So. 12th Street
maid of honor and only attendant *
*
for the bride. She was dressed *
*
(Next to Lassiter-McKinney Datsun,
*
The Sigma Department of the lovely in her floor length purple *
Phone 753-9384
*
Murray Woman's Club held its gown designed with an empire *
regular monthly meeting at the waistline with a light orchid
club house or. Monday, October ribbon belt. The dress featured a
11, at seven-thirty o'clock in the high neckline and long sleeves.
Tuesday of Each Week
evening.
Her headpiece was of a self *
*
Rev. Stephen Davenport, material bow with a face veil. *
*
minister of St. John's Episcopal She carried a purple orchid with
Church, was the guest speaker. matching streamers.
Thursday, Oct 21st Only
*
He spoke on "Community Need." Charles Reed, brother of the
*
with special emphasis on planned groom,served as best man. The
parenthood.
ushers were Danny Geurin and
Wednesday, October 27
*
*
Mrs. Clegg Austin, program Larry Pearson.
-)1
*
chairman, introduced the
A
her
wedding,
daughter's
For
speaker.
*
*
Mrs.
wear
Colson
a
three
chose
to
The department chairman,
Thursday, November 4
*
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr., piece brocade knit beige en- *
semble
matching
with
acpresided at the business meeting.
Mrs. Jere Stripling is secretary cessories and a white orchid
Mrs. A. Carman, member of the Murray Art Guild, center, is and Mrs. Sidney Easley is the corsage.
shown accepting the American flag presented to the Guild by Mrs. treasurer.
Mrs. Reed, mother of the
Loretta Jobs, Field Representative of the Woodmen of the World,
During the social hour pie and groom, wore a cream colored
left, on behalf of Woodmen Grove 126 Service Club. Mrs. Hazel coffee were served by Mrs. dress with brown trim on the
Broach, president of the grove, is at right. The flag will be placed James Boone, Mrs. John Nanny, sleeves and the skirt, and matat the recently purchased home of the Guild on North lith Street.
Mrs. Richard Orr, Mrs. Bobby ching accessories. Her corsage
Mrs. Jobs, in her presentation, said Woodmen encourages respect Nix Crawford, Mrs. Leonard was a white orchid.
and love of our nation's flag in all phases of their programs.
Varner,and Mrs. Virgil Harris. The register at the
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Laurie Haley Is
Elected President
f Almo 4-H Club

rojects Of Almo .
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Rev. Davenport Is
Speaker At Sigma
Department Meet
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PAPER TOLE - 10 a.m. to Noon

*

DECOUPAGE - 10 a.m. to Noon

CROCHET - 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

*
*
*
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* CANDLE MAKING - 10 a.m. to Noon 4
4
*
*
* NEW CRAFTS - MACRIMA SUPPLIES *
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BEADS - ALL CANDLE MAKING:
*
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*
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*
*
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"The Happy Yellow Store"

Tommy Aaron and Hugh Royer
Take Lead In Kaiser Tourney

Top
Betv

In Pro Football

Buffalo Fans To Be Put To ThePerformance
Midnight
With
Test
Indiana Squeezes By Utah

well," he says." If I knew how who last won in the 1970
to correct things I would. All I Western Open.
among
six
was
can do is keep on plugging and Casper
players who shot five under 67's
hope things turn around."
Officially Tommy Aaron and
They seemed to turn around while eight players shot 68.
gugh Royer are the leaders at for Casper in the opening round Tied with Casper were Jim
DIV start of the second rouod of of the Kaiser, which carries a Colbert.J, C. Snead, Mike Hill,
By United Press International
pay today in the $150,000 winner's price
of $30,000. Al Geiberger and Larry White. It looks like last season all
Kaiser International Open.
was among
18
Casper two-putted almost every Trevino
'tut right on their heels are green so he still hasn't fully players who shot 69 'while 11 over again in the American
By Casper, a man who hasn't regained the putting touch that shot 7, 22 were at 71 and 18 at Basketball Association's Western Division.
piiyed well all year and Lee made him one of the game's even par.
Indiana and
Utah, who
ftevino, who has but not lately. biggest stars over the past 10
battled to the final days of the
:sliaron and Royer shot six years.
.ey use both the north and
season to determine the 1970-71
wider 66's in the opening round
He made five birdies though so._Ji courses at Silverado in
3nirsday while Casper shot a and that encouraged him, the Kaiser. Both layouts are title, met for the first time this
five under 67 and Trevino had a although none was longer than pe,ged at par 72 but the north, season Thursday night and
picked up right where they left
three under 69.
10 feet. He also made a couple which is a little more than 100
While Aaron and Royer said of three-footers and quipped yards longer, is regarded as the off. The Pacers needed a field
goal by Roger Brown with 39
II ...I
played their best round of "even those weren't easy. In tougher of the two layouts.
seconds left and two free throw
•
year, Casper and Trevino fact
nothing
comes
easy They will cut the field To the by Freddie Lewis with 25
things could be better.
ow 70 and ties after today's
anymore."
seconds to go to gain a 125-122
asper has not wan a tourney
Meanwhile, Trevino,
who round and the guess is it will victory over Utah. The victory
e this year, something he hasn't won a single dollar in take a 140 or maybe even a 139
left Indiana with a 4-0 mark
er has' failed to accomplish official money since going on to survive.
and left the Stars with their
ce his rookie year on the pro the shelf early in August
first loss in four games.
way back in 1959. .
following removal of his appenPacer, Coach Bob Leonard
illy, who missed only one dix, struggled around -and said
was ejetted from the game at
n Thursday while playing he feels his touch is coming
•
1:12 of the third period and
tougher north course at back.
Indiana
managed to take a twoverado, has no excuses for
"I never had a real makeable
W. L point lead. Utah went ahead
4rOatetywho Team
Play NS X9ar.
early in the last quarter and
'I simply haven't pTateo!? Vieclifree tourney titles within Johnsons Grocery
21 7
held the lead until Brown's
Ezells
Beauty
School
21
7
a span of 21 days in midN.H.C.A.
19 9 basket.
summer. "I need to work on Murray Muffler Service 15, 2 12/
1
2
In other ABA action Thursmy game a little more, but it's Murray Insurance Agency
14 14
day
night, the Virginia Squires
Boones
12
16
coming back.
Bank of Murray
12 16 beat the Dallas Chapparals .103Trevino, who trails Jack Jerrys Restaurant
1P2 16, 2
10 18 99 and the Floridians stopped
Nicklaus in the race for the Owens Food Market
4 24
Krogers
1971 money-winning title by
ABA Standings
$10,000, said he plans to play in
Team Game (SC)
all remaining tourneys this Ezells High
Beauty School
791 By United Press International
year plus the Mexican Open Jerrys Restaurant
777
East
Johnsons
Grocery
776
and the World Cup.
W. L. Pct.
"I'm
through
with
my
, High Team Game (HC)
2 0 1.000
Kentucky
personal commitments for a Jerrys Restaurant
1033
3 1 .750
Floridians
Johnsons
Grocery
992
while," Trevino said, "so now I Ezells Beauty School
3 1 .750
982 Virginia
have time to work on my
2 1 .667
New -York
High Team Series (SC)
K.F.S. game."
1 2 .333
Ezells Beauty School
.
2233 Pittsburgh
A total of 85 players in the Johnsons Grocery
2191 Carolina
4 .000
He's the
1997
starting field of 156 shot par or Jerrys Restaurant
West
•
Goldbricker's Goldbricker less in the opening round with
W. L. Pt.
High Team Series (MC)
-- the hilarious misfit
Aaron and Royer leading the Johnsons Grocery
2839 Indiana
4 0 1.000
School
2806
who gives th•
way. Neither has won a tourney Ezells Beauty
3 1 /50
Boones
2794 Utah
title this year and both said
whole Army a fit.
1 3 .250
Memphis
High
Ind.
Game
(SC)
they could use a big check.
Millons of fans
1 3 .250
Dallas
Moore
193
Aaron had eight birds and Jean
roar with laughter
0 4 .000
Betty Dixon
190 Denver
18$
Thursday's Results
at this pixilated private two bogeys on his card of 33-33 Mildred Hodge
while Royer made six birds and
Virginia 103 Dallas 99
whose initials are B.B.
High Ind. Game (HC)
didn't have a single bogey on Jean Moore
243 Floridians 117 Memphis 113
Faye Hurt
his round of 34-32.
230
Watch for him
Indiana 125 Utah 122
229
"I made every putt I had a Maudie Kennerly
(Only games scheduled)
Starting Soon
shot at," said Aaron, whose last
Friday's Games
High Ind. Series (SC)
victory was in 1970 Atlanta
in The
Betty Dixon
507 Carolina at Memphis
classic.
Barbara Alexander
476 Kentucky at Indiana
-This was my best putting Mildred Hodge
466
Floridians at Pittsburgh
round of the year," said Royer,
High- Ind Series (HC.),
Dallas vs. Virginia at Hampton
Nancy Maggard
630 Utah at New York
By JOE SARGIS
UPI Sports Writer
hi&PA, Calif. ,(UPI)
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Coast. The matchup of last- had his problems in his
place teams in the AFC East Sophomore season, having been
and West respectively begin- shut out two out of the last
fling at 9 p.m. PDT will be three weeks.
Shaw still has top-rated
telecast back to Buffalo.
In other AFC games, Oakland receivers Haven Moses and
the Memphis Pros 117-113.
is an 11-point favorite over Marlin Briscoe and the alwaysMel Daniels led the Indiana
Cincinnati, Miami 10 over the dangerous O.J. Simpson at
scoring with 33 points and
New York Jets, Cleveland 10 running back. But the offensive
Brown finished with 30. Rick
over Denver and Pittsburgh line has failed to open enough
Mount also added 27 for the
holes for Simpson and without a
seven over Houston.
Pacers while Zelmo Beaty was
Over in the NFC, Detroit is running attack to balance off
Utah's high scorer with 27
10 over Chicago, Los Angeles the passing, Buffalo has found
points.
six
over Green Bay, San the air route rough-going.
Rookie Julius Erving sparked
ull Brothers
Francisco six over St. Louis, San Diego, which ran into a'
a second half rally that led the
Atlanta,eight over New Orleans murderous early-season scheSquires over Dallas. Erving
and
the New York Giants are dule that included Oakland and
scored seven points during a 14six over Philadelphia.
Kansas City twice, has been a
3 burst that pulled Virginia into
Interconfece action finds disappointment to Sid Gillman
the lead. Charlie Scott had 33
points for Virginia and Erving By United Press International Dallas a 19-pointchoice over in his return as head coach.
had 26. Don Freeman led The Hull brothers got the New England, Kansas City a Chargers fans, unhappy with a
six point pick over\unbeaten flock of trades which sent
Dallas with 26.
Chicago Black Hawks back on Washington and Minnesota a away, among others, former
Warren Armstrong's basket
the right track Thursday night. four-point favorite over Ei ti- all-pro receiver Lance Alworth
with 34 seconds to go gave the
rammed
a more in the Monday night
Bobby
Hull
during the off-season, have
Floridians their triumph over
rebound past a sprawling Roger game.
ven up hope for this season.
Memphis. Larry Jones, the
Crozier with 22 seconds left in
The win-less Bills actually And rumors have circulated
Floridians' high scorer with 30
the second period to break a 2-2 never did figure
challenge in that already Gillman has grown
points, added a basket and two
tie and then Dennis insured the the .AFC gur:to this
weary of coaching and yearns
foul shots to put the game out
Ilawks' sixth victory in. seven especially after, head coach to return to a full-time front
Of reach. Larry Cannon. led...1;k
-Tames with two third period John Rauch was fired during office post.
Pros with 29 points.
goals to spark Chicago to a 5-2 pre-season workouts and reSo how big it pro football is
Buffalo placed by owner Ralph Wilson's
triumph over ,the
Buffalo? Tune in the Nielsen
Sabres.
troubleshooter, Harvey ratings Saturday night at 12
ace
game Johnson.
The
Hawks' five
midnight and find out folks.
broken
by
was
winning streak
Adding to the Bills' off-field
the Rangers in New York activities was the announce- AFRICAN GOLFERS
Wednesday night.
ment that Wilson's controver- NEW YORK (UPI) -,The
In the only other National sial dealings in the world of
10th annual Arnold Cup Golf
Hockey League game, the Los horse racing were being investi- Tournament will be spiced with
The Murray eighth graders Angeles Kings bombed the gated by the NFL.
six entries from Africa when
traveled to Paris last night and Philadelphia Flyers, 7-0.
After Rauch traded and then play begins Nov. 11-14 at the
defeated the Paris eighth graders
After the Sabres had fought publicly criticized steady defenPGA National Golf Club in Palm
18-16.
back from a 2-0 deficit on goals sive end Ron McDole, it was
Beach Gardens, Fla.
trailed
8-0
at
the
Murray
by Gerry Meehan and Don generally conceded the Bills Those African nations that
halftime but rallied in the second Luce, Bobby Hull poked in ,his would probably be an offense- will compete are
Rhodesia,
half and took an 18-8 lead into the own rebound on a power plays to oriented club anyway. But Nigeria, Egypt, Libya,
Morocc0
final minutes of the game. Paris put the Hawks ahead for gded. quarterback Dennis Shaw has and South
Africa.
scored a touchdown in the last
Dennis Hull scored at 17:17 of minutes to narrow the final the final period and then got is
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
margin to two points.
second of the night just, one
TRADE WITH
was very proud of the boys," second before the final buzzer.
said Coach John Hina. -This is Pit Martin and Jim Pappin
the first time that man'---of them scored first period goals for the
have had a chance to play and Hawks.
they all worked hard and came
Bob Berry and Real Lemieux
through quite well."
led the Kings' rout of the
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
The Murray Junior Varsity will Flyers with two goals apiece
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
close their season at home while Gary Edwards earned his
"Service Built Our Business"
Thursday night against the first shutout of the season.
PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
WILL
IT
Henry County Patriot Junior
Ralph Backstrom, John WidNEW OR USED CAR
Varsity. The game, at Holland ing, and Eddie Joyal also
Stadium, will begin at 6:45 p.m.
scored for the Kings.

125-122 in ABA Last Night

H
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By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer
Just how much will pro
football fans in Buffalo put up
with?
That question may well be
answered Saturday night when
the Buffalo Bills' faithful will
be asked to sit up until 12
midnight to witness their 0-5
football team play the 1-4 San
Diego Chargers on the Pacific

Murray Eighth
Graders Defeat
Paris, 18-16

al

PARKER FORD INC.

Ledger & Times

Betty Dixon
Geraldine Myers

621
615

High Averages
Marilyn Parks
Wanda Nance
Betty Riley
Betty Dixon
Mildred Hodge
Leta Norsworth

161
156
151
148
146
148

By

HONDA

Aril Standings

SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
3rd & Maple

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411

USE)CARS
1971 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof,
dark blue, 15,000 miles, Murray car.
1971 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power and air, vinyl roof,
light green, 8,000 miles, Murray car.
1968 Cadillac Sedan Devine, all power and air, silver grey
with dark vinyl top, Murray car, "She's knee deep in
rubber and sharp."
1968 Oldsmobile Delta Custom, 4-door sedan, power and air,
one owner
1967 Pontiac Catalina Station Wagon, power and air.
1966 Ford Fairlane Station Wagon, power steering and air.
196$ Oldsmobile 98, 4-door hard top, power and air.
1965 Oldsmobile 88,.4 door, power and air.
1964 Buick, 4 door, power and air.
SPECIAL
Brand New 1971 Pontiac Ventura II, 2 door, 6 cylinder,
standard transmission, moderately equiped, for only
$2,226.35.
Brand New 1971 Pontiac Ventura II, 4 door, automatic
transmission, 6 cylinder, moderately equiped, for only
$2,401.27.
Brand New 1971 Pontiac Lemans, Sport, 4 door hard top,
power and air, vinyl roof, well equiped, list price $4596 83,
will sell for $3629.28

Sanders-Purdom
Ma in Street

By United Press International
East
W. L. P. Pts
7
Boston
3 0
Springfield
3 0 1 7
3 2 0 6
Nova Scotia
3 3 0 6
Rochester
1 3 1 3
Providence
Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
West
W. L. T. Pts
W L
Team
Cincinnati
4
1 9
17 7 Hershey
Fenton & Hodge
3 1 1 7
16 8
Mutual of Omaha
2 4 1 5
16 8 Cleveland
Murray Auto Parts
15 9 Baltimore
2 2 1 5
Moose Lodge No. 2
15
Lindsey's
Richmond
1 4 1 3
15 9
Winchester Printing
1 7 0 2
14 10 Tidewater
All Jersey
12'
11' 2
Caesar's
Thursday's Results
12 12
Jerry's
12 12 Rochester 4 Tidewater 2
Corvette Lanes
7'2 16' 2
State Farm Insurance
(Only game scheduled)
6 18
Colonial Bread
Friday's Games
6 18
Moose Lodge No 1
4 20 Baltimore at Cleveland
Palace Drive Inn
Hershey at Springfield
High Team Game (SC)
All Jersey
962 Cincinnati at Providence
Jerry's
952 Boston at Rochester
Jerry's
942
(Only games scheduled)
High Team Game (HC)
Jerry's
Jerry's
All Jersey

1077
1067
1053

High Team Series (SC)
Jerry's
2799
All Jersey
2702
Mutual of Omaha
2548
High Team Series (HC)
Jerry's
3174
All Jersey
2975
Mutual of Omaha
7929
High Ind. Game (SC)
Jim Washer
Carl Ellis
cect Ellis
High Ind Game (HC)
Carl Ellis
Jim Washer
Carl Ellis

273
270
262

High - Ind Series (SC)
Jim Washer
Carl Ellis

658
644

254
244
233

Lyman Dixon
High Ind Series (HC)
Cart Ellis
Jim Washer
Charlie Hargrove
Dave Fol)ey

731
706
6.17
647

High Averages
Jim Washer
Dan Jones
T C Hargrove
Lyman Dixon
Butch Foster
Paul Buchanan

I 8.1
183
179
179
178
175

592

HOCKEY MATCH
"
NEW YORK (UPI
-The
first World Cup Hockey Tournament involving teams from
the United States, Russia and
Czechoslovakia will begin in
refintnotti Stirfrtgs; r0767 DerT 27f
29.
The double round-robin cornpetitior, will switch to Bloomington,,Mirip,_for garpes,lao.
3-3.

Fall Sale Spectacular!!
Fall Reduction Sale on all "Super Sport" (CB)
models in stock. All these models are
reduced by 10%!
We have a good selection of the
following models . . .

Jo.

CB750

SAVE $169.50

NHL Standings
By United Press International
East
W. L. T. Pis
New York
4113
Boston
3 1 1
Vancouver
3 4 0
Montreal
2 1 2
Toronto
1 2 2 ;
Buffalo
2 5
Detroit
1 4 0
West
W, L. T. Pts
Chicago
6 1 0 12
Pittsburgh
5 1 0 10
Minnesota
3 1 1 7
Los Angeles
2 4 1 5
Philadelphia
2 3 0 4
St. Louis
2 4 0 4
California
0 4 2
Thursday's Results
Chicago 5 Buffalo 2
Los Angeles 5 Philadelphia (1
Only games scheduledi
Friday's Games
Montreal at Vancouver
Toronto at Detroit
Boston at California
(Only games scheduled
RIORDAN INJURED
- NEW YORK IUPI1
guard Mike Riordan of the Neu
Yerk -Kntrirs Rtittprert-ii lt;irtured navicular bone in his left
wrist Thursday and will be lost
to the National Basketball
Associalion team.,..for
weeks
-

DUrnpt
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Whether
course oi
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CB100 - Reg. 425.00 - Now 382.50
CB350 - Reg. 850.00 - Now 765.00
CB450 - Reg. '1145.00 - Now '1030.50
CB500 - Reg. '1395.00 - Now '1255.50
CB750 - Reg. '1695.00 - Now '1525.50

- with yoi
of any ne

CASE
Ti

Buy Your Christmas Honda Now
and SAVE!!

7-10-12.

We acquired a large shipment of Mini Bikes before the surtax went into effect.
Buy now from this shipment and save the 10% surtax! Also, because of the dock
strike, this will probably be our last shipment until after Christmas. Be assured of
a good selection by shopping early!
Special Prices
On All Used
Cycles!
1970 YAMAHA 650
Was 1950.00

Now '775.00

CT70, 3-Speed
Was 1365.00
Now '335.00

of

or
D

or $1

MINI BIKE,\ SPECIAL

CT70, 4-Speed
Was '345.00
Now '315.00

ti

ATT
of

efre
fru-v
(
"
f

.10

MI

Thomas Honda Sales
Hwy. 121 South

Murray, Kentucky

Equif

Box 5!
M urra)

Phone 753-1822
4
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Top Runners To Meet In Clash
Between Alabama And Houston

e-

ice

By United Press International ranked Arkansas is an off-theTwo of the nation's top board favorite against North
runners will be featured this Texas State and No. 10 Stanford
Saturday when fourth-ranked is 24 over Washington State.
Alabama faces No. 15 Houston.
Ohio State is 13 over
Alabama has rolled to six Wisconsin, Colorado is 19 over
straight victories behind the Missouri, Arizona state is 10
of
power
running
Johnny over New Mexico, Tennessee is
Musso, who has scored 11 21 over Mississippi State and
touchdowns and averaged 111.3 Purdue is 17 over Illinois.
yards per game on the ground.
Although Musso is Alabama's
Even more effective has been primary threat on offense, the
Houston's Robert Newhouse, senior tailback gets plenty of
who is the third leading rusher help from John Hannah, David
in the nation with 144.4 yards Bailey and Ellis Beck.
per game. Alabama Assistant
Coach Pat Dye said Newhouse
is "about as good a fullback as
you will ever see. He's got
better than a six-yard per carry
average and we expect him to
MIAMI (UPI): American
put the pressure on our front Biltrite has four representfour and on our linebackers." atives in Miami scraping
Houston, 4-1, has lost only to
and steaming the Orange
14th-ranked Arizona State by a
Bowl 's slippery Poly-Turf
single point. The Cougars are
and trying to soothe netthe fifth leading offensive team
tled public officials.
431.6
yards
in the country with
Movies of the last two
per game.
Miami Dolphins football
Musso, an All-America and
games have shown 114 slips
Heisman Trophy candidate, has
and falls ors:41:atkvetic
been a workhorse for the
surface manufactured by
Crimson Tine this season, American Biltrite and sold
to Miami for $200,000, recarrying 114 times for 668
sulting in a rash of deyards. He is a hard, slashing
mands that they repair it.
runner who will give the
Houston defense fits.
OFFICIALS said they
Newhouse should give the
woti Id
Alabama defense just as much
trouble but the Crimson Tide
"We will guarantee that
appears to be a more balanced this field will be playable
club. The oddsmakers have for the rest of the season.
made Alabama a 21-point said Fred Piermattei. vice
favorite.
.iclent and manager of
pres
In other games, No. I
the Boston firm after meetOklahoma
over
Nebraska is 24
ing with Miami city managState, second-ranked Oklahoma
er Melvin Reese.
is 30 over Kansas State, No. 3
"By Monday of next
Minnesota,
Michigan is 21 over
we will be on our
week,
fifth-ranked Auburn is 26 over
Clemson, No. 6 Notre Dame is program to rejuvenate the
14 over Southern California, field," he said. "We feel
•
very confident."
Seven-ranked Georgia is 28 over
The dismay over the slip'Kentucky, No. 8 Penn State is
24 over Texas Christian, ninth- pery condition of the field
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On defense the tide features
Robin Parkhouse, Tom Surlas
and Steve Higginbotham.
Houston's field general is
quarterback Gary Mullins, an
adequate passer who uses his
running game to set up his air
attack. Tommy Mozisek complements Newhouse in the
Cougar backfield.
Although Alabama has won
all six games in the Series, last
year's contest was a thriller as
the Tide broke it open in the
final period to win, 30-21.

Inspect turf
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e Nielsen
ght at 12
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iiced with
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b in Palm

ions that
Rhodesia,
, Morocco

resulted in a court-suit
filed yesterday by Miami
Reach attorney Ellis Rubin
and Mrs. Brownell Harrell,
who identified herself as a
taxpaying football fan.
THE SUIT, filed in circuit court, asks the court to
demand that the field be
either repaired or replaced
by real grass. It asked that
if the firm dues not take
action, the city be told to
stop making its $4750
monthy payments on the
surface.
The suit said the surface
is in a "poor, disintegrate
ing. matted down, slippery
and worn out condition."
SAN DIEGO ( UPI) —The San
Diego Chargers pot tight end
Art Strozier on waivers to allow
room for rookie defensive end
Lee Thomas, it was announced
Thursday by the National
Football League Club.
—France's Olympic Alpine ski
team threatened . to withdraw
from the winter Olympics
Thursday if a single member of
the squad was banned for not
being an "amateur."

Laura Baugh's swing
leads to victories
School in Long Beach — or
By DUSHAN LAZOVICH
anywhere else.
TOpley Netts Service
The swing, however, is
LONG BEACH, Calif. —
*Sweet 16 and a swing to match, something new. It's of recent
vintage and it's only been a
that's Laura Baugh.
Whether she's on the golf short time since her dad made
course or somewhere else, her change the one she had
progressed to that point with.
she's an attention getter.
The new one must be better,
The pretty, 5-foot-4 blonde
bubbles with enthusiasm, her although the old one wasn't
blue eyes twinkle and her bad.
With the old one, Laura won
personality seems to have
benefited from the exposure the Los Angeles Women's
Amateur two years in a row,
she has had to the world beyond
1970-71, and that's pretty good
-old
16-year
ordinary
that of an
golf. It also took her to the
junior at Woodrow Wilson High
championship in the California
State Girls and other tournaments
But the new one, yes the new
one. That gave the young lady
something she will always
treasure. With it, Laura won
the U. S. Women's Amateur at
Atlanta, Ga., becoming the
youngest champion in the
history of the prestigious event.
"I was very happy and very
proud," Laura says of that
victory. "I feel it was a great
honor to win a tournament like
that."
"I went to Florida to see my
dad," Laura explains. "He is
the only one who has ever
taught me and I wanted him to
'with your purchase
look at my swing."
new
;Inv
of
-Either you change your
swing, or you quit golf," her
father told her after watching
her swing a club in the living
room of his home.
7-10-12-14 HORSEPOWER
"I was swinging too much
with my back, and he didn't
want me to hurt my back,"
Laura says. "I was very
o USHELS
TRASH
receptive to suggestions from
LEAVES &
OF
him and it wasn't difficult to
adjust. I had a sweeping swing_
He didn't think it was the right
way and it wasn't.
"I'm more consistent with
or FREE
the new one and it has started
to feel better. I practiced four
or
days with it and then played in
the Women's Western and the
toward any
Girls National prior to the U. S.
Women's Amateur," Laura
of your choice
continues. "I'm sure it helped
me. I don't know if I could have
with t)ew tract(,, oimm-isp
won the Amateur with my old
swing."
Laura has two older brothers
who earned golf scholarships to
college and both are scratch
golfers. Can she beat them?
LIMITED
"No way," she says with her
TIME OFFER
broad smile fla.shing. "But I
don't tell them that. I try but I
don't very often."
— Mated got an Oatly Stall in
the game. She remembers she
Box 552
u.sed to go with her dad and her
Murray, Ky. 42011a 11 brothers when she was little
more than 2.
''I'd go out to the course with

CB)

*FREE!
$130 lawn
sweeper

!.50
.00
0.50
5.50
5.50
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them to look at the bugs and the
scenery and look around. My
dad would give me a club and
I'd hit the ball. Then he'd clap
and say,'good shot, good shot,'
and clap some more All my.
family has encouraged me."
Pressure seems to bring out
the best in this teen-ager. "I
expect to get nervous. If I'm
not, something is wrong. Even
though I'm nervous, I still play
well."

Take Our Best Effort
To Win' Says Furgo Of ETSU

Steelers
upset
fans

"They may not have won a
game but they must be the best 06 team in the country and they're
dangerous club that can score
from anywhere on the field,"
Murray State Coach Bill
Furgerson says of East Tennessee, his Racers' Saturday foe.
Murray, back from the dead
after a 24-15 lacing of Middle
Tennessee last Saturday, wants
desperately to beat East Tennessee and salvage the last half
of the season.
"But they're young, hardworking and hungry," Furgerson
said, "and we know it'll take our
best effort to win. They have a
fine passing game, they're settled on a lineup after a great deal
Of shuffling, and they'll win some
games this season. I just hope it
isn't Saturday."
Murray came out of the Middle
game without serious injury but
most of the Racers are nursing
bruises."We have to play our few
players all the time," Furgerson
said, "and that means we get a
lot of people hurt. Practice has
but I'm hoping
been slow all1week
4r.< •

By IINited Press !,iterriational

In case you missed the
Pittsburgh Steelers' last
38 seasons, you saw it all
the other night. The 39th
is like the others.
The Steelers, who always
find new ways to make
mistakes, showed a national TV audience why they
never have been winners.
Dave Smith, a wide receiver, took a pass from
Terry Bradshaw and romped into the end zone to
complets an apparent 50yard scoring play.
Across the country, people left their living rooms
to take a break during the
extra point. When they re-,
turned, they found the
score had not changed.
What happened was that
when Smith got to the
three-yard line, he jubilantly flipped the ball into the
air. It -bounced through
the end zone, for an automatic touchback.
Kansas City was ahead
31-9 at the time and eventually beat the Steelers
38-16, but it did show the
nation just what Pittsburgh
fans have been living with
all these years.

it will pick up as we get nearer
the game."
East Tennessee has the best
passing game in the OVC,
averaging 177 yards a game.
Murray has averaged 118 but has
outdone the Bucs on the ground
144 yards to 99.
East Tennessee has averaged
15 more yards total offense than
Murray but has given opponents 4
more yards a game. "We're
about even statistically, any way
you look at it," Furgerson said.
The Racer coaches hope
tailback Rich Fisher can
duplicate the fine running game
he had at Middle which earned
him OVC player of the week

honors. Fisher gained 214 rushing
yards and scored from 66 and 3
yards out in that game.
The Racers will go again with
freshman quarterback Tom
Pandolfi, who completed 2 of 4
passes at Middle and ran the
team with poise and confidence.
The linebacking corps, battered in the Tennessee Tech
game a month ago, is now near
full strength. Middle linebacker
Frank Head started last week for
the first time since Tech and
Furgerson said his contribution
to the win was "inestimatable."
The game will be the feature of
East Tennessee's homecoming
and will begin at 2 p.m., EDT.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
COME TQ

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
--J.C. GALLIMORE —

YORK— (CPI)
NEW
Drunkenness is no longer a
legal offense- Tii-- Minnesota
under a new state law that
recognizes the principle that
alcoholism is a disease.
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The well-tanned young miss
comes by her looks naturally
when you meet her mother,
Louisa, who accompanies her
daughter to the golf course and
watches with "a mother's golf
eye."
"Mother takes care-- of me
and that's a major job," Laura
says.
"Not a major job at all,Louisa contradicts. "We
communicate."
Laura hasn't started dating
yet but her mother thinks that
is all right.
"She sees boys and plays golf
with them all the time," Mrs
Baugh explains. "I go with her
and often I get the feeling the
boys are wondering if I'm ever
going to stay home. Laura
understands. The boys like her
but they respect her and as she
gets older, it's turning more
into respect."
And golf is a solution td a lot
of problems, according to Mrs.
Baugh.
"Golf is the perfect way to
learn about life and how to
enjoy it," Mrs. Baugh believes.
-Laura has come to know
some of the finest girls in the
world. They set a fine exImple
and they all work trery hard.
These are the teen-agers and
these are the ones that make
America proud.
has
been
"California
beautiful to the girl golfers,"
Louisa lauds. "The women's
associations have opened their
tournaments up to everyone to
encourage the young girls to
play. That doesn't happen in all
the national tournaments. They
encourage the girls. The
women in California are for the
game. They aren't holding
them back. They give them
something to work for."
Laura is an excellent student
who enjoys school, so it
understandabie - that her
mother would want her to go to
college
"If she wants to turn pro, that
will be her decision," Mrs
Baugh states.
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray - Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
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breeding of-superhumans seen,.

Next Week's TV

Ice Follies, Disney World And
Tennessee Ernie Highlight Week
NEW YORK (UPI)—An "Ice Henry Fonda, Gregory Peck, ring Elizabeth Taylor and RichFollies- production, the new John Wayne and James Stew- ard Burton in a story about outWalt Disney World in Florida art.
siders who go to a revolt-torn
MONDAY
and a Tennessee Ernie Ford
West Indian island and get invariety hour are specials on the In "Trafton" on "Gunsmoke" volved in political intrigue.
NBC network for the new week. for CBS at 8:09 p.m., Marshal Elaine Stritch, Ernest BorgHighlights all times EDT un- Dillon has to trick down a gun- nine, Rip Taylor, Dick Clair
slinger who has killed a sheriff and Jenne McMahon are guests
less noted):
SUNDAY
and a priest.
on Dean Martin's NBC hour at
The CBS National Football "Rowan and Martin's Laugh- 10.
FRIDAY
League regional schedule: N.Y. In" on NBC at 8 has actress
Giants-Philadelphia, New Or- Lee Grant as guest star.
NBC preempts "The D.A."
leans-Atlanta at 1; Chicago- "NFL Monday Night Foot- and "World Premiere Movie,"
Detroit, San Francisco at 2; ball" on ABC at 9 has the Balti- 8-10:30 p.m., for two specials.
.
Green Bay-Los Angeles at 3:30; more-Minnesota game.
The grand opening of Walt Disnationally telecast doubleheader NBC's movie at 9 screens ney World, recreatonal complex
is Washington-Kansas City at 1971's "How to Frame a Figg," near Orlando, Fla., runs from
starring Don Knotts as the ac- 8 to 9:30. Highlights include
3:30.
NBC American Football Con- countant for a crooked town songs by Julie Andrews, Glen
ference schedule: Denver-Clev- who is set up as a fall guy by Campbell and the Kids Next
eland, Houston-Pittsburgh, Mi- the City Council.
Door, a monologue by 'Bob Hope
TUESDAY
ami, N.Y. Jets at 1; New Engand some sketches by Jonathan
land-Dallas at 2; Cincinnati- David Cassidy and Bob Smith Winters.
Oakland at 4.
and his Howdy Doody are on "O'Hara, United States TreasNBC preempts the _Disney the Glen Campbell show for ury" on CBS at 8:30 has an epihour at 7:30 for "Snoopy at the CBS at 7:30.
sode in which comedian Jack
Ice Follies,"- highlights of the The "Ironside" story on NBC Carter guest-stars as a carnival
-1971 edition of this ice show, at 7:30 is "Joss Sticks and Wed- pitchman who almost betrays
featuring a skater dressed as ding Bells." The fiance of Iron- O'Hara as the agent is tracing
u-sefamous beagle of the "Pea- sides's foster daughter is ac- a heroin shipment in Mexico.
nuts" comic strip. Charles cused of robbing his employer. The second NBC special, 9:30Schulz, creator of the strip, is ABC's "Movie of the Week" 10:30, is "The Fabulous Fordhost.
at 8:30 Screens "The Death of ies," starring Tennessee Ernie
The CBS movie at 7:30 has Me Yet," with Doug McClure, Ford as host in a musical saPart 1 of 1965's "Battle Darren McGavin, Richard lute to the golden era of motion
of the Bulge," starring Henry Basehart and Rosemary For- picture musicals.
Fonda and Robert Ryan. (Part sythe in a tale about a pillar The original film for "The
2 will be aired Oct. 31.)
of a community whose past New CBS Friday Night Movies'
The ABC movie at 9 has catches up with him.
at 9:30 is "Murder Once ReWEDNESDAY
1962's "How the Wait Was
moved," with John Forsythe,
Won," starring Lee J. Cobb, Tim Conway and Diahann Barbara Bain and Richard KiCarroll are guest stars on Carol ley in a story about a schemBurnett's CBS hour at 8 p.m. ing doctor in love with the
"NBC Mystery Movie" at 8: wealthy wife of a patient.
SATURDAY
offers "Dead Weight," one of
October 18, 1971
the Columbo series starring Pe
ABC's college football coverAdults..101
ter Falk. Eddie Albert and
age consists of national telecastNURSERY ..15
an Pleshette are- guest stars. ing of the Colorado-Nebraska
Lack of evidence and an un- game at 1:45.
NEWBORN ADMISSIOIS
compli- "ABC's Wide World of Sports"
Baby Girl Latimer (Mrs. stable murder witness
detective's case a- at 5 includes coverage of the
Patricia Ann Latimer), 203 Elm, cate the
leading war National '500' stock car race at
Murray, Baby Girl Eardsong gainst America's
hero.
Charlotte, N. C.
(Mrs. Kay Birdsong), Rt. 5,
the ABC's "Movie of the WeekCadiz, Baby Boy Henson (Mrs. "The Handwriting on
ABC's end" ,at 8:30 offers "A Little
Mary Ann Henson), Rt. 7, Ben- Door" is the fare on
City"
at 10. Game", with ci.
the
Man
and
Diane
'The
ton, Mrs. Patsicia Elaine Jetton
Chi- Baker, Howard Duff and Katy
and Baby Boy, 113 N. 14th, Mayor Alcala angers young
ser Juardo. A man treated with
Mayfield, Baby Boy Pendergrass canos when he supports a
sus. hostility by his 13-year-old stepbeating
a
accused
of
geant
(Mrs. Patricia Warren Penpect during interrogation.
son believes the boy capable of
dergrass), Rt. 1, Murray.
murder.
NBC's movie at 9 screens the
THURSDAY
DISMISSALS
James Frank Parker, Rt. 3, The Smothers Brothers and first halt of 1966's "Grand
Btriton, Mrs. Janie Bell Dunn, Melba Moore are guests on Flip Prix," with James Garner,
Rt. 1 Box 10, Murray, Lacy Ray Wilson's NBC hour at 8 p.m. Yves Montand and Eva Merit.
Boren, Sr., Rt. 1, Indian Mound, The "Bearcats!" episode on Saint in an auto racing drama.
Tenn., Mrs. Theresa Darlene CE at 8 has Kevin McCarthy (second half will be shown on
Stockwell, Rt. 7, Box 126, gue...c-otarring as a bandit lead- NBC Monday night.
Murray, Henry Jackson Morris, er who raids an Indian Pueblo
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Katie Iris for its Conquistador gold hoard.
Overcast, 300 N. 5th, Murray, "The CBS movie at 9 screens
1967's "The Comedians," starOrbie Culver, Rt. 1, Dexter.

Hospital Report

KPNLUCKU

Editor's Note: This is
second of three articles on what
startling developments in
microbiology mean to you.
By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
Biologists are learning .the
facts of life so fast that they
may be well on the road to
conquering cancer and other
human ills, eradicating pain,
relieving hunger and making
man's stay on this planet
generally more comfortable.

Much that is going on in their
laboratories, however, conjures up a picture of a future
world that is not so cheerful —
a' kind of sexless, mindcontrolled, robot-like society as
depicted in. George Orwell's
1984”.
Neither, with the knowledge
- presently to hand, could that
world be so far off.
Already, biologists have
succeeded in simulating in the
laboratory much of the system
by which living things
reproduce themselves. They
have grown test-tube embryos,
synthesized hormones, made
artificial viruses, produced a
man-made gene, the basic unit
of heredity which controls all
life processes.
The unraveling of the genetic
code has given them a better
insight into the riddle of cancer, birth defects and other
disease. It has led to ways of
improviug and controlling
growth that few but science
fiction writers dreamed of a
generation ago. References to
•`genetic engineering," with
controlled
breeding
of
superhumans according to a
computerized formula, no
longer sound so fantastic.
In addition to the artificial
extension of the life span, the
tic preservation of youthful vigor
\I-T\\
(l VI)
% Newt% wed (;ann.- ,,Ti tele% ision into old age is now conceivable.
Phone
Even the possibility of
isn't 'billed a, a 4•4)rnrcl!,
Neither is it billed a, a earthly immortality is not
commentary ion modern educa- discounted by some biologists
tion. A recent show could ha‘e looking further into the future.
been both.
Some of the most dramatic
(luring this ,how four medical advances due to
yourve cottple- separateh arc biological research have been
asked 11tleA144II, 4 14114 erI1111;14 made in the field of transare
their spouses. Later t
plantation surgery. Some
brought together (0 4.4 4 e 11101 scientists see a time coming
their an,wers match. The pnr- when not, only would tranpose of the game is to re% eal splants of
hearts, kidneys,
how well new -married people
lungs and other organs
in,other.
know each
cluding
possibly
even
the
brain
A question this
— be routine, but there also
4411r
"A hat would ou sa
is lu- could be extensive replacement
husband would
of
human
parts
with
fat orite coridinienC..
mechanical parts.
"401114e 14 the al14.4%
8 to 5
The parts who uld be switched
lie-ear. —
Mon. thru
“NIN 1114141e.e..- I I hi, Ile% IN - where required. For instance, a
human could be fitted with a
Nell later said he tluitiOtt the
Sat.
hi mechanical heart or a
timi hail -unwilling
(1114,
mechanical computer could be
1 to 5
with condominiiiiii,)
fitted with a human brain.
-Banana cream
Sunday
For many years, the brain
-Ills karate 444,1141411.
arid central nervous system
-M N ski,have seemed beyond scientific
wolair cream pie
None 44 the civil' ‘01111,, investigation. In the last two
per,iirp-. alliii their late teens decades, however, scientists
% or
eark 20s. knew the meaning have begun to understand how
% 44 condiment.
. nerve cells function at the
A, es er‘ hou-ew lbe Lo,us.-. cellular level. More and more
ea $195
a 4.4 ofitIllileflt I, a 1414 4 - 4r 41 biologists are now turning to
the study of how such cells
4411111
4144
44.1lt.
4.4 4a.4
work together in larger
pepper or iso.hiip.
3' to 4' tall.
systems, and ultimately in
BUS-TED
human behavior.
LOS ANGELES (UPI -The
High priority has been given
Southern California Rapid Tran- to this research at the Salk
sit-District's bus wasn't rapid Institute in La Jolla, Calif.,
enough for a bank robbery which stated: It is widely
suspect to use for his get-away. recognized that the time has
Cushion
In fact, a bank employe who come for neurobiology to take a
followed the suspect from large step forward, just as did
Crocker-Citizens Bank and Iliolecular biology, and for
watched him board a bus, similar reasons. Methods are
And $395 ea.
raced along the street and at hand and there is great inalerted a traffic officer direct- terest in the field by scientists
Pink v White
the
next trained in molecular biology as
traffic in
ing
well as in other disciplines,
intersection.
The officer raised his hand even outside biology."
Neurobiologists are taking
The bus stopped.
The officer and a police several different lines of
Red $6"
sergeant boarded the bus and inquiry, ranging from research
ea. captured the unarmed suspect, that can have medical aprecovering 8442 taken from the plications to that which adds to
art understanding of human
bank.
action s and society.
The suspect was identified as
Son*. art4.concentrating on
Charles. G. Nevels„29, a
transient frilm Texas. He was the nottiAtlitetual function of
booked on suspicion of robbery 010 brain and the part it plays

Newlyweds
lack spice

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

organisms, usually- by feeding
or injecting one animal with the
brain extract from another.
One of them, Dr. Georges
Ungar of Baylor College of
Medicine, became the first to
isolate and make one of the
chemicals formed in the brain
when something i.ew has been
learned.
"Somehow, all the information that we receive is
recIrded in the brain, or we
wouldn't have a memory," he
' said.
"The way it is recorded has
been unknown, but since we
know that hereditary information is recorded in the
molecular structure of the
genes, it seemed logical to
assume that there must be

in controlling processes in
other parts of the body — for
instance, the process of
reproduction.
The hormonal balance that
regulates reproduction is
known to be controlled by
"releasing factors" made by
certain cells in the brain. The
structure and mode of action of
these "releasimg factors" are
being studied by one Salk group
under Dr. Roger Guillemin,
who two years ago isolated the
first brain hormone.
One aim of the study is to find
a safe birth control method
without harmful side effects.
Birth control pills now on the
market are made of steroids
which can have side effects
jeopardizing the health of some
women.
"Thegreat hope," said Dr.
Guillemin,-is to produce a new
generation of fertility control
agents entirely free of the side
effects of the steroids."
Another result could be the
enhancement of fertility where
that is desired. Main thrust of
the studies on the biology of the
reproductive process, however,
is aimed at solving one of
man's most pressing problems
— excessive population growth.
branch " of
Another
neurobiology is concerned with
discovering the nature of
memory, and whether the
power of memory can be improved.
A number of researchers
,Werirtng with rats, mice and
worms have claimed success in
transferring memory between

chemical substances in which
acquired information is stored
in the brain."
His work in isolating one of
those chemicals and producing
a synthetic substance similar
to it opens up the possibility of
improving the brain, artificially raising or lowering
intelligence, curing mental
retardation.
Another control method is
electrical stimulation of the
brain.
Dr. Jose M. R. Delgado
pioneered manipulation of the
Mind by implanting electrodes
into the brain of a fighting bull.
With remote radio controls the
doctor demonstrated how he
could turn the bull left and
right, intensify his ferocity or

NEIGH-

Personality in the news. (C)

8:30 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW: Four Washington
newsmen discuss the week's
newsmaking events. (C)
9:00 HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE: Birdbath.
Leonard Melfi's powerful
psychological drama about a
struggling young writer workeng in a New York restaurant
lbs a counterman and a young
4:30 THE ELECTRIC COM- girl who works in the same
restaurant as a waitress. (C)
PANY. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET *239: 18:00 WORLD PRESS: The
week's news as reported in
For children. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- newspapers around the world
is discussed by a group of
ROOM.
6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN: foreign affairs experts. (C)
Tailoring IV: Finishing the 10:45 DAVID LITTLEJOHN/
Simple Suit. Fitting the CRITIC-AT-LARGE: The Cirskirt .. : the three-fold waist- cus. (C)
FRIDAY, OCT. 29
band. Review. (C)
7:00 EFFICIENT READING: 4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGBBORHOOD.
(R)
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH 4:30 THE ELECTRIC COMSCHOOL: Science—The Earth PANY.(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #240.
and Its Family,

What's got Datsun dealers
laughing up their sleeves?

ORANGE BERRY
PYRACANTHA
1

Over 100 to pick from,
In Full Bloom

1

ea 95'

MUMS
v 10 Colors v Upright or
Dwarf and Regular

'2"

AZALEAS

v Dark Red v Bright Red
Well Budded

1

RHODODENDRONS
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Free Landscape Design
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Evening Wons
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Morning Wort
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Morning Won
Evening Wor

Morning Wor
Evening Woe
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Morning Wor
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Evening wi
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Fir
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621 So. 41

VI A'

MI

Cain

Am be'

510 4-Door Sedan

Murray
Nursery
Color!
Color!
•
Color!

Scott
Worship Servici
Evening worthi

THE CLEA

1753-5781

Company

Ba

Morning W0fS
Evening Wons

8:00 THE FRENCH CHEF: To
Stuff A Sausage. (C)
8:30 THIS WEEK: A cover
story treatment of the week's
major national or interriational news story, hosted by
Bill Moyers. (C)
9:00 THE GREAT AMERICAN
DREAM MACHINE. (C)
10:00 FIRING LINE. (C)
11:00 PANMED. For health
Professionals only.
THURSDAY, OCT.28
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH-BORHOOD.
4:30 THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #239:
For children. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM.
6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
SCHOOL (R)
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
7:30 TO BE ANNOUNCED.
8:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH:
Elizabeth Drew interviews a

ley, Jr. (C)
10:00 MASTERPIECE

4:00 MISTEROGERS
BORHOOD.

Next: Conception and death
are being redefined.

eoucatoonAu TeLevisioN

MONDAY,OCT. 25
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
4:30 THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #236:
For children. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS
ROOM.
Sae FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
Laura teaches five notes on
the recorder, introduces each
instrument and teaches two
songs.
7:00 EFFICIENT READING:
Exploring Your Potential.
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
SCHOOL: Science—Forms of
Energy.
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
Picasso at 90. (C)
9:30 BOOK BEAT: "Cruising
Speed" by William F. BuckTHEATRE: Jude the Obscure—To
Shaston. (C)
TUESDAY, OCT. 28
4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
- 4:30 THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, (C)
500 SESAME STREET #237:
For children. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM.
8:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
, SCHOOL (R)
7:00 CIVILISATION: The
Measure of all Things. Belief in the dignity of man.(Cl
8:00 MASQUERADE: Improvisational drama especially
for children. (C)
8:30 THE ADVOCATES. (C)
9:30 BLACK JOURNAL. (C)
10:00 THE TURNED ON
CRISIS: The Shade of a
Toothpick. Documents a
variety of efforts being made
throughout the country in the
search for effective drug prevention programs (C)
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 27

change him into a timid nonfighter. He has conducted
similar experiments with apes,
making them sleep, walk in
various patterns, climb and
perform other actions all
controlled manually or by
computer.'
"We could use such computer
interaction in humans as well,"
he said. "We could use these
techniques .for treatment of
intractable pain, anxiety, any
kind of brain disfunction. I
think it will be possiOle to
control emotions, initinct,
behavior ... to eliminate
violence and war ... to
guarantee peace."
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Five Points

Car
vol

1105 Pogi

Colon

A Choic

Hwy. 641

COI

BOWL

1415 Mali

E HE

Datsun has something over all their
competitors: T.E.E. H.E.E. Which stand
for Technical Engineering Excellence.
And Highly Extravagant Extras.
Our 510 4-Door is loaded with
T.E.E. and chock-full of H.E.E. T.E.E.
means things like a„. body welded into
a single steel unit., No rattle. Longer
wear.
It means equipment like safety
front disc brakes, overhead cam en-

Free
HEATING
Oth at C

I.

gine and independent rear suspension.
Now for the H.E.E. For nothing
extra the 510 4-Door comes with reclining front buckets, whitewalls,
carpets and tinted glass—all standard
equipment.
See the Small Car Expert, your
Datsun dealer, and test drive the 510,
soon. It offers so much value, it isn't
even funny.
Drive a Datsun ... then decide.

DATSUN

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

VOL

Sales, Pi

94 E at Mi

Dun
ADS

1111 South 1

•

LASSITER-McKINNEY
604 So. 12th Street
Phone 753-7114
OPEN EVENINGS TIE 8:00

Wayne

II

SALE EV1
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Baptist

An investment in Your future

Scotts Grove
11 00 a m
Worship Service
Evening worship
7 30 p m

timid no
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University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Murray Church
Sunday School
106 m
Worship Service
11a m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
116 m
Evening Worship
7 p.m

11 a m
7 p.m

Sinking Springs
116 m.
Morning Worship
7 30 p.m.
Evening Worship

Si I

;IP

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 . 30 p.m
Evening Worship

cover
veek's
ter.naed by

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10..45a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

IICAN

Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

South PliNsent Grove
Morning Worship
1015 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd united
Worship Service
1-30a m.
Sunday School
10 30a m

United, 310 I rvan Ave.
Sunday Srh001
10a.m
7p m
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
10a m.
_Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m 7 p m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a m
Worship Services
11 a m., 7:30
pm

Poplar Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
6.30 p.m
Evening Worship

To

Methodist

Nazarene

11 a.m
I p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Union Grove
'Morning Worship
10 SO a m.
Evening Worshid
6 30p m
icte
vn
ve
er
se
S
hi Poplar
Worship
10 10a. m .
Palestine United
Evening Service
6p m
Worship Service 11 a m
1st
Concord
New
vice
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Morning Service
10 50 a.m
Martins Chapel Unit-4
Evening Worship
7p m
Sunday School
106 m
Plesant Valley
Worship Service
Ilam
11a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 p.rn

166

di' •••• -411

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10 00
Worship Service
11 00

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6:30 1:1 m.

#231:
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Liberty Cumberland
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Grove
Oak
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m .7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9 - 30 a m.
ChurchsSchool
Worship Service
10 . 45 a.m.

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6.30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9.30 a m 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9 • 30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
7 01)p m.
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Church School
io oo
Worship Service
11 00

Memorial Baptist
10.50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 • 30 P.m

COM-

Presbyterian

Brooks cnapiti united
Worship services at 9 36 a.m. 1st
8. 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m. 4th Sunday

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Wcrs:/..:,
:'3;4:
Evening Worship
730p.m.

lealth

it 30a m
6.00p in,

Gr'en Plain
Morning Worcnip
10 15a m
Evi.,ning Wor' nip
7p m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50 a. m.
Evening Worship
6p m.

"Fa where your treasure is, Mere w8 per heart be Ass"

First Baptist
10 45a m
Morning Worship
7 30 p m
Evening Worship

and death

F:

New Peel/whence
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m.

11 L! RR

Emmanuel Missionary
116 m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 30 m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

Other
Denominations

Temple Hill United
HIGH

Flint Baptist
11 a.m
Morning Worship
7. 30 p m
Evening Worship

N.(R)
ED.
NITH:
?ws a
(C)
EK IN
ngton
week's

:LEVIbath.
verful
out a
worklurant
foung
same
s. (C)
The
ed in
world
up of
(C)
OHN/
Cir-

Worsbip

Cherry Corner
morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7p.m

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m
7p m

Sugar Creek

Be Loyal,

11 a.m.
7:15 p.m.

Christian
First Christian
IQ ?la m
Worship Services
pm

Reclaim Christ

7

because, in the final analysis, nothing else is real.
There is no substitute.
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COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

S

el

•

Phone 753-1675

American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

;edan

i)
,_,\00t
N
111C-

1

Carroll Tire Service
DEALER
YOUR UNI ROYAL TIRE

Ph

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads - Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Open Sundays

Hwy

BOWLING AT ITS BEST -- FINE FOOD

1015

JAS D CLOPTON
Cotham

Bel

AIR CONDITIONING
Holmes
Phone 753-4832

9th at Chestnut

12th Extended

Hwy 94

Phone 753 7992

'
Point,

Air Shopping Center

Phone 753-8181

102 Chestnut

_*t

Phone 753-2997

& Chestnut

.

Ph

751 999c

Hendon's Service Station
PCHLIOLSLEI PDSO6N6

PHILLIPS

PRODUCTSBE.

•

66
No

4171 Street

Phone 7S3-1971

The Ledger & Times

Roberts Realty

RADIATORS REPAIRED
11.

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

Repairs & Installation -- Gas & Sewer
Phone 753 6168
SO1 N. 4th

HOYT ROBERTS

Ph 753-4424

605 Maple St

Phone 753

REALTORS

1651 505W

RAY ROBERTS

Main • Nile 753 3924

I

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE -MEMBER FDIC

iI
PD?T
ICIAT

SOO Main

Phone 753-3231

Om ?3353e1
his 7133 IWO

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M
Hogs bought daily
WM. E

DODSON, OWNER

PH

115 So 4th

Shirley

751 5334

.

MEMBER F.T.D.

502 N. 4th St

T57-7251

1
WINCH

Sholar's Auto Repair

tth Street

Fitts Block a Ready Mix Co.

-FRONT END ALIGNMENT

1 i .110ITING SERVICt

.
-MOTOR TUNE•NPS
-AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

The Businessman's Choice For Fine r- ,nting

403 Maple St. -1- Murray, Kentucky

'205 No

4

Florist

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
iallilli.
/
FTD___„

Phone 753 5802

753-1763

i

i

RI

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
4---sAL-1- SALES SERVICE & RENTALS
Sales and Service
. Adding Machines and
i
yp
Typewriters
T
-\, c
,
--- ,..‘..2.,...-

Phone 753-5012

Branch Office So 17th & Story -753-6655

4

North 4th St.

753 3164

F-ISH ',CHIPS
Chicken Pegiegs • Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray - Ph 753 5267

REBUILT ENGINES

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Service

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

117114

Ph

Murray Auto Parts

Claude Vaughn

MR 8,, MRS WM A JONES, OWNERS
--Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
•-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7494
604 S. 4th

Phone 753-3037

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

.

.1"Zufw
- I •i,i,i•
.#
• 4.,
„Ain: • 7

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF S2.130 OR MORE

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

:

Murray Muffler Service

Long John Silvcrs

_

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

Appliance

lie South 12th

753 6685

ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy 601S. (Hazel Hwy.)

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

12th

SALES AND SERVICF
ADMIRAL • TAPPAN - WHIRLPOOL

Ph

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

siP
-

,

Dunn TV &

1 M. E Murray

RECAPPING

Air Conditioning-Neating-Commercial Refrigeration

Phone 753 3734

94 E at Murray Bait Co

GIFTS - UNIQUE NOVELTIES
' 2 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road- Rt 1 Hardin, Ky 474-2766

union

Giant

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Ellis, Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753 8220

Palace Drive-In
Five

The Hitching Post
See the Old Country Store

.PARTS & RENTAL

10
x ,

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Phone 474-2202

753-7100

21m..1

s Drive-In
'
Trenholm

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Supplies
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating

Ph

On Hwy 68 at Aurora

II.

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans
HEATING . SHEET METAL

N

Hwy 121 W. (Coldwater Rd 1

•

Co., Inc.

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories

W

GRAIN DIVISION
Freed

s Food
'
Storey

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

DIV

Sue & .Charlie's Restaurant

Allied Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St -Murray, Ky -753-3571
01

i

Ph. 753-8119

AUNTY R4010SN4CA

Distributing Gulf Products

Phone 753-2202

Main Street

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING
North 4th St.

753-3892

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co.

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

,
Wells Electric

.SALES . SERVICE

Call in Orders 753-7101

Sycamore at 12th

Beal's

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Phone 753-2700

641 North

Central Shopping Center -- 753-6061

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
••egis- ......

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

15c

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

CHILI

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

and
Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots
Lake Property -Buying • Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753-7724
518 W Ma,n

753 7 793

*
t
i

Phone 753 1713

403 Maple

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

-1.7ive- (In
.23LLI r

Murray. Kentucky

Phone 753 1489

'05 Poguo ': Block E of S 17th

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

4th and Sycamore

1/
I
t\iv
fiN,
•

Stadium Chili
HAMBURGERS

MAYTAG

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish- Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities foe
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

Phone 753-1933

Ky

Ph. 753-5209

UV vs.,/ o/R•te

of the Following Businesses:

"FOR ALL YOUR FEIrriLizEp NEEDS"
Murray

Seventh Day Adventist
10 00 a m
Sabbath School
9 30 a m
Worship Service

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Through The Courtesy

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Ambassador-Hornet-Mated-or-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

Immanuel Lutheran
9 15 24 in
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 30a m

Ward-Elkins

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

GislIdlissa

621 So 4th

ir

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

St..Johry.strpiscopal
Sunday School
ti 30 a.rn.
Morning Worship
9. 30 a.m.

Mobile Home Courts

A

"
'
,Z7....77.

This Page Sponsored

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 a m , 7p m

AO......C.CIMPOICKCIC.Cessf

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU
r

St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8a m 11 a m 4 30
m
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a m
Jehovah's Witnesses
10 10a in
Watchtower
9 30a m
Bible Lecture

Shady Oaks

. !ett

°la°. G010 a./ • AM,OM NAM

.

First Methodist
8 45&10SOam

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st 8. 3rd & 4th Sunday

No matter how long or how hard we look, there is no acceptable
substitute for God, His Son and His Word. They answer all
questions and enable us to solve all problems. They give the
needed guidelines. Nothing else makes it

Murray Christian
WorioNpServices10 456m •7pm

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a m

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
11 a.m
Morning Worship
•
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m. 151 8.
3rd Sundays. 7 p m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a.m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday. 10 45 a rr, 4th Sunday

?Jac.am I? Where am I goingi What is thd meaning of life?" These are familiar
questions utteredty the youth of today. And their search for answers is as diverse
as it is intense. They'delve into philosophy, poetry, and non-Christian
religions. They follow eastern my;ticism and western science. They experiment
with black magic, drugs, and the cult of the supernatural. And yet, after the
experiments are concluded and the final observations made, the only
information that is remembered and usable is the information
that directly relates to Christianity.
All the rest is discarded as waste.

Be Faithful,

Salem Baptist
Ilam
Morning Worshid
7 15 p rn
Evening Worship

Morning svorshir.
Evening worship

10 a m
11 a.m

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

•_

109 So70/th

753.1751,

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE
East Main Street

Ph031e 753-3540
•
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Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
GOD HEALS BROKEN HUMANITY

Rev. Larry Dean Humbert,
pastor of Sedalia and Burnetts
Chapel United Methodist Church
at a Special Ordination Service
cups
14
2
egg,
1
sorghum,
Many were the uses made of 1 cup
conducted by Bishop Homer Ellis
LEXINGTON, KY.—You
this molasses, which ..plant flour, 2 tsp. soda, 1 tsp. salt, 1 tsp. Finger, Jr. of Nashville at
rarely see it going on anymore,
specilinsts say is an incorrect cinnamon, l's tsp. ginger, 44 tsp. Burnetts Chapel Church on
but there was once an era down
term.Sorghum,
is more cloves.
Sunday, October 31, 1971, at 7:30
on the farm when "molasses
correct. However correct
or Melt fat in water, the recipe p.m.
making time" was a festive
term,h th mo
incorrect
is continues, add sorghum, wellA native of Ohio, Rev. Humbert
event. It was looked forward to
what farm folk called this syrup beaten egg, and dry ingredients attended Otterbein College at
with the same anticipation as
Bake
together.
and every housewife kept a mixed and sifted
Westerfield, Ohio, where he
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
pitcherful on the table. Mixed in oven at 350 degrees.
received his Bachelor of Science
Cutting and stripping the cane,
other
many
with
along
Then,
with cow butter, it was eaten with
degree in 1962.
Later, while
grinding the stalks on a horsemush, cornbread, hot biscuits, sorghum recipes, the old cook- serving in the United States Air
powered mill, and boiling the
griddle cakes, or whatever kind book lists "Sorghum Nut Pie". To Force he attended St. Louis
juice amid swarms of children
make this delightful dessert, the university for graduate training.
of bread..
and ever-present yellow jackets,
The syrup was also used in cookbook recommends: 2 Tbs. He entered Garrett Theological
was hard, hot, sticky work. But it
cups
making dried apple stack cakes, butter, 2 Tbs. flour,
Seminary in Evanston, Illinois in
provided socially-starved farm
pies, pudding, and sorghum, 2 Tbs. vinegar, 4-2 tsp. 1965 and received his Bachelor of
cookies,
folk a break and a chance to get
tg
walnut
black
candy. Checking back into some salt, 3 eggs, cup
Divinity degree there in June,
together for some visiting, hiany_
ancient recipes, it was also used kernels.
1970, during which time he served
have
still
who
around
are still
Add
flour.
and
butter
Cream
in baking and basting hams; to
as associate pastor of the Good
poignant memories of this annual
sweeten potato and persimmon sorghum, vinegar, and salt. Cook Shepherd United Methodist
autumnal event.
pudding; and even to enhance the over double boiler until thick— Church in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
- •••-:Since few communities had taste of fried salt bacon.
normally 13 minutes. Add beaten He was appointed pastor of the
more than one "cane mill," it
The bacon was soaked over- eggs. Cook 3 minutes more Sedalia and Burnetts Chapel
was usually set up in some
night in a mixture of molomes overhot water. Add walnut churches in June of 1970.
central location. Then, taking
and water, and then fried to kernels, and pour in cooked pie The Sedalia Pastor is married
turns, farm families hauled in
provide a memorable cold- crust. Cook until jelly-like to the former Jane Burt, a native
their cane to be ground and boiled
weather breakfast, espcially consistency in 300-degree oven. of Mississippi and a graduate of
down into a rich, golden-brown
These two recipes, even if you Millsaps
when the bacon was served with
College in Jackson,
syrup in a long, partitioned pan.
hot biscuits and scrambled eggs. have to use expensive store- Mississippi, and they have two
This product was stored away in
of the best remembered bought sorghum, are well worth children. •
crocks, barrels, and lard cans for One
old-time goodies using molasses, trying. The pungent, full-bodied Rev. C. B. Burt, pastor of the
winter- use.
and one that has helped make odors arising from the oven alone First United Methodist Church in
culinary history, is ginerbread. will be worth the effort, not to Aberdeen, Mississippi, and
Culled from an old southern cook- mention the eating, and the father of Mrs. Humbert, will
book, the recipe goes like this: I- happy recollections of molasses- preach the ordination sermon.
3 cup of fat, 2-3 cup boiling water, making time of the long ago.

The lives of men are bruised and broken by temptations, sins,
afflictions, and sorrows, and to them God extends the scepter of
His grace in an attempt to mend, repair, and heal them. With
infinite love and tender compassion God reveals Himself to those
whose lives have been broken by sin, saves them from the penalty
of sin, and reconciles them to Himself, thereby bringing healing
and hope to them.
Isaiah 61:1-4
With keen spiritual insight devout men,such as Isaiah, awaiting
the birth of the Messiah with joyous anticipation. Isaiah was
. called upon to help and comfort the exiles In Babylon,and he did it
to the best of his ability, but this language is too elevated to be
restricted to him. In these words Isaiah was describing in part
the ministry of the Messiah. Nje know that this passage definitely
referred to Christ because on one occasion our Lord read these
words and then said: "This day is this scripture fulfilled in your
.j, ears" Luke 4:21). By His own interpretation our Lord applied
these verses directly to Himself.
t•-7 Following His entrance upon His public ministry and His
remarkable victory over Satan through the use of God's Word,
;.: Christ came at-length to the small town of Nazareth, where He
; had been reared. There He intended to make known the way of
His own townspeople. None who knew Him were surprised
:
., life to
. wherf He resorted to the synagogue on the Sabbath in order that
: He might join in the public worship and embrace the opportunity
:'.. of teaching those who assembled there. His lifelong custom of
: going to the place of worship at the designated time is one that we
-4 ,
Z- 'need to follow.
1. What fond memories and holy associations feust have been His
, as Christ thought back over the times when He had worshiped
By VERNON SCOTT
there during the days of His youth Since there were no regular
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
. speakers in the synagogue, those in charge designated some
UPI)—Doris
HOLLYWOOD
competent and honorable person to conduct the services. An
notion of
the
with
toying
is
Day
He
message
' invitation to read the Scriptures and to deliver any
running for public office, and
might have for the people was extended to Christ. Always alert to
she might stand a chance to
, embrace every opportunity to speak to the people, He readily
win if her constituency included
accepted the invitation.
...
quadrupeds.
When He stood to read, the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was
s
The usually sunny blonde star
I. handed to Him. Turning to the sixty-first chapter, He read these
in furious dander over
is
to
Messiah
the
verses which declared God's purpcfe to send
treatment —or mistreatment—
I preach the gospel to the poor, to heal the brokenhearted, to preach
of animals in Los Angeles and
deliverance to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to
elsewhere.
acceptable
the
preach
to
set at liberty those who are bruised, and
So enraged is Miss Day she
year of the Lord. He stopped abruptly and then made the explicit
won't even discuss her televiand startling declaration that Isaiah's prophecy was fulfilled in
sion series. When an actress is
. Him.
that angry, she is indeed vexed.
Had our Lord read beyond the middle of verse two He could not
Long a champion of cats and
which He did. He simply left the next
explanation
the
given
have
a,.
Doris was wroth to see a
dogs,
usher
will
coming
His
second
as
1. sentence for future application,
television show recently
local
in "the day of vengeance of our God." The time of grace and
'
depicting the plight of a puppy
.; mercy is called the "acceptable year," while the period of
-. .
in an animal shelter. The
7 - judgment is called the "day of vengeance," is yet to be. The
unfortunate dog perished under
.: portion of this passage which Christ did not read publicly that day
miserable conditions
.::. remains to be fulfilled at His second coming.
Hearing is Held
and
anointed,
commissioned,
appointed,
divinely
was
Christ
?
having a hearing
"We're
mercy,
grace,
love,
God's
of
sent to proclaim the good news
case," Doris said in
that
about
of
depths
forgiveness, and salvation to those who are in the
the makeup chair, preparing
spiritual poverty, to comfort and heal those whose hearts are in
for her show. "There must be
c the depths of sorrow, to proclaim liberty to those who are the
4 captives of Satan and the servants of sin, and to provide an era of an investigation of shelters and
the equipment to destroy pets.
!, grace which will not close until He returns to this earth. During
"The laws in this city stink!"
and
sins
their
of
repent
who
saved
be
will
all
grace
of
era
.-. this
Plainly, Doris would not be
God
Christians
as
us
Through
believe on Christ as their Saviour.
.
"The newspapers
stopped:
' continues to express His great concern about the spiritual • in- should run free advertisements
tellectual, moral, and physical needs of people.
for lost pets and for dogs and
Colossians 1:21-23
cats who need homes. I go to
toward
By nature man is estranged from God and is hostile
the pound, pick up dogs and
Him. His enmity toward God naturally results in his sinful congive them to friends."
his
for
accounts
God
of
way
and
will
the
for
duct. Man's dislike
She keeps a few herself. As
the
Christ,
evil deeds. Through the incarnation and atonement of
spoke, no fewer than five
she
!.i Son of God,forgiveness has been made available to those who will dogs scampered around underour
out
wrought
Christ
Kim.
in
faith
through
grace
by
it
receive
foot.
salvation and reconciliation through His death on the cross. The
Doris refuses to say how
purpose of our redemption from sin and reconciliation to God is
.many dogs she has at harne,
I: holiness of life and usefulness in the Lord's service.
doubtless because the law
Christ deserves and desires the first place in the lives of
would be on her neck for
9i Christians. Those of us who give Him the preeminence will yield surpassing the legal number of
1 -, all that we are and have to His control, submiLeverything to His
canines allowed under one roof
• direction, and seek to glorify Him in all that we do. If we place
in Beverly Hills.
.
‘
'
ltt
, Him above self, family, friends, business, pleasure, etc., as God
"New laws must be passed
: wills, we shall experience present joy and receive future corn- about animal regulatioh," she
4
reconof
ministers
faithful
be
us
Let
Lord.
the
mendation from
continued, "and I'm a crusader.
ciliation and healers of wounds as we place the peerless Christ
I might even go into politics if I
above all in our living, giu,ing, witnessing,and hoping.
thought it'd help."
Not a Luxury
"A dog is not a luxury," she
said. "He is an experience for
every boy and girl and adult.
People have to be educated
about the problem. Veterinarians ought to give free time to
spaying and neutering.
"If the animal shelter program and pounds here are bad,
you can imagine /hat they are
in the rest of the country.
"Imagine, those poor little
puppies are licking the hands of
the pound attendants right up
to the moment they are put in
the gas chamber. All the time
the City Council is planning a
new golf course.
"Trouble is, politicians don't
have a soul. Maybe I really will
run for office."
Certainly, Doris won't be a
candidate for dog catcher.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers
Nobody else And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA That way, they tell us
AIRFORCE'S JUNKETS
what to do _They decide who is really going
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
to run our operation
Air Force spent more than half
Its a great arrangement We end up
a million dollars last year
being owned and operated by the people
taking various civic leaders to
who need -- and use -- our service So we
bases around the country for
know all about,their special money needs
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra.
briefings and fire power demonhelp,•mcdicai bills, educational expenses
strations, according to Rep.
And we know how to tailor repayment proHenry S. Reuss, D-Wis.
4 grams to their production and income.
Reuss released an audit from
Talk over your money'needs— any seathe General Accounting Office
son of the year with a seasoned money
which detailed some of the
Dry • the man at PCA
tours, adding "this kind of
Jackson Purchase Production
costly Madison Avenue salesCredit Association
manship has no place in the
kind of lean, hard military
Keys Keel, Office M•nayor
Phone 753 5602
program we need in a time of
305 North 4th Street
soaring budget deficits.-

dination Service there will be a
in the church
reception
Fellowship Hall, sponsored by
the ladies of the Sedalia and
Burnetts Chapel churches,
honoring Rev, and Mrs. Humbert
and Bishop and Mrs. Finger.
Bishop Finger will be in the
Paris District for the entire day,
HOT TIME
preaching at McCabe Temple
GREENCASTLE, Pa. UPI)
Methodist Church in
exercise for United
training
—A
at 11:00 a.m. and conMartin
control
firemen burned out of
secrating the new parsonage at
Wednesday night
Kirksey United Methodist Church
The Greencastle Rescue and
4:15 p.m.
at
LongHose Company, and the
aniphetaniine
meadow Fire Department, from Cutting
prescriptions
Md.,
Hagerstown,
the nearby
CHICAGO (UPI) - Dramaarea, met here to conduct a
in the writing of
declines
tic
school for 35 firemen in fighting amphetamine
prescriptions
fires.
structural
ha%e been reported in various
fire.
on
A small shed was set
sections of the country where
The fire captains set their men physicians have started proto work.
grams to curb use of the
Sparks from the shed ignited stimulant drug, according to
a large barn nerby. The the American Medical AssociaMarion, Pa., fire company was tion News.
called to assist on an actual
FOR CORRECT
alarm, but the barn was
destroyed.
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, Superintendent of the Paris District, and
Rev. William P. Bailey,
Superintendent of the Paducah
District, will also participate in
the service, and in the ceremony
of laying on of hands.
At the conclusion of the Or-

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

MURRAY
MUFFLER

DAY OR NIGH

[

Doris Day Is
Thinking Of
Public Office

i

Rev. Humbert To Be Ordained Sunday, Oct. 31

Molasses Making Time
Once A Festive Event

1AL

753:6363
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Lace and embroidery trim
Assorted styles and colors.
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APPLIANCE BONANZA
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YOUR CHOICE
COMPARE
4T
11.99 EACH
DELUXE

DELUXE FRYER

MIXER with BOWL

WESTINGHOUSE MODEL H539

STEAM and SPRAY IRON
FEDERAL

1.5

trivAl tor

No'

1-Gal.
Size

__
rifek-

"

..1

,

Assorted Stripes and solids
Reg.
2.66

2/$500
f

Isit*'",

COLEMAN
FUEL

Feb

tip

SHIRTS

MUNSE y

SHOTGUN SHELLS

Men's Permanent Press
Long Sleeve

'has
Odds

WOMEN'S
MO-TONE

DRESS
SHOES
•Brown

•,e
**.w
;

WOMEN'S
SUEDE-IN TIE

id

OXFORD
•Multi Color
.Sizes 61
2-10
/

Regt

urn
I
erWit

•Size 6'2 10

situ
pr

4•'

Reg. 11.22

Rep

1141W

OuJI

Size

LIMIT 4

3 1/2 Dram El y.
12 16 or 20 Guage Federal
4 to 8 shot Loads Field Load
Shotgun Shells In

SPARK PLUGS

Use Sears E

Only

97'

GILLETTE

M rs.
Butterworth's

DRY LOOK
7 OUNCE

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

'AC
• Champion
• Autolite

NEVI!
Not

9

$550

REG. '6.22

Butte• r
worth's

$550

PLAYTEX NURSER I

Piii‘111\
ft.thl
\I

t4,

SYRUP
1 Qt
4-0z. Bottle

Reconditioned
LIMIT 8

REG. 16.99

533

REG. 1.49

2/9T
9-9 Mon Sat
1-6 Sunday

8
Bel-Air Shopping Center
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
Phone 753-8777

t,. Use Your
IIANKAMENICAII.

• dramatically reduces
spitting up and colic
• new natural action nipple
• no bottles to sterlize
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GOOD NEWS TODAY
Soviet labor gets
Stannard Baker
less and less
is driver's friend

By GENE GREGORY
ord. In the seven years from
Copley News Service
1963-69, Soviet wages increased
VIENNA — While labor una modest 29.7 per cent, while
ions in Western countries have
wages in France, West Gersuccessfully bid for an increas- many
and Italy all increased by
ing share of total industrial
more than 50 per cent.
costs,Soviet workers have seen
their take dwindle steadily durTo be sure, since the annual
ing the last ten years.
inflation rate in the USSF is
Unlike
their
Western lower than in Western councounterparts, however, Soviet tries, a comparison of real
trade unions have little to say wage changes would not be so
about wages. Notoriously pas- dramatically unfavorable, but
sive bodies, their primary pur- they clearly have not kept pace
pose has been to serve as trans- with the Western percentage
mission belts for Communist increases, even though they beparty directives and plan tar- gan from a lower base.
gets.
While just how far the CenWhether this trend will imtral Council of Trade Unions prove with the new emphasis
I CCTU) and other labor bodies on production of consumer
go in pushing for higher wage goods remains to be seen.
levels is not known,ccru staff Logically, if there is nothing
we much for the consumer to buy,
. members confess that
know what is possible.- And there is no point in raising his
what is possible in a system of wages merely to increase prescentralized planning evidently sures on prices of available
remains tightly circumscribed. goods.
Statistics recently published
in Voprosy Ekonomikis, a leadBut the reverse is also true.
ing Soviet economic journal, Once more consumer products
: -indicate quite clearly what
are available on the market,
been possible since 1958,
wages Will have to be increased
ing the ten-year period from to assure the necessary con• 1958-68, wages dropped from sumer demand.
20.9 per cent of all production
Since Soviet leadership was
costs to 16.6 per cent, while material costs climbed from 76 per quick to respond to the December riots in Poland with a
cent to 80.3 per cent.
• But even more significantly, lowering of prices on consumer
this decline in the share of durables and a sharp increase
wages in production costs came in targets for consumer goods,
during a period of rising profits industries, at the expense of inand profitability as a result of vestments in major public
economic reforms introduced works projects such as hydroelectric dams, chances are that
during the 1960s.
Industrial profits jumped a during the 1970s Soviet workers
whopping 400 per cent in the can expect a bigger share in the
1958-68 period from 12 billion industrial pie.
rubles $13.2 billion) to .44 bkillion rubles ($48.4 billion). SimiTTY SQUIRREL
larly, from 1960-69 industrial
EUGENE, Ore. 1UPI)—At
profitability, that is, -the per- least one squirrel in Oregon has
centage of profits, rose from prepared for a long, hard
13.6 per cent to 20.5 per cent.
winter.
Rural firemen were called to
Soviet industrial profitability, according to these of- inspect a clogged chimney and
ficial statistics, had actually found it blocked by more than 5
surpassed U.S. standards by pounds of filberts carefully
1969, when the average rate of arranged atop a brick ledge.
return on equity in U.S. manuThe firefighters investigated
facturing averaged 19.6 per further and found the squirrel
cent.
had also stashed another two
; Wage trends hardly kept pounds behind the eaves of the
pace with the impressive rec- house.

If Your Battery
has Seen It Third Winter,
Odds Are It Il'on't See Another
Sears

MO towage

By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
If you drive an automobile, your constant friend is a man named
J. Stannard Baker. Whenever you climb Into your car, you're a
little safer because of his work in the last 43 years.
A pioneer in traffic safety research, Baker has helped to develop
some of today's most widely used traffic control measures, initiate
scientific techniques for accident investigations and set up principles of driver licensing.
He is retiring this month after nearly a half-century in traffic
safety engineering, first with the National Safety Council and for
the last 25 years as director of research and development at
Northwestern University's Traffic Institute, Evanston, Ill.
Baker's work, however, will benefit motorists and save lives for
years to come.
"This country has been on a mechanical binge for years," Baker
says in an interview. ''We've developed an automobile society. As
we keep growing, the demand for transportation will increase. So
will the accident rate unless we keep pace with safety innovations."
Winner of the Hoffman Award for Distinguished Professional
Service in Highway Safety and the Metropolitan Award for
Research in Safety, Baker is credited with being a vital force in
efforts to make the nation's streets and highways safer and transportation a more efficient factor in the U. S. economy.
Some of his "firsts" in this field include:
First analysis of driver personality types and their impact on
traffic.
First proposed "point system" for evaluating the seriousness of a
itte....f:ts.......joiccident record over a period of
driver's traffic
years. '
First mention of driver "highway hypnosis" as a possible accident cause.
Baker also contributed to driver-licensing programs in 41 states
Since 1957, his -Traffic Investigator's Manual for Police" has gone
through 14 printings and now is available in Spanish. Two years ago .
he served as staff consultant to the Presidential Task Force on
Highway Safety.
"We use a 5,000-pound vehicle to transport a 160-pound man,"
Baker observes as he looks at some of the dangers of modern highway transportation. "It has four times the horsepower it needs and
therefore produces excess consumption and pollution.
"Driver failures are on the increase. The machines can take the
speed and the roads can take it, but unless the driver is relieved of
some of his decision-making responsibilities, he can't take it.
"The glamor and glory of the car will taper off, but the problem
of safety will always be with us."
Baker, who lives in Glencoe, Ill., says he's going to stay around
as a consultant and hopes to be useful,"for there are things I can do
at the Traffic Institute that others aren't ready to do yet."
And that's more encouraging news for the American motorist.
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More conservative trend in boyswear
By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) - A
swing from exaggeration in
color and styling marks the
spring fashion outlook in boyswear.
It's part of a developing
trend which Mrs. Beryl Tucker,
fashion consultant to the Boys'
and Young Men's Apparel
Manufacturers Association
(HAMA), believes will be
around for some time.
Colors will be quieter; patterns, less obvious; styling,
simpler.
At the spring market show
for boyswear the four fashion
looks identified by Mrs. Tucker
included:
- Soft Focus - Soft Finish,
a look that derives from
quieter, lighter colors and softsurface fabrics.
- The Knitty-Gritty, describing the prevalence of real
knits and of simulated knit
effects in woven fabrics.
- Living in Linen, the look
of the classic fabric, both in
flax-content materials and in

hmiulatHins.
-- Fiesta Flavor, a continuation of emphasis on fabrics and
trims of ethnic inspiration.
"Experience tells us that
these four looks will appear in
many interpretations, and that
there will be other looks as
well," the BAMA reported.
"The ones we have chosen
are significant because they go
right across the board. They
are represented in every boyswear category: clothing., outerwear, pants, shirts and knits."
Pants, too
The restrained air extends
to pants, whatever the length short or long. Casual slacks
particularly are relying on
fabric and pattern interest for
their impact.
Jeans will be dressier. The
buttoned fly rather than becoming a staple on the pants
scene shows up just occasionally. As a whole, the jean
picture is much less -eostumey.
The apparel manufacturers
expect a growing interest in
boot pants. The tuck-ins appeal

WNBS Could Call YOU!!
"What is the second Dip-A-One
listed on the menu card?"

A -ON
fp DIP-FFATURIN(_,
OVEN

DIPS
"DIP—A—ONE"

-Ham Fondue. —

Fondu e.. t
Sloppy Joe . 49c
Roast Beef &
Gravy
59c
Sausage &
Cream Gravy 59c
Phone: 753-6811

RECENT WINNERS ..

At the risk of harping on the virtues of our British cousins, Mrs.
Dorothy Leaver's postcard to her mother in Bushey, England,
arrived in two days — without a name or address.
The card was delivered to a neighbor, along with the neighbor's
own greeting from Mrs. Leaver. The neighbor took it over to her
mother.
The post office noted the writing on the two cards was similar, so
delivered them together.
-It did a wonderful job,- observed Mrs. Leaver on her return
from a vacation.

$1939

Replace it with Sears 48-Month Battery
Regulat $24.95
with trade

with trade

Catalog Sale Price

Battery Guarantee
Free replacement within 90 days of purchase if battery proves defective. After 90(lays we will replace it
with a new battery, if defective, charging only for the
period of ownership. Your monthly charge for ownership will he computed by dividing the current selling
price less trade-in at the time of return, by the
number of months of guarantee.
Use

Sizes to fit most kmeriran ears in stock for immediate delivery
sears Easy Payment Plan—Sale Pnces in Effect Thru Nov. 29t

Saligacitun Cuoronterd or Your Money Back
Southside Manor
SHOP AT SEARS
Shopping Center
AND SAVE
Murray, Ky.
SEARS. ROEBUCK AND co. Ph. 753- 2310

Sears

;

DRESDEN, Tenn., Oct. 21.
— A Dresden used car dealer
has been charged with first-degree murder in the Monday
night shooting death of an employe, Robert Bennett Moss,
35, of South Fulton, Tenn.
Moss died at Baptist Hospital in 'Memphis Wednesday
from a head wound sustained
Monday. Weakley County
Sheriff Jerry Riggs said.
Held in Weakley County jail
here without bond is William
Hogg, about 43, A preliminary
hearing has been set for 10
a.m. Friday in General Sessions Court here.
Sheriff Riggs said Moss, a
salesman, was shot once in the
head with a 22-caliber pistol.
The shooting occurred about

HOMEMADE

BREAD

WITH
FILLINGS
.
"ONES"
Fresh Churned
Butter .... 23c
Butter N'Jelly. 29c
Melted Crigese. 33c
Hamburger
!Cheese—
no extra). . 40c
Shoat Burger.. . 23c
"One"

SALADS
Slaw
20c
Fruit Salad . . 20c
DRINKS
Pepsi-7-Up—Or age 15-25c
15c
Coffee
15c
Milk
35c
.....
Shakes
DESSERTS
Frozen Flownre Sti 15c
Hot Cherry Cobbler . 25c

OPEN DAILY
i 0:00 A.M. — II P.M.

Steve •Klacer1 MSU - - - $21.00

Mary Riddle, Murray - - $10.50

Telephone calls will be made daily. Place your menu by the phone. You could be called! Pot will be
increased 1012 dollars each day (because our burgers are 101" long) until there's a winner.

DIP-A -ONE
CHESTNUT NEAR CAPRI THEATRE

By TOM WILLIAMS

HOT

WITH

t zza_Dict
a
tipi

Pram Th.Cornx..
cial Appeal
,

MURRAY KY

CHESTNUT ST.

TYPICAL QUESTION:

The days of chivalry have not passed, at least not for Mrs. LilliguCornfield, who lives in West Bromwich, England.
Five garbage collectors sifted through tons of trash at the town
dump until they located the widowed mother's purse. It c---*..laed
nine British pounds, or $22.23 in American currency.
She accidentally had tossed away the purse with a bundle of old
newspapers.
When the garbage men returned with the purse, Mrs. Cornfield
gave them a hug of gratitude.
"There is still chivalry among men," she told collector Ham
Creed. -We were-only too pleased to help out," Creed replied.

Held In Killing

the classic revival. 'I he grainy
appearance of many makes
them good companions for
linen and denim apparel. In
their '72 versions, the oxfords
are overpatterned in satin mosaics or flocked with rick rack
and embroidered stripings.
The sheer shirt will bepromoted for dress and leisurei
wearing. Both batistes andi
voiles will show, mostly "in
prints.
The designs range from
wallpaper florals in color to
earthy Mexican peasant motifs.
Knits are shaping up as the
hottest trend on the boyswear
scene.
Knit ensembles are on the
rise. They include unconstructed suits and jackets teamed
with slacks, knickers or the
tuck-in boot pants. Knit overalls and shirt jackets are in the
workclothes mood. Sleeveless
tunic knit coats complete a
shirt and slack ensemble.
The newest sweater silhouette for tile boys and
young men: short and skimpy.

'WIN MONEY!!
"Know Our Menu"

CORRECT ANSWER:

Dresden Man

to the older boy, both in
straight and bloused equestrian
versions. For the younger boys,
knickers will be promoted,
especially in linens, leathers
and knits. These are suggested
for wearing with shirt jackets
and tunics.
. Shorts range from very
short to bermudas. Bold pockets come In twos and fours,
accented by contrasting colors
and textures. Leather trims,
saddle stitching and studs
abound as decorations.
Where shirts are concerned
there's a color break between
dress and sports shirts. The
dress shirts include more
whites than last season, plus
very soft pale tints. Lilac and
shell pink are the most popular
colors.
The sports shirts will come
up in lively medium tones and
in dark backgrounds liberally
laced with white patterns.
Many are prints - hold paisleys, batiks, checkerboard
heraldics.
The oxford shirt is part of

PHONE 753-6811

,

.6'

4:30 p.m. Monday in a house
trailer in .back of Hogg's car
lot on iennessee 22 west of
Dresden.
"'There were no signs of an
argument or fight in the trailer," the sheriff said. "But I
understand there had been
words between them." Hogg is
alleged to have been in the
traiter when the shooting occurred, he said.
Services for Mr. Moss will
be at 2 p.m. Saturday at Hornbeak Funeral Home at Fulton,
Ky., with burial in Obion County Memorial Gardens.

POSTER SALE..
4 Priced
1
All Posters /
r\iiil
* BLACK LIGHT POSTERS
--*„:

He leaves his wife, Mrs. Alice Moss; two sons, Robert Joseph Moss and Rowland
Wayne Moss. and two daughters, Deborah Louise Moss and
Melissa Lyn Moss, all of South
Fulton, and his parents. Mr:
and Mrs.' Robert Rowland
Moss of South Fulton.

MURRAY

* LOVE POSTERS
* PERSONALITY POSTERS
also
\

* NATURE PRINTS

All /
2 Priced
1

- the local point of view

5 NEWS
WLAC-TV6PM-10PM

Sale Thru Oct. 23, 1971
Any number printed FREE on any shirt purchased at Wallace's during this sale!
Wallace's does Custom Imprinting on jackets, football jerseys and sweat shirts.

?S
IC

nipple
ze

Wallace's Book Store
Open: 9-8 Mon.-Fri.
9-5 Sat.

....

Across From Ordway Hall

753-7334
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Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday

r

CH, 3
CH.4
WSIL
WSM
7:00 Jerry
Lewi:25 Ag. USA
7:30 Road Runner :55 Farm Digest
8.00 Phantom
:11111 Doolittle
8:30 Jackson 5
:30 Woodpecker
9:00 Bewitched
Dawg
:00 Dep.
9:30 Lidsville
8:30 Pink Pant
1000 Curiosity
9:00 Barrier Reef
11:00 Quest
9:30 Giant Step
11:30 Lancelot
10:30 Begaloos
12:00 Bandstand
11:00 Auditions
12:30 F Troop
12:00 Football
1:00 Sports
Filrr'1:00 Lost in Space
1:30 Sports
2:00 Movie
3:00 Pre Game
3:30 Jim E. Brown
3:15 Football
4:00 Del. •Reers
6:15 Pst. Game
1:30 Wilburn Bro.
5:00 Wagoner
630 Welk
7:30 Movie
5:30 Nash. Music
6:00 News
9:00 Persuaders
10:00 News
6:30 Rollin'
7:00 Partners
10:00 News
7:30 Good Life
1030 Movie
8:00 Movies
10:00 Movie
10:30 Creel. Feat.
12:00 Avengers

CH. 5
WLAC
6:00 Sun. Sem
7:00 Bugs
Bunny
7:30 Scooby
Doc
8:00 Globetrotters
8:30 Bear
Bunch
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 Josie
11:00 Monkees
11:30 Are
There
Fest.
12:00 Film
1:00 Comm. C
1:30 Eddie Hill
2:00 Death Valley
2:30 WLAC-TV
3:00 Roller Derby
4:00 Big Show
5:00 Sports
5:30 T or C
6:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All In Fam.
7:30 Funny
Face
11:00 Van Dyke
8:30 Mary Moore
9:00 Mission:Imp.
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

CH. I
CH. 6
WSIX
WPSD
7:00 RFD-TV
Is
7:00 Stooges
7:30 Atop
Fence :00 Phantom
7:55 News
8:30 Jackson 5
8:00 Dep.
Dawg 9:00 Bewitched
8:30 Pk. Panther 9:30 Lidsville
9:00 Bar. Reef
10:00 Curiosity
9:30 Take Step
11:00 Quest
10:30 Bugaloos
11:30 Lancelot
11:00 Wizard
12:00 Spt. Chat.
11:30 Jetsons
12:30 Football
12:00 Insight
4:00 Sports
TBA Wrld. Ser. .5:30 Welk Show
5:00 Wilburn Bros. 6:30 Lassie
5:30 NBC News
7:00 Get.
Toget.
6:00 Wagoner
7:30 Movie
7:00 Partners
9:00 Persuaders
7:30 Good Life
10:00 Takes Thief
11:00 Movie
11:00 News
10:00 News
11:30 Movie
10:10 Movie
1.00 News

CH. 17-KFVS
6.00 Sunrise
6:30 Gospel
6:45 News
Bunny
7:00 Bins
Deo
7:30 Scooby
Globetrotters
8:00
8:30 Hair Bear
9:00 Pebbles
9:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 Josie
11:00 Monkees
There
11:30 You
12:00 Film
1:00 Cartoon
1:30 Forum
2:00 Report
2:15 Film
2:30 Lester Pam.
3:00 Glory Rd.
3:30 Movie
5:00 News
6:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All in Fam.
7:30 Fun. Face
8:00 Van Dyke
11:30 Mary Moore
9:00 Mission:Imp
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
12:00 Faith

_

-414. 19 WDXR
10:30 Theater
12:00 Death Valley
12:30 Ultra
Man
12:57 News
1:00 OPrY
2:30 MOitrOes
3:30 3 Lives
4:00 Theater
4:30 Wrestling
5:30 Music
6:00 Theater
7:00 Star Trek
7:57 News
8:00 Movie
9:40 News
10:00 Adults Only
10:30 Avengers
11:30 Playboy
After Dark
12:27 Sports
12:30 Croat. Feat

CH. 3
WSIL

CH. 4
WSM

7:30 Story
8:00 Phelps Bros.
8:15 Jerry Stoner
8:10 Oral Roberts
9:00 Reluc. Drag.
9:30 Dbl. Deck.
10:00 Bullwinkle
Wish
10:30 Make
11:00 Col. Ftbl.
Directions
ri...12:00
12:30 lss. & Ans.
1:00 Matinee
3:00 Wrestling
4:00 Wrestling
5:00 Col. Ftbl
6:00 Wild King.
6:30 Your Life
7:00 FBI
8:00 Movie
11:15 News
11:30 Movie
12:00 Sign Off

CH. 5
WLAC

CIL 6
WPSD

7110 Faith
7:05 Farm Digest 6:30 Sun. Sem.
Tipton 1:30 Jubilee
7:00 Carl
7:15 Report
7:30 Jubilee
8:30 Devotion
7:30 Tomorrow
8:00 Tom 8. Jerry 9:15 Hamilton
8:30 Discovery
8:30 Goolies
9;30 Truth
9:00 Truth
Unto
9:00 Lamp
9:30 The Life
My Feet
10:00 Close-4p
10:00 Worship
9:30 Oral RobertS 10:30 Pro. Ftbl.
10:30 Jetsons
Ftbl. 11:30 Meet Press
11:00 Mr. Wizard 10:00 State
11:30 Meet Press 10.30 Bill Pace Ill.FL
f-trir. *3010 Pfysfeiaris
11:30 NFL
12:00 Football
ball
3:00 Football
5:30 News
6:00 News
6..00 News
6:00 News
6:30 Movie
6:30 Snoopy
30 Disney
8:30 Cade's Co
7:30 Stewart
7:30 Stewart
9:30 Big Valley
8:00 Bonanza
8:00 Bonanza
10:30 News
9:00 Bold One
9:00 Bold Ones
10:45 Movie
10.00 News
10:00 News
10.30 Movies
10:30 Tonight

6:30 Worship
7:00 Gospel .
7:30 Tomorrow
8:00 Bible
Class
8:30 Stooges
9:30 Notre Dame
10:30 Church
11:90 Pet ,S
12:00 Newsegconf.
31,90-4esp1 City
1:00 Bronco
2:00 Wrestling
3:00 Anderson
3:30 Nanny & Prof.
4:00 Movie
4:00 Wild Kingdom
6:30 Van Dyke
7:00 FBI
8:00 Movie
10:30 Bill
Battle
11:30 News
12:00 Football

CH. 5
WLAC

CH. 6
WPSD

.
CH. 29
WDXR

CH. 12
KFVS

CH. 8
WSIX

4:00 Mor.
S:45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:30 McCoys
7:00 Today •
8:00 News
9:00 Dinah
7:00 Bozo
9:00 Dinah
6:30 tillfille
AM
9:30
Concent.
8:30 Romper
9:30 Concen.
7:S5 Kik.
10:30 That Girl
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. ,9:00 Lucy
10:00
Sale-Cen.
II:00 Kangaroo
11:00 Bewitched
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
Squares
—
10:30
:
9:00 Tell-Truth'
11:30 Password
11:00 Jeopardy 10:00 Mov.Game
,
1,
1:
...
00 _Jeo_pa
...rdy 930 T
or C
11:343 W-W-W
10:30 That Girl
es 10:00 Fam. Affair
11:
2Z
00: orrer
ilda I '
e-hD
2oc300° NewlywedsMP aykC
1:
11:55 News
11:00 Bewitched
Noon
10:3.0 Love of Life 12:00 News
10:30
11:30 Flipper
11:00 Heart Is
1:30 Dating
12:15 Pastor
12:00 My Children
1:30 Doctors%
11:30 Search
2:00 Gen.
12:30
Romp.
12:30 Make-Deal
2:00 An. World 12:00
Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar 1:00 Newlyweds
2:30 One Life
2:30 Promise
12:00
3:00 Love Am.
1:00 Lives
1:30 Dating
3:00
Somerset
12:25 News
3:30 Matinee
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen.
3:30 Virginian
12:30
5:00 Clutch Car.
2:30 One Life
5:00 Mayberry 1:00 World Turns 2:00 World
Love
Is
6:30 Sherman
2:30 Promise
3:00 Password
5:25 Wea.-Spts. 1:30
Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
700 Nan. 8. Prof. 5:30 News
3:30 Love Am.
2:00 Secret Storm 3:30 Popeye
7,30 Blackman
4:00 Jeannie
6:00 News
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2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boone 5:00
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12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love
Many
1:30 Guiding Light
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2:30 Edge-Night
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7:27 News
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9:40 News
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5
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4:40 News
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6:00 Close-up
6:30 News
7:00 Answer
7:30 Truth
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9:30 Look Up
00:00 Camera 3
10:30 Nation
11:00 Lamp Unto
My Feet
11:30 Life
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12:30 NFL Game
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1:30 Cade's Co.
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Children And Parents, Should Beware Of
Sadistic Tricks Played At Halloween
By GAY PAULEY
UPI WOmen's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)-Beware
of the tricky treats come
Holloween.
In the last few years, the fun
of what once was children's
trick or treat has been marred
ny sadistic adults who put pins or
razor blades in apples or candy,
give laxatives instead of sweets,
make popcorn out of moth-balls
and soap and in other ways turn
the attack on the small goblins, in
some cases causing severe injuries.

intolerant of children usually
are know? to the neighborhood.
Instruct your children not to
by Odell Vance
treats until you have
examined them. Unpackaged
items such as popcorn should
be discarded. Wash fruit
thoroughly and cut into small
sections before eating. Examine
candy bars closely. Needles or
pins can be inserted through
the wrapper without disturbing
it.
In another safety area, there
is the matter of costuming, fire
prevention and traffic.
The National Safety Council, The council reminds that
in a warning to parents and costumes should be made of a
bossing women presents no men.
children, also takes a look at fabric that is not highly
toys,
make
agile
to
more
They know how
"The women are
•By HERB WEBER .
,
•erious problems.
of . the spook hater namable or has been treated
some
for one
•
MOUND, Minn. (UPI) - and they're dependable."
Mrs. Lucy Therk, supervisor with their hands,
with flame retardant chemiincidents of last year.
He said about 80 per cent of on the night shitt, agreed.
thing," Mrs. Cressy said. "And
Woman's Lib may Entt like the
was shocked-literally Cals. Jack °lanterns should not
"I
are
workers
line
assembly
of
kind
the
the
probably
is
this
reasons a manufacturer of steel
Mutual liking
shocked," said Mrs. Margaret have candles in them. Let the
work that might be boring to
toy trucks here prefers women women. "The men we do have
"You
have a few problems,
Best, of Oneida, N.Y., when her children travel by small
said.
types."
he
skilled
men."
over men on its assembly lines. are the
but after this many years it:a
re- flashlight.
daughter
seven-year-old
Most of the women work
- Mrs. Therk said women are
The firm,Tonk.a, uses men
natural," she said. 'I like the
turned home with an apple that Masks can obstruct vision.
more suitable for -the work
only for the heaviest jobs and during the peak season, from
people that work for me and
August to late November concealed a sharp pin. "Ex- Use makeup instead.
"because they're faster and
for handling big machines.
the people I work with."
chores
farm
the
of
most
after
plaining it to the children was Re-instruct children on traffic
are more agile hands
Both company officials and
their
MRS. ODELL VANCE is observing County Judge Robert 0.
Both women started on the
rules. Cross only at corners,
impossible."
dexterity for
more
the women strawbosses on the are done. The firm virtually
have
they
Miller as he signs a proclamation declaring October 28 as Kenlines themselves and worked
Oneida police also received never between parked cars,
• assembly fine feel women are shuts down production for the their way up to supervisory handling smaller things."
tucky Telephone Pioneer Day.
reports of popcorn made with never diagonally across an
preferable for the job - and month of December.
She said there is no danger
positions.
may
women
200
Bossing
members in Kentucky and ap- mothballs and soap, but luckily intersection.
occationalthough
lines,
for almost the same reasons.
the
on
is
tie
first
(Editors
N.
This
Mrs. Cressy started 15 years
"The labor market is tre- not sound like an enviable job. ago in packaging toy*.
ally there is a minor accident. In a series of articles on telephone proximately 350,000 members no illness was reported.
Tonka uses the same type of pioneers. To be a telephone throughout the United States and In Louisville, Ky., two girls. NAVAJO QUOTA
mendous out here for making but Mrs. Gwen Cressy enjoys Therk began 18 years ago as an
toys," Robert 0. Hughes, pro- it. She is the supervisor oifinal assembler.
assembly line procedures used pioneer, a worker must have Canada. This makes the eight and 10, were in a group WASHINGTON (UPI) -Eveduction manager for the firm's assembly on the day shift., .
Both feel the work is more by auto manufacturers and been with the telephone company Telephone Pioneers the largest that knocked on the door of a ry year the Air Force goes
"I have a real fine bunch of
with
toy division, said. "We use
to
suitable to women than to competes to some extent
for 21 years. The articles, written social-industrial organization of 77-year-old homeowner. After hunting for Indians-Navajos
farm ladies from west of here. people," she said, adding that
the big auto makers for steel.
by Mrs. Odell Vance, will appear its kind in the world. Pioneers being greeted with the familiar be exact-so it can fill a
are proud of. their organization "trick or treat" be told them, recruitment quota.
daily through October 28.)
and live
by its motto- "Wait and I'll
you
get
Brig. Gen. Conrad S. Allman
Today, Calloway County "Fellowship, Loyalty, and something." Police said .he acknowledged the quota's exisreturned to the door with
Judge, Robert 0. Miller has Service."
tence during an appearastlf
issued a proclamation declaring The citizens of Kentucky salute a shotgun and fired at the girls before a House committee, but
organization.
people-oriented
this
treated
were
Both
as they ran.
October 28 Kentucky Telephone
said he didn't know how the
Pioneer Day. The proclamation It is appropriate that we set aside at the hospital for pellet quota originated.
important
observe
an
to
one
day
legs
and
back
wounds
in
the
the
of
history
gave some of the
organization, but I would like to milestone in the ongoing life of and released. The man *as "Why no Apache quota, or
charged ;with malicious shooting maybe a Comanche quota?" .e
tell you about a few of the things pioneering.
asked Rep. Harold Runnels, Dthis great group of telephone Now, therefore, I, Robert 0. and wounding.
Miller, Calloway County Judge, Can something be done to N.M.
'
people do locally.
October 28, eliminate this incredible behaTo be a telephone pioneer you do hereby proclaim
1971
as
vior of some adults? The Maj. Gen. Leo E. Benade .
must have been with the comNo
PIONEER DAY
council, in its current issue
said he suspected the quota
pany 21 years. This is not just an
--111.11.-AND MIS. JOHN DOE
"Family Safety" gives a list o resulted from recent Air Force 'organization in name only, the in Kentucky.
1234 MAIN STREET
e12
1 71 73.9
October 18, ,
"Do's" for parents of trick or efforts to reach
minority ,membership work for the betHURRAY. &T.
Robert 0. Miller
treaters. The list is credited to groups. Another spokesman
those
less
fortunate
terment
of
rxrrowia
Merchant's of Murray
s12
61
DDDDD
County Judge
Edward Davis, chief of police said the Navajo Tribal Council
than they. Last year one member
Twelve dollars and 6000 cents
in Los Angeles.
had requested thatiipt portuni-A
0
,
•0
work_to_ the-L
donate'1 'I
Parents always should ac ties about enlistment be matte
Services rendered
U. Kevil Center for retarded
company children on their available to Navajos.
PEOPLES/13ANK
children. They were responsible
rounds. Stay in your o
RHAY
for buying an Education T. V.
Whatever the background,*
neighborhood; keep close
I:08 2..06691: 000 000 Oe
for the center. Twenty-three
Allman said, the recruiters
your children at all times, eve have never had any
members worked on the Jerry
trouble
if you have to follow closel finding enough Navajos to meet'*
Lewis Telethon. Many hours
automobile.
an
behind
in
were spent by many members
the quota among the 100,0000.
Don't allow visits to homes o Person.s they recruit each
repairing "Talking Books".
year.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Most known cranks. Adults who ar
These books are used for the
professionals
still
Street
Wall
blind. These are but a few of the
economy
many things Telephone Pioneers insist that because the
will
prices
stock
recovering
is
are doing.
& Co., says
All work and no play makes for soar, T,J. Holt
they refuse to recognize,
a dull pioneer, therefore, these What
the
says, is that even if
firm
their
play
times
too.
have
people
They promote art and craft business does improve in 1972,
classes, picnics, dances, have the market still cannot go up as
investors
as
private
sing alongs and even sponsor long
remain skeptical. And, the firm
tours-to Europe.
Jays, it is becoming evident the
In Kentucky the Telephone
Pioneers are 2,700 strong. There niblic now regards any pros- *
Regular
pective economic improvement *
is room for more. And there will
as
nothing
more
than
the
*
be more. Every year 'hundreds
reach the magic "21" years of temporary result of election- *
year gimmickry.
service and become eligible to
pair
join.
Investor
1
malaise
to
a
Rack
certain
Misses and
*
1 Rack
On October 26 from 9:00 a.m. degree
stems from concern
Junior
until 12 noon we are holding open over the
extent to which the
house at 604 Olive Street in obstructure of our free market
servance of the Kentucky
economy may be altertri in the
Pioneers.
long run by President Nixon's
Proclamation
1
/
3
economic policies, according to
The needs of many com- Standard & Poor's Corp. For
munities in Kentucky are being
Knit
*
1 Rack
this and a number of other
met by a group of public-spirited reasons, the market once again
men and women. This year that is undergoing a critical test, the
L'ES
1,ES
group celebrates "60 Years of outcome of which is likely to
Items
Human Service."
determine its course over the
These community service shorter term, the firm says.
workers strive to be the eyes of
/
1
2
the blind, ears of the deaf, lips of
E.F. Hutton still does not
the mute, limbs of the han- feel a large decline is
*Select your Homecoming Outfit from our polyester*
'
in the *
dicapped, comfort to the lonely,
*tcs
V, V.
cards for the market. But the *knit, wools, velours, corduroy and
corduroy velours.:and friend of the 'shy. These firm admits the market did*
Three Convenient Locations . . .
unselfish men and women have suffer
.
some technical damage *
if"'
served 21 or more years in the in recent sessions and still
North Branch
SOuth Branch
Main .Branch
telephone industry, and
is
4
.1L
notrOut of the woods. The firnrm.
12th & Chestnut .04
500 Main
12th & Story
1members of the Telephone
it believes the 880 level on R.
Pioneers of America.
Dow -Jones Industrial * 100 N. 15th Street
Phone 753-2895 *
Established in 1911, the the
will
be a
key f***************************4
Pigneers have 2,700 Average
Telephone
-4111MIlw
resistance zone for a rebountL

Ladies preferred on assembly line
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By EUGENE CARLSON
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Since the advent of the supermarket, one-stop shopping for
food and housewares has become routine. Now a government housing expert suggests a
similar idea for homebuyers.
The concept, suggests Sherman J. Maisel, a governor of
the Federal Reserve Board, is
aimed at low and
middle

Game

est
rs

r 29
Feat

income families in the housing
market and would gather a
wide range of counseling and
financial advisors under one

EUROPEAN TO(.1-, 1111.10ii.11-.4 I.t
harik, Smith
enjoys the company of a young European friend as he
marches_ iyith 120 U.S. soldiers in the 55th Annual International Four Day Marches held in Nijmegen. the Nether.'
lands. The 100-mile trek, sponsored by the Royal Netherlands
League for Physical Culture, not only tested endurance but
also fostered friendship among the 15.000 participants from
26 countries. Lieutenant Smith is. assigned to Headquarters.
U.S. Army Engineer Command, U.S. Army Europe.
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$250.00 REWARD LEADING to
the arrest and conviction of
person or persons involved in the
theft of property taken in the
break-in of the garage and house
of Jerry Don Tucker, Route 1,
025C
Almo,Kentucky.

For Any Job You Might Have,
Please Call

753-9790

Any Money We Make
Will Go Toward Fraternity Activities

NOTICE

Gordon's
Farmers
Market

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

WEEKEND SPECIAL

NOW HAS 2
LOCATIONS

1969 OPEL 2-Door Sedan

The new market has come
to Murray, just across the
Bel-Air
from
street

Clean local car.

51095'

C249

Shopping Center. The old
market is on Hwy 94 east
near the lake.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main

It's Apple,
Sorghum
and
Cider Time!

Phone 753-5273
HELP

HELP %ANTED

WANTED

11

BOY WANTED

A Full stock at each
market.
Just arrived-a truck load
of pumpkins.
children
the
Bring
Halloween for a treat.
We have apples such as:
Golden Delicious
Red Delicious
Starks Delicious
Staymen Winesap
Hoover
Rome Beauty
Jonathan
The apples are Mountain
grown. A truck load just
arrived from the mountains of North Carolina
Good old Fashioned
Sorghum - New Crop

FOR

•

Wf33
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42
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Kit 54
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Av
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate Inc

PAPER
ROUTE
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46 lill

MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS FRATERNITY, Alpha Kappa Psi, at Murray
State University visited Kyle Field last Saturday. After viewing the facilities at the airport,_they
participated in genic plane rides over the Murray area. Shown (left to right are Harrell French,
Judy Usry, Ron Weyerbacber, John Cobert, Steve Long, Roger Devine, Rives Knox, Tom Whittemore,Bob Wolf,David Perkins,Glenn Bumpous, Larry McCully, Bob Bryar, Mrs. Rives Knox, Jim
Hauber,Dan Brady,Larry Monroe,Buster Perry,and David Smith.
Photo by Byron L. Ewers

INVENTORY CLEARANCE
CONTINUES
RIBBONS
Bates
TELEPHONE INDEX
All Brand and Size STAPLES 5000 pack

All Typewriter & Adding Machine

(Arrow, Bobstitch Swingline)

ny trouble
dos to 'meek

was 1.25
was 11.50
values from
11.80 to
2.50 per box

NOW '1.00
NOW '1.00

*f

New ways with suede mark
male clothes for fall and
winter. Watch for suede jackets
with snap type blazer buttons,
three-quarter length suede
coats with full belts, and black
suede with leather boots with
lace up sides.
AND THEN I
READ Mt( PAPER
GULL'? CATS
TO Ti4E WHOLE
CLASS .

*

NOW 80t

Tomatoes 10 cents lb.
Minimum of 5 lbs.

HE LEDGER lit TIMES
I TOLD ALL ABOUT Had FIERCE
GULLY AT ARE,AND I EVEN
THREW IN A BIT ABOUT HOW
THEY ARE IMMUNE TO THE BITE
OF THE DREADED WEEN SNAKE

Lynn Grove Small Eggs 4
doz. $1.00.
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)
E
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100,000,,t
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9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

"
e.
$
.1g11
211 29
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GERT'S a gay girl—ready for a
whirl after cleaning carpets with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
023C
Store.

Saturday, October 23
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users of Blue Lustre
carpet clearner. Rent electric
023C
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
it," says

What is needed, he added, is
a "consumer-oriented, locally
housing
focused,
one-stop
agency where the low-ineomefamily can be offered a logical
choice of buying or renting and
the home. buyer can be sponred, -financed and advised on

46 Heraldry:
grafted
47 Smaller
amount
49 Sunburn
50 Condensed
moisture
53 Artificial
language
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"NEVER USED anything like
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40
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24 25

buyer avoid prejudicing his
chances of being a successful
home 'ptkrchaser by making a
bad bargain at the outset,"
Maisel says. He has also given
- the agencies a suitably optimistic name — HOPE (Home
Ownership Promotion Enterprises).
Maisel, the acknowledged
expert on housing matters
among the Fed's 12 governorso
outlined his idea in testimony
before a subcommittee of the
House Banking and Currency
Committee.
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ict vision.

4 Heathen
5 Youngster
- 6 Comanchon
Moccasin
8 Cancel
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10 Baseball
team
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(P1 )
16 God of love
18 Seed coating
22 Colony of
honeybees
23 Geometric
solid
24 Obese
25 Collection of
facts
27 Girl's name
29 Mohammedan
name
30 Canine
35 Classify
36 Part of
"to be"

roof.
"The basic objective would
be to help the would-be home

litil
1
-\_21141[At

PATSY IN RACE?
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Rep.
Patsy Mink, D-Hawaii, says she
Is actively participating in a
move to have her name entered
In the Oregon presidential
primary.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
"We cannot move into the
atruodinated basis."
303 IMOD ODOM
1972 elections with the notion of
HO
S would be located in
000 =DO DODO
policies as usual," she said
OM WOODOOMMO
toWns arili rural areas and
upacia 3000
4WigY•
provide a supermarket of rem— 1.
MO MOM MOOR
Asked whether she thought
munity skills — "Everything
Man DOM 00000
there was a danger of a
from- carpentry to marriage
03 OOD MOO OM
proliferation
of
Democratic
000D0 00M 030
'
s counselors, Maisel said. They
A fifth of the nation
presidential candidates, she
professionwould
be
staffed
by
0000 000 0111
every
housing becomes vacant
said "'There already is. What's
DOMB 30[3133 year, Maisel noted, partly be- als and volunteers and overseen
30000DOMD BOO
one...okre?"
cause,of the continuing desire by a board of directors drawn

Crossword Puzzle

en usually
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[ten not to
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EXaMiile
Needles or
through
disturbing

the

'from local governmentt labor,
housing cooperatives and
churches.- —
They could be non-profit,
limited-dividend, or cooperative, Maisel says.
•On one hand, Maisel said,
of families to upgrade their
HOPES would admi4ster cerAn
accommodations.
own
tain subsidized housing proagency that can match a lower_
grams for Wow and mediumincome with a decent home
income housing. A separate
within its budget can add
arm of the agency would
dignity to people's lives and
provide counseling so that
also help in the rehabilitation
inexperienced buyers get
of existing housing, he believes.
matched with the appropriate
Need great
Even with an emphasis on house.
ill IPES could develop or
putting old houses to better
rehabilitate 'housing on their
use, Maisel said, there would be
own, and contract with the
no lag in construction. "Our
Department of ',Housing and
total needs for housing are so
Urban Development to guarangreat that, if we maintain, as
tee mortgages and subsidies.
our goal a good home in a good
They might even organize
neighborhood for every Amerigroup insurance contracts to
can family, it will not be
cover monthly payments in
possible to slow down the
case of death, disabitity, fire or
dwelling
new
of
building
uding
u
unemployment, Maisel said.

One-stop shopping
idea in home buying
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Come In And Look Around.
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AUTOS FOR SALE

FRIDAY—OCTOBER

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

.IEAL ESTATE FOR SALE. ftEAL ESTATE FOR SALE

41 ON GILBERT STREET IN HAZEL,2 bedroom frame house,
43 lot 80'x150'. Bath and air conditioner. Has beauty shop. A
bargain at 86,000.00.

41.

4: NICE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 1013 Story Ave.
2 baths, garage,range, refrigerator, washer and dryer and
/
ef: 11
41 drapes included. Also 2 air conditioners. $24,500.
: AT 1302 SOUTH 16TH STREET IS A 3 bedroom brick veneer
et
41 house. A 10'x14' storage building in back yard. 100'x200' lot
2 bath for only 824,000.00.
/
and 11

4:

•IMAGINE!! FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, 3 bedroom brick
43 veneer on 110'x300' size lot. Well constructed and practically
421: new. Priced to sell at $20,000.
41 DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
2 baths, nice carpeting,
/
brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 21
all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
ev garage. Price only 834,000.00.
Road, 3
PERFECT LOCATION — 1711 College Farm
built-ins and
All
lot.
fine
on
house
veneer
brick
bedroom
maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
Ct. refrigerator with ice

41
4:

LOCATED 4 miles North of DUPLEX 1314 VINE STREET.
Murray we have a 70 acre Practically new, brick, two
commercial tract that can be bedrooms each side, washers,
purchased at farm property dryers, refrigerators, stoves, and
price. This land is the only air conditioners, large lot, good
property we know of income. Call us for an apLocal car. one owner. white. Automatic transmission. available
that extends from 4 lane U.S. 64
NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.
pomtment to see this property.
2 ceramic tile baths, built/
to the railroad. City water and 901 COLDWATER ROAD, two T Buyer can select colors, carpet. 11
C408
gas available. This tract can be apartments each with two 4 in range and oven,central gas heat and central air. You must
bought for only 600 per acre.
bedrooms. An outstanding in- * see this. Priced at $23,700.00.
LARGE Oak Trees, quiet,qeigh- vestment at only $11,750.00.
43 104 WILLIAMS AVENUE IS ONE OF MURRAY'S NICEST
borhood, shelters this 3 bedroom
Phone 753-5273 on large lot. Relax on your Claude L. Miller, Real Estate 753- 43 duplexes. Has a 2 bedroom and 2 bath home, central heat and
Corner of 7th & Main
covered patio and enjoy this 5064
43 air, all carpeted a and with all built-ins. Also has a 3 bedroom
and bath apartment with built-in range and washer-dryer
bargain at 820,750.00.
43
C.
Neubauer,
John
Associate
OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES
hook up and all carpeted. Apartment has electric heat and
$3,327.00 WILL let you take over Broker 753-7531
025C 43 built-in air conditioner. Double garage. A lovely home with
brick
this
on
bedroom
3
loan
the
PAINTING INTERIOR and BACKHOE OR dozer services.
43 an added income. $34,500. exterior. Free estimates. Phone Live t work. Reasonable. Phone home close to the university. CENTRALLY LOCATED; two
.:Sa-vi.
stove and-refriger753-3727 after 4 00 p.m.
022C 753-9807.
022C Carpeted,
- Deooms down; one large
ONE MILE SONTHON )21. Nice two bedroom frame horne
will be yours. Immediate
bedroom upstairs. Living room,
on large lot, city water. Sheet rock interior, fireplace and
possession.
dining, kitchen, utility and 43
garage. ;10,500.
BEAUTIFUL new Mick home
garage. Electric heat. Drapes on
gas heat and electric
central
with
,
IS
•••,1
SP1011
TRIUAITIS
windows, living room and dining
ye'"
air. 3 bedroom, 2 baths all
CENTER RIDGE ON 150 foot lot. Frame
Are Poi.von
Eat YOJI* Home
carpeted. Spacious backyard 41 COTTAGE IN
builtins in kitchen. Patio, garage
Partially furnished. • Fireplace, air-basement.
part
with
*
month.
fence.
8115.00
picket
with
and pick the carpet color you
and trailer. $11,000.
motor
Boat,
conditioned.
025C
Allen Rose.
desire. Located in one of
veneer house
* HERE IT COMES — A FINE 4 bedroom brick
Murray's newest subdivisions
for boys on 107 North
rear
in
apartments
NOTICE
two
baths,
2
with
ROACHIS
1
and in city school district. An
Carry Germs
17th Street for only $23,500.
excellent buy,
BALD WIN PIANOS and organs
Church.
2 ACRES on Hazel Highway- for rent or sale. Rent applies to
/
31
4.1 ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the
RNO iso
acres
buy this choice land for $3,750.00. purchase. Lonardo
2
/
11
on
home
bedroom
Piano
three
siding,
aluminum
Good
PESTS
3 Company, across from Post
LOVELY„ immaculate
Priced to sell at 821,000.00.
bedroom, 2 bath, *brick home. Office, Paris, Tennessee. 022C
Entry hall, kitchen with abunON HIGHWAY AT NORTH EDGE OF HAZEL is a good
dant cabinets and large eating
Beick Crete home with 2 bedrooms down and 1 upstairs. Gas
area. Extra large closets. Ex43 heat
and city water. Only $10,500.
ceptional buy.
in
lot
hours
Panorama
24
WATERFRONT
work
Termites
deceived!
be
not
Do
NEW HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3
Shores. Ideal for year a round
Summer
Winter
and
bedrooms, large den, baseboard heat, 1,1 baths, built-in
.
.
.
,
.
round
A
year
the
a day
home or vacation cottage.
-I.' range and oven. City water. A lovely home at only $20,000.00.
HOW about a really nice place to
4:
live with 2 extra a apartments for
et: AT PENNY: 14 ACRES MOSTLY TENDABLE. Lots of
income' Main apartment has
•frontage on blacktop. Some woods with a beautiful building
carpets, fireplace, all built-ins in
and
site. Has a two bedroom frame house with bath, electric heat,
kitchen. Brick and located on IOUT OF SHAPE or overweight?
b3od well. Priced at 818,000.
_
wash*
For the easy way to lose inches or
large lot. Great investment.
LARGE older house with 5 pounds fast, call
•LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
100 S 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, and lots SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. 4, houses available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
of personality. Concrete block Weight loss guaranteed. NIINC
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
cation to fit your needs.
building ideal for cleanup shop,
lo
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yews
Set
SALES
&
goes with house. Look this one ELECTROLUX
465 ACRES: ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTIES FINEST
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M
v Licensed .by State of Kentucky
over. It's priced to sell.
farms. Near Kirksey. Over 3,4 mile of black-top frontage. Two
1
4.
Far-,
382-2468,
phone
.riders,
Member Chamber of Commerce SPACIOUS 3 bedroom brick Eington,Kentucky.
fr
good homes, many out-buildings, 35 acre lake. Call us about
TFC
home on quiet street. Near
this outstanding farm.
beauty shop, University, grocery,
.1
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back iEAL ESTATE FOR SALE etc. Carpeted, 11
air2
2 baths,
/
We are pleased to
IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
hoe work Phone Rex Camp, 753conditioners, fireplace, extra
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
*
new
our
announce
5933.
N24C 3 BEDROOM BRICK on one acre nice storage building in back.
rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included.
Five
lot. Central heat and air. Carpet Now listed for only $24,000.
$31,500.00.
SMORGASBORD
outside
"2,
YOUNG MAN
needs part or throughout Bath and
FALL is here so let's get settled
43
full-time work will do anything storage building. 4 years old in this neat 3 bedroom brick home
addition 4
3 THE ROGER PIQUE HOME IN Lynn Grove. Two bedrooms
2 miles before winter. It has large in a brand new
/
•
from home to office. Call anytime priced reasonable. 11
753-4189.
023P North Kirksey. For information country kitchen, central heat and to the Avalon Restaurant, 'V and bath. City water. Only $10,500.00.
027? air, 2 baths, draperies and
call 489-2402.
Paris, Tenn.
EXTRA NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK at 1309 Overbey.
beautiful carpeting in living room
HOURS 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Carpets, dishwasher, built-in range and oven. Carport.
NOW UNDER construction, 3 and halls. Extra outside storage
4- Plastic Wells
p.m.
5:30 p.m.-8:00
Priced to sell at $20,000.00.
2 miles from
/
21
Central
Located
veneer.
building.
brick
bedroom
Hwy. 79 E. in Parts.
A\ 1.0R -WELL
heat and air. 2 baths, Built initown on 2 acres of land.
ORFILING
30 ACRE FARM AT HALF-WAY with 4 bedroom brick
appliances, garbage disposal.
Must see to believe at
7,
ear. Tenn.
WE ARE ready now to deliver or 41 veneer house, all built-ins, 2 baths.
Nice utility room. Carpet Donald R. Tucker Realtor
$48,500.
247 -F,5.=i6
vein
six
for
order
Listing.
Multiple
your
of
take
Good
Member
garage.
car
one
throughout,
stoker or-four by seven lump coal
location.Buy now and select your Phone 753-4342-,
FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
Associates; Edna Knight, home or 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813, 4.3 can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
own color. 753-7850 or 753027C phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home Fulton Ice & Coal Service, 401, at frame house with bath and electric heat.
1585
TF(
'
025(' South 4th Street.
phone 753-8958.
'43
BUSINESS LOT ON STORY AVE. just East of 12th Street,
WILL DO COMBINING Call 7a.--4- SMALL FARM: good location;
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
43 70'x150'. $20,000.
7 :•,-7287
9500 or
and business or future investment.
02x. One mile East Murray, apRonald (rou-e
,proximately 10 acres pasture.
41 159 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 1346. One mile west of HighHog wire fencing, stables, water.
4-: way 94. 80 acres tendable, 80 acres timber, 2 acres Dark
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
•Fired base, 1300 No. Burley, some corn base. Three good
For appointment call 436tobacco barns,good stock barn, sheds, crib,fenced for cattle,
2173
TFC
year round creek. Good 5 room frame house with two
Red with white top, local car, one owner
bedrooms. 92'7,500.
.
139 ACRE FARM. Squire Ed
43
41, HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
2 miles
/
Adams farm. locate 11
122,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
,
north of Coldwater on black-top
on the inside with fenced in backyard, mm t see
redecorated
road. See or call Hill Adams, 489appreciate.
to
AUCTION i. RIDAY October 22,
house
this
025C
2131.
7:00 pm at Short!. mcBride's
Phone 1535273 43
Main
&
7th
of
is a nice 3 bedroom
Corner
JUST OFF OF 641 South
three miles north Pans. highs ay
41 AT MIDWAY
good well, electric
Has
acre.
1
on
641. Furniture and miscellaneous WHY LIVE in a commercial are
nd.frame house
.
s'
, bartic$kthamoo
_r
ev
A real good buy
closets.
6
Has
well located.
from St. Louis including antique and be bothered by loud truck
NOTICE
NOTICE
'V heat, carport and
secretary, bedroom suite. noise when you can move to one
tables, chairs. glassy:are Shony of the nicest residential areas in NEW X-11' Reducing Plan, 42 REGISTERED BLACK To',
AND INCOME. Duplex on
-NIcHride. James Travis. Auc- Murray? Fox Meadows and tablets 83.00. Money back Poodle is available for breeding 43 FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME
bedrooms each side. Central heat
three
with
Street
Monroe
41
Coach
Mobile
Home
Estates
tioneers
022P
guarantee. Safe-T Discount If interested, phone 753-3862 after
air,carpeted and bililt-in range and oven. F3oth sides now
Parks are quiet, modern, ar Pharmacy.
027C 5 p.m.
023c 4.3 and
+ rented. $30.500.00.
convenient to city, grade ana
AUCTION. SATURI)AY
tober high
schools. $25 per month
the
23, 10:00 a.m. Mrs. William Sloan includes
that
most utilities and grass PLEASE TAKE notice
home. 205 Wynn Street. Paris, mowing,some
of Gene Steely and THIS IS a reminder that City of
residents use their partnership
43
Selling
Tennessee
entire rent savings to pay their
Schuyer Datson d-b-a C,ashway Murray taxes are due Because
country
on
the
is
Sunday,
31st
October
voluntarily
household contents, some an- club dues. South
16th near Building Material has
tiques. James Travis, Auctioneer
dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971, and penalty date will be extended one
t:anterbury, 753-3855 or 753No.278.
022P
to said date. Cash- day. A 10 per cent penalty will be 43
subsequent
(')30C
Way Building Materials shall be added to all unpaid bills on
a propriertorship by Schuyer Tuesday, November 2, 1971
At TOS FoR NAL):
AUTOS FOR SALE
N10C of Murray taxes are payatyle ,•
Datson.
the office of the City (' lerk.
THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store in Hall Building.
Lynnville; Kentucky now has
boots, boots and more boots. We TODDLERS DAY CARE nn has
have ladies suede Granny boots opening for baby and also 2 year
and also little girls Granny boots. olds. Have nurse on dot) 753-:c
0.2j
These boots come in all colors. 4481.
roof
vinyl
Power
black
steering and
Rust with
We have gold and silver holiday
boots. All these at low discount ANNOUNCING THE all ncl4 X TZ
power brakes. Factory air UlYi
prices. We're open Monday-, fiberglass horse traitcrc 2-4 and C'
Friday, 8!30-6:00, Saturday 8:30- horse trailers and stock ,
4:
5:00. We will be open on Sunday and wholesale Inquiries Ito, ited,
Farms,
Route
F:lkin.s
2,
11:17e1,
from
beginning October 24
1.00nornpr r,f ith
M,im
Kentucky 42049. Area r $or.o• rAr2
Phone 753 5273 5:00,from now until Christ41
1-14029C 492-&110.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

4:

1970 DATSUN Station Wagon
'1485'

PARKER FORD, Inc. -

4t
4:
41
41

4

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

41
43
41

HAUNTED
HOUSE

4.1

Oct. 28, 29, 30

41

4

4:

4:

14

41

4:

WEEKEND SPECIAL

1970 FORD GT Torino Convertible

43
4:

$1895e4

PARKER FORD, Inc.

d

eti
4:

4
41
4:

4:
4:
+

WEEKEND SPECIAL

1971 CHEVROLET Monte Carlo 2-Door

13450',

PARKER FORD, Inc.

n, 1971

806 NORTH 17TH STREET IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick, well
located near University. $21,000.
Lynn
WE HAVE THE GLENDEL REAVES HOME place on
2 mile from city limits. Lot size 200'x373'.
1
Grove Highway,/
barn and
House has eleven rooms and central heat. Stock
Call
home.
beautiful
a
is
This
three car garageNhite fence.
us for an appointment and look this place over.
PLENTY OF BUILDING SITES AVAILABLE in the city and
couilly from 50x150 to several acres. Stop by, or call for
your pick. Reasonable prices.
REDUCED IN PRICE. EXTRA NICE MODERN three
bedroom home on Cole's Camp Ground Road, just off of 641
North. City water and on 114 acres. Has 2 baths, 2 car garage
attached and seperate 2 car garage. Fire-place and 6 closets.
826,500.

GOU

IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
brick home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.
345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of
Lakeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be
developed. $51,750.
GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY NEAR University. Has 5
furnished efficiency apartments. Lovely three bedroom and
two bath carpeted home with family room and carport. A
very fine place to live and have a good income or rent it all
for income_ Call for details and to see.

'65 DOD
mileage, e
'57 1-ton F
all new
ceptionall
perfect
Bilbrey's.

1615 SUNSET DRIVE. THREE BEDROOM Brick home with
baseboard heat. 2 air conditioners. All built-Ms. 2 baths,
fireplace, 7 closets. You should see it to appreciateit. 827;300.

TWO-2 ton
bed,one bo
7850

2 miles North of
1
BEAUTIFUL 2 ACRE BUILDING SITE, 2/
Lynn Grove. $2,250.
a budget
A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is
priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real
nice at $17,500.00.
REALLY BUDGET PRICED AT 317 Irvan. A stucco house
Two
with electric heat. New shag carpet, range included.
bedroom.
3rd
a
as
use
or
room
family
large
and
bedrooms,
Outside storage building. Reduced to $10,500.
30 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
about 1 mile West of Hazel on goodgravel road.422,000.00.
85 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLAS ROAD,6 miles from Murray.
Good frame house with bath. 3 ponds, well, creek, barn,
smoke house, crib. Fenced and cross fenced for cattle. 4 acre
corn bage, 1.02 tobacco base. Call for other details. Only
817,000.
BEAUTIFUL STONE VENEER HOME at 714 Olive. All
2
1
carpeted, draperies and all built-ins. Has 4 Bedrooms, 2/
baths, large family room and fireplace. Double carport. A
most desirable home. $35,000.
THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT'•—' GROVE. 3
2 Baths,
/
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
oven, city water. 828,000.00.

RED CE
potatoes,
your own
Russell,

FRAME HOUSE AND 5 ACRES ON OLD Paris Road, Route
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.

3 M CASU
used one
Call 753-1

ONE AND ONE HALF MILES FROM city limits on McCuistion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block
house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. Must see.
$17,500. A milk house and extra lot for 82,000 extra.
2 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
/
ON FAXON ROAD 11
brick and frame on 20 acres of land.
bedroom
3
nice
real
a
;21,000.00.
Here is a real buy at

NICE 3
817,000, 51
753-5841.

1971 - 7
condition,
2479.

2
/
ON CATALINA, A NICE THREE BEDROOM brick with 11
heat
Central
carport.
and
room
utility
large
baths, carpeted,
and air. Low price of $20,000.

60 ACRE
Murray. H
good wel
Parker,

A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE fully
furnished, except air conditioner and TV, at 405 Vine. Just
think for only $12,000.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
-at 1.509 Sycamore_ Newlyder_nrated and new carpet. $24.00(L

% ROLL
wedding g
good condi
speakers,
assortrnen
'ifter 4 p.m

3
FRAME HOUSE AND LOT NEAR MORGAN BOAT Dock.
range
built-in
heat,
electric
and
Paneled
bedrooms and bath.
and oven. Good well. $7.500.
acre fish
HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an
frontage
of
Plenty
Murray.
of
east
pond about 8 miles north
e—$17,000,
ouastito
nxlioc
aE
PRm
ad.Owner
d toBpLryoD._
o0n3gohiaAryE
all3

MIN Ni
THO

bedroom frame,
full basement,80x200 lot and priced to sell quick. $21,000.

CH

4 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON 641 we have a lovely 3
bedroom brick home on 5 acres with woods. Large family
room with fire-place. 925,000.

"The

ON DODSON AVENUE'. WE HAVE A real nice three
bedroom brick veneer. Large family room, living room,
electric heat. This house is a bargain at $22,000.00.
li"
SLEDD GROCERY WITH FIXTURES AND ALL STOCK.
Also three bedroom house with gas furnace. Store has
gasoline pumps and a good gasoline business. Well stocked *
I*
and modern grocery with good business. Call about this ilsk
place.
*
IN COI,DWATER — A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
ra,l dhiesahtwaanshderair$30
pentted
re
sbieillarredrnwsinadnodw2s.baA sc.aC
. Ah5oo
deroo
son inAll

a
*
t

li•

Guy Spann Realty

4'
.
11
ti"
ii.

Member of Multiple Listings

11.

901 Sycamore St.

44Ilk
ii•
ti.
4.

Phone 753-7724
4?
+
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
-13
+ Louise Baker 753-2409
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
+
4:
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 7.53-8961
41
4.
+
+
+
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761
a.
+
.1li.

II.

FORD T
sliding Ta
Truck in g
with four
Priced for
753-5167 di
s.
TRAILER
furnished
new. Lot
Phone 7
753-7637 af
CHAIN
Direct Dr
oder. U • •
Good con•
Call 489- i•
SMALL
and cage.
cage. Very
1654 after 3
AU

197
Local
factor
electr
Corner

GE THIRTEEN

on Lynn
tO0'1373'.
>ern and
me. Call
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FOR SALE -

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR RENT

****************
CAESAR'S

SPECIAL SALE; Thursday, 2 BETTY ROSE COATS, size 14. FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
Trucks •
Friday, Saturday. Prices good One soft green wool with brown Living room, kitchen, bathroom
for sale only. Will be open until fur collar. One lighter wool coat, with shower and bath. 1 or 2 1970 Ford Ranchero V8,
7:00 p.m. The trade in's must go, navy. Both like new. Average bedrooms, Zimmerman Apartautomatic transmission.
•
1302 Chestnut
72's are on the way.
length. Priced reasonable. Call ments, South 16th Street. Phone
Light gold, local one
GOURMETS' DELIGHT! TWO - 4-OUNCE
71 Tide Craft 15 Tri-i1g1 71 60 753-2364.
027C
025C 753-6609.
owner vehicle.T8.
H.P. motor and trailer. SOlId new
0295.0
Was $2395.00
this year for $2495.00. Save PENTA TREATED lumber. TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. No
$845.00. $1650.00.
Resistant to rot and termites. pets. Middle aged couple or lady
190 Ford Econoline Van
(with complete dinner)
Reg. $4.25* Swiss 6-W 6740 H.P. Johnson Ideal
023C
for boat docks and any preferred. 753-2987.
dark green, long wheel
Ar SAT. 8 SUN.,
and H. D. trailer. Save $500.00. weather exposed uses. Murray
base local truck. T142..
* WITH THIS COUPON ** $995.00.
* OCT. 23, 24
Lumber Co.. Maple Street, 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE; Was $1995.00
$1895.00
Pontoon 68-65 H.P. Murray,Kentucky.
1TC electric heat, air conditioned,
***************** Riveria 28'with
kitchen and laundry appliances
camper cabin.
1968 FIN Ford pickup,long
'65 DODGE PICK-UP, low MODEL
Save $400.00. $1495.00.
furnished. 1506 Henry Street. Call
wheel base, V8. Local
721 270
Steel Craft 29' Cabin Cruiser.
753-7548 after 4:30 p.m.
023P
mileage, extra clean,6 cylinder; with 4 X
truck: C414.
SATURDAY
Weaver Scope & sling,
ONLY
Needs cleaning up. Save $1000.00.
'57 1-ton Ford, factory stake bed, plus
$1795.00
Was 91895.00
Lyman, Spartan, reloading
"TIKI"
all new tires, V8 motor, ex- press
$1250.00.
THREE-BEDROOM HOUSE,
with accessories-powder,
Star craft 15' 67-40 H.P.
ceptionally clean, low mileage. A scales, dies
The Fashion Suiting
Newly
University.
near
primers, etc. $165.
Evinrude with trailer. Save
perfect all-purpose truck. Call after 5
decorated. New electric heat and
F100 Ford pickup long
p.m.436-2225.
Reg.
'2'
Now
99i,d carpet. 9100.00 per month. See at 1969
.00. $895.00.
Bilbrey's. 753-5617.
023C
wheel base with explorer
Fashion Costs Lest
Swiss 6-15'-75 H.P. Evinrude
022C
1626 West Olive.
package. A local truck.
When You Sew With fio,•
1'WO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat 971 HONDA a* Street Scram- and trailer. Boat needs little
T229,
r aiirrtir 1.ode '
bler, $550.00 or best offer. Phone work. Save $400.00. $595.00.
12' x '60 ' MOBILE HOME-, Was $1995.00
bod,one box bed. Phone 753- $1895.00
7534834.
coinpletely furnished with
025C Starcraft 11V-25 H.P. Bucineer
7850
TFC_
FAB-N-TRIM
new trailer. Fisherman Special.
-washer-dryer, TV, new carpet,
1967 F250 /
3
4 ton Ford
North Side Court Square
Save $245.00. $495.00.
air conditioned, central heat.
pickup. A local truck.
Texas Maid 15'-50 H.P. Mer6'x12' storage house. Located on
Long wheel base, V8.
cury and trailer. Fish or ski. '65 MUSTANG. Must be seen to shady lot on Hwy. 180, 3 miles
T198.
Save $300.00. $495.00.
appreciate. May be seen at 1100 east of Murray. Phone 753-5038
Was $1595.00
$1495.00
Cheroke 14'-35 H.P. Evinrude Pogue Ave. Phone 753-4652 or 753- _after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
and trailer. Fishing and duck 8295.
022C
1966 C10 Chevrolet Pickup
hunting. Save $205.00. $395.00.
long wheel base with V8.
Sport-Lad Hydro 14'-35 H.P. FIVE PIECE dinette set, padded AVAILABLE NOW, efficiency
C47.
Evinrude and trailer.
Save swivel chairs,strmonths old,like apartment, new panelling, $22.50
*1295.00
Was $1395.00
except
includes
utilities
week
150.00. $250.00.
new. 879.95 firm. Phone 753-4016. per
phone. Phone after 5 p.m. 753Arkansaw Traveler 14'-35 H.P. Call after 5:00pan.
022P
1966 F100 Ford Pickup,
022C
8333.
Johnson and trailer. Save $205.00.
long wheel base T230.
$195.00.
$1095.00
Was $1195.00 •
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
2
USED
LATE
MODEL
G.
E.
Polarkraft V 15'-35 H.P.
'stove, refrigerator, air conWASHERS.
1
Norge
apt.
size
Evinrude duck boat special.
1964 C10 Chevrolet Pickup
refrigerator, 1 Deluxe 40 in: ditioner, washer and dryer.
$295.00.
long wheel base, local
Small child welcome. $115.00 per
Frigidaire
range,
2
two-door,
like
Viking Cruiser 14'-35 H.P.
truck.T20.
new refrigerators, automatic month, with $50.00 deposit. Phone
Evinrude and trailer. Red hot
Was $795.00
$1195.00
023C
753-5792 after 5:00 p.m.
defrosters,
coppertone;
2
21-in.
price. $295.00.
Console
black
and
white
TVs.
Lone Star 14'-40 H.P. Mculla
1956 Ford Pickup. An
Bilbrey's. 753-5617.
023C 2 BEDROOM TRAILER, central
and trailer. Needs cleaning up.
around towner. $175.00
air
and
heat.
Ideal
for
family
or
$495.00.
rooming students. University
Evinrude 9/
1
2 H.P. 67.
HELP It AN I r_.to
Cars
Heights,753-9406.
022P
Johnson 9/
1
2 H.P. 68.
1965 Oldsmobile four door
1
2 H.P. 69.
tr...h"9on 9/
hardtop. Green, power
Your choice $200.00.
TWO BEDROOM duplex apartsteering, power brakes
RED CENTENNIAL sweet THE SHOE MART has a new Evinrude 18 H.P. 59. $100.00.
ment, $130.00 per month. Phone
and factory air.A local
potatoes, $3.00 per bushel. Bring shipment of ladies shoes. These Mercury; your choice Mark 30,
TFC
753-7850.
car. C269.
youp own containers. Call J. C. shoes are national brands 28, 25, Ph, 5 H.P. $75.00.
Was $995.00
$795.00
Ruses'', 436-2149.
022C savings up to 50 per One Mark 30, three Mark 20,
apartcent. Have silver sandals f One Scott 10, One Johnson 16. One
TWO BEDROOM duplex
1966 Ford Fairlane 500 four
3 M CASUAL DESK copier, been holidays. We are overstocked and Scott 7/
1
2, one Elgin 7/
1
2. Your
ment, all panelled, gas heat. Has
door sedan, beige. A
used one time. One half price. have a large group of shoes choice $50.00.
washer and dryer outlets. Furlocal clean car. 6
Call 753-1365.
or
furnished
otic priced below cost, Located at Campers
partially
nished or
cylinder automatic
unfurnished. $55.00 per month
Main and 13th across from Starcraft Camper Star Master
transmission. C73.
NICE 3 BEDROOM brick, Boone's Laundry.
025C
023C Demo. Save $685.00 $1000.00.
Phone 489-2595.
Was $795.00
$650.00
$17,000, 514 Whitnel Ave., Call
Apply In Person
Starcraft Camper Constelation
753-5841.
1967 YAMAHA Twin 100, ex- Demo. Save $835.00. $1000.00.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
at
026P cellent condition. $195.00. Call Sun Cruiser Travel Trailer,
apartment. Centrally located,
7674729.
Corner 7th & Main
023C sleeps 4. Electric brakes. $595.00.
carpeted, heat furnished, air
International Metro van 1960.
1971 - 750 HONDA, excellent
conditioned. No pets or childrenPhone 753-5273
condition, 2300 miles. Phone 489- CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner Use for camping. $295.00.
025P
reasonable. 753-1299.
See
you
ever
used,
so
easy
too.
Get
1962
Cadillac
Coup
de
Wile,
2479.
022C
Mr. Paul Maggard
Blue Lustre. Rent new electric new tires, extra nice. $695.00.
1962 SUPER 88 OLDS, g6od
60 ACRE FARM,3 miles east of shampooer $1. Western Auto, Three water front lots in
TWO BEDROOM house, un- condition. Priced at $200.00. Call
at any time
Home
of
"'The
Wishing
Panorama.
Murray. House in good condition,
furnished. Located at Panorama 753-7368.
02.5C
023C Murray Sport & Marine, 718 NEED COMPETENT
good well. Call Mrs. Rudie Well".
1TC
man to be Shores.Phone'
492 8622.
South 4th Street.
022C companion to elderly man. Will
Parker,753-3799.
022C
1968 DODGE CORONET R-T
SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size
live in home and receive salary. TWO BEDROOM unfurnished black outside, white interior, Sun
44 ROLL AWAY BED, Size 8 rugs. Sculptured, shags, and
025P Tech M.T. mags. New tires. Still
Call 753-9174, or 753-5076, or 753- house.Phone 7534544.
wedding gown, two E 70-14 tires, Nubby design. Good selection of
8507,or see Mrs. Milburn Outland
under warranty. Call 753Canterbury Estates.
orc , TWO BEDROOM house, un- 6358.
good condition, tape player and colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths.
025P
percent.
speakers, excellent condition, Reductions up to 50
furnished on South 10th Street.
assortment of tapes. 753-8296 Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray,
BE AN AVON REPRESEN- Phone 436-2326 for apCHRYSLER
NEW
N3c
23-1/16X35"
after 4 p.m.
025C 1963
022C Ky. Phone 753-2310.
TATIVE. It's like being Santa pointment.
YORKER,nine passenger station
Claus. You'll sell beautiful gift
.009 Thick
40 INCH Frigidaire electric
wagon. In excellent condition.
items for everyone's Christmas NICE TWO bedroom furnished Phone 753-5309.
stove, white, only $35. Call 436022C
apartment,
carpeted.
Near
These plates are perfect list. You'll offer home delivery to
WHY NOT LAY-A-WAY
2461.
0
University.
Phone
753-7550.
028C
'customers
in
your own neighTHOSE GIFTS FOR
for siding or roofing
borhood. You'll earn extra
1962 CHEVROLET V4 automatic
BABY BOY clothes, size birth to
after NICE FURNISHED three room four door, good condition, $100.00
CHRISTMAS
one year. Also, black & white barns, for placing around Christmas cash. Call now
7 p.m. Collect 365-9424, or write apartment. Private entrance. Phone 474-2309.
022C
motorola console TV,753bottom of mobile homes Mrs. Janet Kunick, Manager
Rt. Near University, at 1405 Poplar
"The Wishing Well"
7238.
023C
Street.
025C
2 Box 136 A,Princeton,Ky. 023C
to keep out the wind
1965 CHEVROLET SUPER
Sport,
green with black vinyl top,
GIRLS' COAT', size 10, Also will and snow, and for many FEMALES, DAY SHIFT, apply
327 automatic. Call 7534729 after
do sewing for people. If in- other uses such as
John SilverSITUATIONS WANTED
at
Long
person
in
4 p.m.
FORD TRACTOR Truck, & 40 ft. teresteckall 489-2475.
022C
023C
023C
s.
sliding Tandom grain trailer.
"building out"
Truck in good running condition 1966 12 X 60 AIR CONDITIONED,
JOB WANTED, will baby sit and
mice or rats.
EXPERIENCED LADY for light clean house full time, plus other 1965 DODGE SIX cylinder,
with four new mud grip tires. nvoy mobile Home. Lots of
some oddities. Also will keep babies at straight shift, short wide bed
and
housekeeping
Priced for fast sale at $1600.14 extras. Excellent condition. 1
babysitting. Approx. 20 hours per my horne, 1626 Main St. Win- Low mileage. Good condition and
753-5167 days; 489-2189 night- / owner. Call 435-4022.
023C
week. Will pay 1.25 hr. with chester Apt. No. 7, Murray. appearance. Bilbrey's 7537O25C
s.
Call at
nothing withheld 7534496. 023C contact after 5 p.m.
022C
022C 5617.
Deluxe,
12'158',
TRAILER,
LIKE NEW Remington standard
furnished or unfurnished. Like typewriter, $85. Call 753-1442 or
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
103 N. 4th St
new. Lot available for renting. see at 312N. 12th.
022C
1964 FORD XL 500, $175.00. Call
8:00-5:30
or
f
rom
Phone 753-4566Murray, Ky.
492-8170.
022F'
TFC
753-7637 after 5:30 p.m.
1970 HONDA-70, Ping Pong table,
CHAIN'SAW, Sears lightweight 1 year old with equipment. Childs
1967 CATALINA Pontiac, 4 dr,
Direct Drive D-49 Automatic World Encyclopedia. Phone 437- REGISTERED FEMALE
1 -2-Door & 1 -4-Door
pardtop, power steering and
oiler. Used only a few hours. 4493. All in good condition. 023C pointer bird dog, one year old,
LTDs
brakes, factory air, vinyl roof,
ready to train, $60. Phone 753Good condition. Price $100.00.
3-GALAXIES 1 -2-Door & 2-4-Doori low mileage. Priced to sell. 753023C
Call 489-240$.
026C VEMEER DITCHING machine, 3143.
4516.
027C
A-1 condition. $1500.00. Also
Country Squires
2-LTD
BULLS, not
SMALL SQUIRREL MONKEY, Adams 312 Road grader. Good HEREFORD
and cage. Also parakeet and ndition, 82500.00. Phone 753- registered but from pure bred
Station Wagons
10 PASSENGER
1965 PONTIAC GTO, power
cage. Very reasonable. Call 753- 9807.
072C registered stock. One to two
and brakes, good consteering
years old. Average 600 to 1200
1654 after 3 p.m.
022C
dition, 389 Tripower, 4 speed,
lbs. Call 753-2401 at noon or
025('
AUTOS FOR SALE
good tires. Call 753-5005.
AUTob FOR SALE
(All Units with Post, Power
evenings.
022P

LOBSTER TAILS$345
!
:

WANTED:

Manager .
Trainee

for
National Franchized
Restaurant

Parker Ford, Inc.

Jerry's

Aluminum
Plates

25' each

Ledger & Times

OME 4
rson in00

725

These Are '71 Ford Demonstrators!!

2-

1 -T-BIRD

WEEKEND SPECIAL
1971 OLDSMOBILE 98, 4-Door N'top
Local car, one owner, 9,000 miles, full power,
factory air, AM-FM stereo radio. Has vinyl roof,
electric seats, windows, etc.
'4495"

PARKER FORD Inc.
Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273

23 HEADS OF black Angus, 11
cows, 11 calves, 1 bull. Cows and
bull registered. Call after 5 p.m
025C
753.2758.
FULL BED, mattress and box
springs; platform rocker. Phone
025C
436-5511.
G.E. PORTABLE dishwasher,
$50:00. Antique hall %tie, $109.00.
Ladies clothes, size 8-10. Phone
753-7761.
025C

Brakes and Factory Air)
WANT TO BUY

SAVE UP TO-s2000"
ON THESE CARSII

WANT TO BUY;
logs ano•
standing timber. Also have f
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Phone 753-4147.
TFC

PARKER FORD
Corner of 7th & Main

WANTED-SMALL outboard
motor. Call 436-2225 after 5
p.m.
022P

Phone 753-5273

A

•••••

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

070 Ford Galaxie 500 ,four
door hardtop. Green with
black vinyl roof, power
steering, power brakes
and factory air. U108.
$2295.00
Was $2595.00

1967 Pontiac Bonneville 4
door hardtop one owner
local car. White with
black vinyl roof, power
steering, power brakes
and factory air. C433..
Was $1595.00
$1395.00

1971 Maverick two door
automatic transmission
and power steering. Red
with black vinyl roof.
U130.
Was $2350.00
$2195.00.

1967 Ford Galaxie 500 two
door hardtop. Local one
owner car. Beige Nith
power steering, power
brakes and factory air.
U91.
Was $1495.00
$1395.00

1970 Ford Torino station
wagon. One owner local
car with power steering
power brakes and factory air. Dark blue.
C386.
$205.00
Was 82795.0
19111114ereary Marquis four
door hardtop. One owner
Tennessee car. Dark
blue with white vinyl
roof, full power and
factory air. C51.
$24.95.00
Was $205.00
1970 Ford Custom 500 four
door
sedan.
Good
transportation with
power steering, power
brakes and factory air.
U132.
.$1996.00
Was 0154.00
1970 Maverick two door
with automatic transmission and factory air.
Local one owner car.
C374.
Was $2150.00
$1995.00
1969 Ford
Torino GT
Fastback V8, power
steering. Blue.C430.
Was $1995.00
$1595.00
1969 Ford Torino GT
Fastback, red, V8, power
steering. U92.
Was $1595.00
$1495.00
1969 Chevrolet Impala two
door hardtop. A local
car. Turquoise with
black vinyl roof. Power
steering, power brakes
with factory air. C146.
Was $2295.00
21995.00.
1969 Ford LTD Country
Squire station wagon, 10
passenger with power
steering, power brakes,
factory air. A one owner
car. U113.
Was 22695.00
$2595.00

1967 Ford LTD medium
blue with black vinyl
roof. Local car with
power steering, power
brakes and factory air.
U86.
Was $1595.00
$1495.00
1967 Plymouth four door
sedan, beige with air.
U70.
Was $795.00
$750.011 •
1967 XR7 Mercury Cougar
dark blue with black
vinyl roof. Local car with
power steering, power
brakes and factory air.
U123.
Was $105.00
$1495.00
1967 Mustang, yellow, with
power steering, power
brakes and factory air. A
great little car. U134.
$1695.00
was 91795.00
1917 Ford Country Sedan
burgandy with power
steering, power brakes
and factory air. A local
car. U114.
Was $1395.00
$1095.00
1967 Ford Falrlane 500 two
door
hardtop.
V8
automatic transmission,
power steering. (Front
end damage) As Is
$400.00.
1966 Ford LTD four door
hardtop. White with
black vinyl roof. A local
car with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. U66.
Was $1095.00
095.00
1966 Ford LTD four door
hardtop. A local one
owner car. Gold with
black vinyl roof. Power
steering, power brakes
and factory air. U102.
Was $1295.00
;1095.00

1969 Chevrolet Kingswood
station wagon. Light
green, power steering,
power brakes and factory air. U461.
Was $2295.00
$1995.00

1966 Ford T-Bird white,
black vinyl roof. Full
power and factory air.A
local car. C43.
Was $1095.00
095.00

190 Ford LTD two door
hardtop. Green with
black vinyl roof, power
steering, power brakes
and factory air. U135.
Was 22295.00
$2195.00

1966 Chevrolet Bel Air four
door sedan. Blue, Tennessee car with V8
automatic transmission
and power steering.C335.
Was $895.00
$795.00

1969 Pontiac Catalina 4
door sedan. Blue with
power steering, power
brakes and factory air. A
local car. C85.
Was $2295.00
$2195.00

1966 Ford Galaxie 500 two
door hardtop. Local car,
white with black vinyl
roof. Power steering,
power brakes and factory air. C41.
Was $1295.00
$1195.00

1968 Ford Galaxie 500 two
door hardtop. Red, V8,
power steering.
Was $1595.00
$1395.00
1968 Ford Galaxie 500 four
door sedan. Local car
with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. Blue. C285.
Was $1895.00
$1795.00
1968 VW Fastback, black
C72.
Was $1495.00
$1295.00
1968 Dodge Polars four
door sedan. Local clean
car, green, with power
steering, power brakes
and factory air. C17.
Was $105.00
$1595.00
1967 Chevelle Malibu Two
door. Local car, green
with black vinyl roof
Automatic transmission
and factory air. U93.
Was $1595.00
$1395.00

1965 Chevrolet Caprice four
door hardtop. A local
car, white with black
vinyl
roof,
power
steering, power brakes
arid factory air.
Was $1150.410.
$995.00
1965 Ford Galaxie 500 four
door sedan. White with
power steering and air.
Tennessee car.
Was 2650.00
2450.00
1964 Ford Galaxie 500 two
door hardtop. Red with
V8 and power steering.
C359.
Was $650.00
$450.00
1966 Oldsmobile four door
hardtop. Beige with
black vinyl roof. A local
car with power steering,
power brakes and factory air. U110
$795.00
Was $1095.00

Parker Ford, Inc.

Parker Ford, Inc.

Corner 7th & Main

Corner 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273

Phone 753-.5273
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Last Exposed U.S.
Fire Base In South
Vietnam Closed Down

FRIDAY—OCTOBER 22, 1971

Rites Held Today
World
For Mrs. Valentine 1 By United Press International

Mrs. Julia Grogan
Graveside Rites
Expires Today Will Be Sunday
George Jones of 309 South

News in Brief.. . George Jones

Mrs. Hoffman
Dies, Hospital

SAIGON—The South VietnaThe funeral for Mrs. Mary John WASHINGTON — President
mese supreme court ratified
Mrs. B. J. (Lillian) Hoffman of
Valentine is being held today at Nixon's choice of two lawyers
today by an 8-1 vote the
two p.m. at the chapel of the to fill Supreme Court vacancies uncontested re-election of Pres- Third Street, Murray, suc- Graveside rites for Mrs. Julia 1641 Miller Avenue, Murray, died
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home created no visible opposition ident Nguyen Van Thieu on Oct. =bed this morning at five L. Grogan will be held Sunday at this morning at 4:40 at the
Murray -Calloway County
with Rev. Jerrell White and
today in the Senate, which
o'clock at the Murray-Calloway three p.m. at the Murray
3
Rev. Thomas Perkins officiating. earlier rejected nominees CleCounty Hospital. He was 78 years Cemetery. The remains are Hospital. She had been dismissed
By ARTHUR HIGBEE
from the hospital on Wednesday
1st Cavalry Division, South Pallbearers serving are Otis ment Haynsworth, Jr. and G. UNITED NATIONS—U.N.
Ge- of age and his death followed an being returned to the Max after having undergone
SAIGON (UPI 1—TheUnited Vietnamese sources said.
surgery,
Lovins, Guy Lovins, Sammy Harrold Carswell. Nixon anextended illness.
Churchill
Funeral
Home
where
Assembly
President
neral
States today pulled out nearly
but was stricken this morning at
Davis said the artillerymen Ballard, Billy Walker, Raymond nounced on television that he
The
Murray
man
friends
was
a
may
retired
call
after
p.m.
six
on
Adam Malik hopes to wind up
200 American troops from were airlifted to Tay Ninh McCuiston, and Lennis Carol would send the names
3:30 at her home and rushed to
of Lewis the China debate tonight. If he employee of the Murray Saturday.
embattled Fire Base Pace, West, a large base 25 miles Valentine. Burial will be in the F. Powell Jr., a
the hospital where she expired
nationally accomplishes his goal, dele- Wholesale Grocery Company. He
Mrs.
Grogan,
age
86,
died
closing the last exposed U.S. south of Pace before being Barnett Cemetery with the known attorney and
former gates claiming the right to was a member of the Grace Tuesday, at a hospital in Miami, about an hour later.
base in South Vietnam. It had taken to Phu Lot outside arrangemenhs by the Blalock- president of the American
The deceased was 81 years of
Bar explain their votes will be Baptist Church and was born in Fla. She was a resident of
been under Communist fire for Saigon, the headquarters of Coleman Funeral Home.
Association, and William H.
age and was born March 29, 1890,
Calloway
County
Hialeah,
on
Fla.,
January
and
was
31,
the
wife
of
by
heard
the
Assembly Mon27 consecutive days.
Mrs. Valentine, age eti, wea Rehnquist, Justice Department
to the late David Ivie and Nancy
their battalion.
day, and the balloting itself 1893. His parents were the late Joseph R. Grogan, former city
UPI correspondent Don Davis
The men horsed around, Wednesday at the Murray- counsel, to the Senate some
Ellen Barnett Ivie. SlcoPirmerly
Mr.
and
Mrs.
judge
Robert
of
Murray,
who
Jones.
died
March
then
could
begin—possibly
at
a
reported from Tay Ninh City wrestling, drinking strawberry' Calloway County Hospital. She time today and hoped for
owned and operated a fabric shop
early Monday night session.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. 25, 1962.
that about 95 artillerymen and koolaid
and
in her home. She was a member
whiskey
and and her husband, Loyd 0. confirmation.
Bea
Jones
of
The
Murray;
deceased
was
two
born
sons,
in
100 infantry troops were flown exulting over leaving Pace, Valentine of Murray Route Five,
Owen Jones of Paducah and Smithland but moved to Paducah of the First Christian Church and
into the Tay Ninh area by huge Davis reported.
who were married May 3, 1925, CAIRO—Reliable sources in SAIGON—The United States
Clifton Jones of Murray Route at an early age. Mrs. Grogan and was active in Group II of the
U.S. Chinook helicopters. Pace
"We want to get to Phu Lot, had moved back to Calloway Cairo said today that Egypt has flew almost 100 American Four; one sister, Mrs. Mary her late husband moved from Christian Women's Fellowshir
was 80 miles north of Saigon get drunk and have a good County seven years ago from agreed to an American
proposal troops out of heavily bombard- Oakley of Murray; four brothers, Murray to Paducah where he and the Service Circle Sunday
and only 600 yards from the night's sleep," said Sp.4 John Detroit, Mich.
that Assistant Secretary of ed fire Base Pace aboard a Less and Luther Jones of practiced law before moving to School Class of the church.
Cambodian border.
Trok of Ellsworth, Wis. "We've Survivors in addition to her State Joseph J. Sisco assume fleet of big Chinooc choppers Murray, Marvin and Aubrey_ Hialeah, Fla., in 1923. They were
Mrs. Hoffman was also a
The base, with its four big taken incoming artillery fire for husband are one daughter, Miss the role of messenger
between today, thus shutting down its Jones of Hazel Route One; one active in civic affairs at Hialeah. member of the Woodmen ofthe
artillery pieces, was left in the 27 consecutive nights."
Betty
Ann Valentine of Cairo and Jerusalem. In Tel last frontier artillery outpost in grandson; two great grandsons. Survivors are one daughter, World Grove 126, the Garden
hands of a South Vietnamese
Because of the role Pace Springfield, Mo.; two sons, Glen Aviv, diplomatic quarters also Vietnam. One hundred other Funeral services will be held Mrs. Frances Howland, one son, Department of the Murray
force
four
and
American played in supporting the South Valentine of Westport, Conn., and expressed willingness to accept GIs were left at the base,
Sunday at two p.m. at the chapel Joseph R. Grogan, Jr., and one Woman's Club, and the North
advisers.
Vietnamese around the embat- James Valentine of Tempe, Sisco in that capacity. But they together with four 175mm and of the Miller Funeral Home
with sister, Mrs. Clara Lee Hall, all of Murray Homemakers Club.
Capt. Lyle Rhodes of Council tled Cambodian town of Krek, Ariiona; four sisters, Mrs. Leo stressed that Sisco should
not eight-inch artillery pieces. UPI Rev. Loyd Wilson and Rev. B. R. Hialeah, Fla., one brother, The funeral has been scheduled
Bluffs, Iowa, an adviser to the the outpost had come under Van Ness of Memphis, Tenn., advance any proposals
of his correspondent Donald A. Davis Winchester officiating.
Millard Lee of Paducah, seven for Sunday at two p.m. at the
South Vietnamese airborne and intense Communist rocket and Mrs. Rosamon DeWater and Mrs. own. The new
development reported from Tay Ninh, 50 Pallbearers will be J. L. grandchildren, and several chapel of the Max Churchill
one of the four left behin4 said mortar fire. There had been Carolyn Nannes of Detroit, heightened hopes that
les northwest of Saigon, that Cooper,
ttiek
Jackie Cooper, R. L. relatives, in the local area in- Funeral Home with Dr. .David
his troops would be able to hold substantial U.S. casualties with Mich., and Mrs. Clarence Ballard stalemated peace
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NEW YORK ( UPI)—Stock
borders and in effect under the month when base officers were er. Both retired in September injured in the four traffic with the station wagon going
prices were firm at the opening
Mrs. Virgie Furches of Marprotection of the South Viet- unable to form two squads for for reasons of health and Black collisions that occurred in the south on North 4th Street.
died a short time later.
tin's Chapel Road, Murray Route
Damage to the Chevrolet w on the New York Stock
namese.
city limits of Murray on Thurpatrols outside the base perirn
Seven, has received word of the
Earlier this year U.S. fire ter. The entire Bravo Company,
sday, according to the reports on the right rear quarter panel, Exchange today. Turnover was
Supreme Court
bases along the Cambodian and 2nd Battalion, 32nd Regiment, This left the
filed by the officers of the Murray and to the Mercury on the right moderate.
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Laotian borders and just south 1st Air Cavalry
front fender.
Futrell are being conducted Margaret Lucille Davenport of
America)) them —Chief Justice Warren E. Police Department.
of the Demilitarized Zone. also Division was removed and
Linda Lee Croft of Route Ninee. The other accident on Thur- Dow Jones industrial average today by Rev. B.R. Winchester at Fountain Inn, South Carolina..
were closed up, leaving Pace as replaced by another company. Burger and Associate Justice Marion, was admitted to the sday occurred at 12:30 p.m. on had gained 0.14 to 854.99. With the chapel of the Miller Funeral The woman ,age 66, died
rry Blackman-appointed by
the only exposed American
Murray-Calloway County 'Sycamore Street between a 1971 335 issues traded, there were Home, Hazel, with burial to Thursday at 8:30 a.m, at a
In both incidents, GIs said
position remaining , in the war they had been told before ixon.
Hospital at 855 p.m. after Plymouth Duster driven by.. 154 advances, 98 declines.
follow in the Temple Hill hospital in Seneca, S.C., from
zone.
injuries sustained in a three
U.S. Steel gained L8 to 283,4 in Cemetery.
eroming to Pace that they would Senate scrutiny of Nixon's sustaining a concussion in a one William Danny Schroader of
As if to prove the point that not be going on any offensive two new nominees, in a car accident on Chestnut Street, Dexter Route One, and a 1967 the firm steels, with Bethlehem Pallbearers are Fred Hart, vehicle accident that occurred
South Vietnamese troops are operations there. They resisted Judiciary Committee chaired hospital officials said. She is Chevrolet two door hardtop at 241
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2 and Republic at 227-8 DeRoy Provine, Tommy Hart, near there on Sunday. Killed
now protecting the Americans, when officers ordered them to by James 0. Eastland, D-Miss., listed in satisfactory condition Impala driven by James Michael unchanged from Thursday's Alvin Harrell, Willie Brandon, instantly in the wreck on Sunday
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